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GRADING SYSTEM
Mint .....................The item is in perfect condition

Near Mint .........Almost perfect, any imperfections will be extremely minor

Excellent ............The item will have had very careful use, with only small imperfections

Good ...................The item will have had more use, showing obvious imperfections

Fair ......................The item will have heavy signs of wear, showing major imperfections & may include repaints

Poor ....................The item will be in a very distressed condition, with many faults

Plus may be used if an item is better than its classification suggests



Hello, I'm Danny James aka “blingatoys” and I have
been collecting Matchbox cars since I was a child with
a Model Train Set. It all started with an OOHO Railway
Set in which I used Matchbox Regular Moko Wheels as
scenery. In the late 80’s and early 90’s my Dad was also
a keen model car collector but with bigger, more
expensive Dinky, Corgi 50’s and 60’s cars... I found
myself sat on a stool in the corner of his shed with my
neighbor (also a big Dinky collector/dealer), listening to
the conversations and watching them restore and swap
models, and then finding myself rummaging through
their scrap box. This is where the Mokos were hiding for
me to play with ...I often joined them at swap meets and
toy fairs as a child, namely in Windsor, The Maltings,
Kempton Park and of course Sandown Park.  

So I was collecting early in life, although at this era
the models in the shops were Superfast blue box era
Matchbox 1-75 although I do recall one store still selling
picture box Lesney models in a proper old fashioned toy
store (old stock I guess) but at £1.50 versus the new era
blue box at 99p it was often the blue box I bought new
and the Lesneys I got at toy fairs and swap meets. One
particular Lesney I do remember getting new was in the
mid 80’s, again probably old stock as England had gone
bust by then, it was the Tyrone Malone... Now this was
because we had visited Sandown Race Course as a
family to watch the world famous "Wheely Truck" or a
UK knock off of the SUPER BOSS which blew my mind
and Mum and Dad of course bought me the Matchbox
version there and then which, if you push down on the
rear wing, wheelies, just like what we had seen...I took
that model everywhere and still love them to this day.
Skip forward 30 years and I found myself selling off the
childhood Mokos and Regular Wheels I had kept from
the railway and a number of Minty boxed ones including
a super rare red Vauxhall Victor. Then, just a few years
later around 2005, I was at a local general auction sale
and saw a lot of boxed Mint Superfast cars, I looked in
the box and immediately saw a No.66 Tyrone Malone,
No.16 Trans Am and No.10 Plymouth Police car. At
this point my childhood all came flashing back to me,
playing in the dirt at home, re-enacting Smokey and the
Bandit and the Wheely Truck scene and of course I was
in!!  -  Hooked for life.

So after a few years of buying more and finding out
the variations and buying my first guide books, I realized
there was a serious collecting world out there. I then
met Graham Hamilton who really opened up my eyes to
it all and he took me under his wing. Then I found my
OCD kicked in and I became obsessed with variations,
box types, wheels, glass, seats... you name it I wanted
it. At this point in my life I was into real cars too like VWs
and Porsches so the No.7 VW Golf became one of my
favorites, aswell as the Capri Hot Rocker. Because of
my Dad's love of Capris I hunted out as many as I could
find. By 2010 I was buying and selling so many
Matchbox toys that I left my PAYE job at Audi and
became a full-time toy dealer... In 2012 I went through a
tough time and had to sell my F G H + I box collection
and just kept a number of J K L boxed models like the
VWs, Audis, Porsches and Tyrone's... I eventually
moved down to West Sussex were I really started to add
to the collection and by 2019 I put it on display in my
garage. Where it has just grown and grown and grown.
Now I've found my love of real cars, and working on
them has grown, I need that garage space back so the
time has come to sell the second part of my Lesney
collection, the J K L box selection... It's been a super fun
journey and I've met some amazing people and I'm still
committed to buying and selling Matchbox Superfast
cars from all eras, 1969 to 21st Century issues ... But
don’t worry my collecting habit hasn't stopped, I'm now
focusing on my post Lesney, 1982-1995 collection of
Matchbox, Hot Wheels, Lego and everything else cool
from my 80’s and 90’s childhood and I intend to convert
our dining room at home into “DANNYS RETRO
ROOM” so you won't being seeing the end of me just
yet!

Danny James



Lot 4001 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 1c Dodge Challenger ‑ both
are white roof (slight shade difference), clear windows, chrome
interior, bare metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) Darker Shade Red
Body ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint "New" Type J Box; (2)
Lighter Shade Red Body ‑ Excellent with chrome loss to engine
air intakes, in Excellent to Excellent Plus Type J Box. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4002 - Matchbox Superfast 1c Dodge Challenger ‑ red body
with unusual off white roof (this is uniform throughout, including
the underside of the roof), clear windows, chrome interior, bare
metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent with chrome loss to engine
air intakes, in generally Excellent clean but a little creased "New"
Type J Box with RARE FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE FACE.

£30 - £40

Lot 4003 - Matchbox Superfast 1c Dodge Challenger ‑ red body
with white roof, clear windows, chrome interior, bare metal base,
RARE DOT‑DASH WHEELS which when Hot Foil Printed by the
factory have produced what at first glance appears to be 5‑spoke
wheels, as the dots are almost completely filled in with chrome ‑
Near Mint with tiny pin size chip to left hand rear wheelarch, in
Near Mint "New" Type J Box.

£50 - £70

Lot 4004 - Matchbox Superfast 1c Dodge Challenger ‑ DARKER
RED body with white roof, clear windows, white interior, bare
metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus 1978 
Copyright Type J Box without New. Nice example.

£20 - £30

Lot 4005 - Matchbox Superfast 1c Dodge Challenger ‑ LIGHTER
SHADE BRIGHTER RED BODY WITH CREAM ROOF, YELLOW
WINDOWS, bare metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Good Plus to 
Excellent with some tiny chips to hood & right hand front wing, in
Good Plus 1978 Copyright Type J Box without New. Please note
both the colour of the roof & windows is uniform throughout, 
including underneath the roof. Unusual model.

£40 - £60

Lot 4006 - Matchbox Superfast 1c Dodge Challenger ‑ red body
with white roof, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base,
5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent with Factory paint/casting flaw to left
hand rear wing, in Excellent 1978 Copyright Type J Box without
New.

£30 - £40

Lot 4007 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 1c Dodge Challenger ‑ both
are white roof, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ (1) darker shade blue body ‑ Mint in Near Mint to Mint
1978 Copyright Type J Box without New; (2) lighter shade blue
body ‑ Near Mint with chip to right hand rear wheelarch, in 
Excellent 1978 Copyright Type J Box without New. (2)

£40 - £50



Lot 4008 - Matchbox Superfast 1d Dodge Challenger Revin'
Rebel Dragster ‑ orange body with blue & white tampo print, blue
plastic roof, clear windows, black interior, bare metal base ‑ 
Excellent Plus with chip to leading edge of hood, Factory 
assembly mark to roof & Factory Tampo Print flaw to trunk, in 
Excellent Type L Box with matching model artwork.

£100 - £120

Lot 4009 - Matchbox Superfast 1d Dodge Challenger Revin'
Rebel Dragster ‑ orange body with blue & white tampo print, white
plastic roof, clear windows, black interior, silver painted base ‑ 
Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to engine air intake, in
Near Mint Type L Box.

£100 - £120

Lot 4011 - Matchbox Superfast 1d Dodge Challenger Revin'
Rebel Dragster ‑ orange body with blue & white tampo print, blue
plastic roof, clear windows, black interior, bare metal base ‑ 
Excellent Plus (interior dusty from display), in Fair Type K Blue
Window Box (box has been opened, with 1 end flap modified with
non original closing tab).

£10 - £20

Lot 4012 - Matchbox Superfast 1d Dodge Challenger Revin'
Rebel Dragster ‑ orange body with blue & white tampo print, THIN
PRINT DOOR TAMPO PRINT WITHOUT LOWER STARS, light
blue plastic roof (colour is uniform throughout), clear windows,
black interior, silver painted base ‑ Mint in Good Factory Sealed
1980 Copyright US Issue Blister Pack. RARE TAMPO PRINT
VARIATION WITH LIGHTER BLUE ROOF.

£50 - £60

Lot 4013 - Matchbox Superfast 1d Dodge Challenger Revin'
Rebel Dragster ‑ orange body with blue & white tampo print, blue
plastic roof, clear windows, black interior, bare metal base ‑ Near
Mint with rub mark to rear corner of roof, in Good a little stained
& creased but still Factory Sealed 1980 Copyright European Issue
Blister Pack.

£20 - £30

Lot 4010 - Matchbox Superfast 1d Dodge Challenger Revin'
Rebel Dragster ‑ orange body with blue & white tampo print,
cream plastic roof (colour is uniform throughout, including the 
underside of the roof), clear windows, black interior, silver painted
base ‑ Excellent Plus with some Tampo Print flaws, in Good clean
but creased Type L Box.

£60 - £70

Lot 4014 - Matchbox Superfast Hitch 'n Haul US Issue Twin Pack.
Containing (1) 1d Dodge Challenger Revin' Rebel Dragster ‑ 
orange body with blue & white tampo print, blue plastic roof, clear
windows, black interior, silver painted base ‑ Mint; (2) 61b Ford
A‑Series Wreck Truck ‑ dark yellow body, light amber windows,
red jibs with black hooks, gloss black base, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Near
Mint, in Good 1982 Copyright US Issue Blister Pack (corners of
blister creased/damaged).

£30 - £40



Lot 4015 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 2c Rescue Hovercraft ‑ both
are chrome engine, dark amber windows, tan plastic skirt & base
‑ (1) metallic lime green body; (2) metallic jade green body ‑ both
are Excellent Plus with glue starting to show through labels, in
Excellent Plus "New" Type J Boxes. (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 4016 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 2c Rescue Hovercraft ‑ all are
chrome engine, dark amber windows ‑ (1) metallic lime green
body, light tan plastic skirt & base ‑ Excellent Plus in Good to
Good Plus Factory Sealed 1975 Copyright US Issue Blister Pack;
(2) metallic jade green body, dark tan plastic skirt & base ‑ 
Excellent with scratch to label, in Good to Good Plus "New" Type
J Box; (3) metallic jade green body, black plastic skirt & base ‑
Excellent Plus (labels discoloured), in Good Plus "New" Type J
Box WITH RARE FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE SIDE. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 4017 - Matchbox Superfast 2c Rescue Hovercraft ‑ metallic
jade green body, chrome engine, RARE RED WINDOWS, light
tan plastic skirt & base ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus "New" Type
J Box WITH FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE SIDE ‑ RARE
MODEL & BOX VARIATION.

£30 - £40

Lot 4018 - Matchbox Superfast 2c Rescue Hovercraft ‑ metallic
jade green body, red engine, dark amber windows, light tan 
plastic skirt & base ‑ Near Mint in Excellent "New" Type J Box
WITH FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE SIDE ‑ RARE BOX 
VARIATION.

£20 - £30

Lot 4019 - Matchbox Superfast 2c Rescue Hovercraft ‑ metallic
jade green body, red engine, dark amber windows, black plastic
skirt & base ‑ Near Mint (label applied by the factory slightly off
centre), in Mint "New" Type J Box. RARE COMBINATION OF
RED ENGINE + BLACK BASE.

£20 - £30

Lot 4020 - Matchbox Superfast 2c Rescue Hovercraft MADE IN
BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ lime green body, black engine, dark amber 
windows, light tan plastic skirt & base which has "FAB Z F 
MANAUS" light blue plastic tab ‑ Good with some play wear, in
Good Type J Box without New.

£100 - £150

Lot 4021 - Matchbox Superfast 2c Rescue Hovercraft ‑ metallic
avocado green body (lighter shade) with RARE RESCUE LABEL,
chrome engine, purple windows, black plastic skirt & base ‑ 
Excellent Plus (label unfortunately sun faded, but as this is 
uniform it appears as a light orange label), in Excellent Plus Type
J Box without New.

£30 - £40



Lot 4022 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 2c Rescue Hovercraft ‑ both
are metallic avocado green body with "2000" label, purple 
windows, black plastic skirt & base ‑ (1) lighter shade body,
chrome engine ‑ Excellent with some tiny chips to rear wing, in
Good Plus to Excellent Type J Box without New (price label to 1
striker side); (2) darker shade body, red engine ‑ Excellent Plus
(factory paint finish a little thin in places), in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus Type J Box without New. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4023 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 2d S‑2 Jet (Blackburn 
Buccaneer) ‑ both are gloss black upper fuselage, yellow lower
fuselage & folding wings, light amber canopy windows (slight
shade difference between the windows of each example) ‑ Near
Mint to Mint, complete with a single Excellent "New" Type L box
(one model unboxed).

£10 - £15

Lot 4024 - Matchbox Superfast 2d S‑2 Jet (Blackburn Buccaneer)
‑ gloss black upper fuselage, yellow lower fuselage & folding
wings, RARE RED CANOPY WINDOWS ‑ Good Plus with some
small paint chips, in Good stained "New" Type L Box.

£10 - £20

Lot 4025 - Matchbox Superfast 2d S‑2 Jet (Blackburn Buccaneer)
‑ metallic blue upper fuselage, clear canopy windows, silver‑grey
plastic folding wings without Tampo Print, white lower fuselage ‑
Excellent Plus in Excellent "New" Type L Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4026 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 2d S‑2 Jet (Blackburn 
Buccaneer) ‑ both are metallic blue upper fuselage, clear canopy
windows, ivory plastic folding wings with red "Viper" Tampo Print,
white lower fuselage ‑ (1) Made in England Model; (2) Made in
Macau Transitional Model ‑ both are Excellent in Good to 
Excellent 1983 Copyright Yellow Graph Paper boxes. (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 4027 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
RARE METALLIC PEARL BROWN BODY (this has a high 
metallic sheen, distinctly different from the standard brown body),
clear windows, pale yellow interior, gloss black base, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ Good play worn, in Good Plus "New" Type K Box. 
Unusual colour variation.

£40 - £60

Lot 4028 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
both are metallic brown body, clear windows, pale yellow interior,
gloss black base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) body has RARE MATT paint
finish ‑ Mint in Good Factory Sealed 1976 Copyright US Issue
Blister Pack; (2) body has standard issue gloss paint finish ‑ 
Excellent with some paint chips to rear spoiler & wheel arches, in
Good Plus "New" Type K Box. (2)

£30 - £40



Lot 4029 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑ 
metallic brown body, clear windows which have been tinted 
towards yellow from sun UV exposure, pale yellow interior, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ apart from windows model is Mint in Excellent Plus to Near
Mint "New" Type K Box. Interesting model which displays well.

£20 - £30

Lot 4030 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
metallic emerald green body, clear windows, pale yellow interior,
dark charcoal grey base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus
"New" Type K Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4031 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
metallic emerald green body, clear windows, dark yellow interior,
dark charcoal grey base, 5‑arch wheels, left hand wheels have
not been hot foil printed, right hand side wheel have ‑ Near Mint
with a couple of minor factory paint flaws to roof, in generally 
Excellent "New" Type K Box with some staining & small reference
label to 1 end flap. RARE FACTORY ERROR.

£40 - £60

Lot 4032 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
both are metallic emerald green body, clear windows, dark 
yellow interior, gloss black base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) light shade
body (2) very dark shade body ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to
Excellent Plus "New" Type K Boxes. Dramatic colour shade 
difference between these 2 models, which look great on display
together. (2)

£50 - £70

Lot 4033 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
all are metallic emerald green body, clear windows, dark yellow 
interior, 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) gloss black base (marks to glazing) ‑
Excellent unboxed; (2) graphite grey base ‑ Near Mint in 
Excellent "New" Type K Box; (3) dark charcoal grey base ‑ Mint
in Good "New" Type K Box. Both boxes have RARE FRENCH
TEXT TO 1 PICTURE FACE. (3)

£50 - £60

Lot 4034 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑ 
metallic emerald green body, clear windows, RARE RED 
INTERIOR, dark charcoal grey base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint
with faint factory assembly scratch to rear of base, in Excellent to
Excellent Plus "New" Type K Box.

£30 - £50

Lot 4035 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
both are metallic silver body, clear windows, red interior, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ (1) RARE METALLIC BROWN BASE ‑ Near Mint with
some Factory paint flaws to front wings, in Good "New" Type K
Box; (2) Gloss Black Base ‑ Near Mint unboxed. (2).

£30 - £40



Lot 4036 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
metallic silver body, RARE LIGHT AMBER WINDOWS, red 
interior, METALLIC BROWN BASE, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Mint in Good
creased "New" Type K Box.

£80 - £100

Lot 4037 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
metallic silver body, clear windows, TAN INTERIOR, METALLIC
BROWN BASE, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent (factory paint flaw to
right hand side sill) in Excellent "New" Type K Box with original 
retailer's price label to 1 end flap.

£40 - £50

Lot 4038 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
metallic silver body, clear windows, TAN INTERIOR, DARK
CHARCOAL GREY BASE, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint with a 
couple of minor factory paint flaws to roof in Near Mint Type K
Box without New.

£30 - £40

Lot 4039 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑ red
body with black & white racing number 90 Tampo Print, clear 
windows, tan interior, GRAPHITE GREY BASE, 5‑arch wheels ‑
Excellent in Good very clean but creased Type K Box without
New.

£20 - £30

Lot 4040 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
both are red body with black & white racing number 90 Tampo
Print, clear windows, tan interior, 5‑arch wheels. (1) darker shade
red body, MATT BLACK base ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips, in
Good Type K Box without New; (2) lighter shade red body, gloss
black base ‑  Near Mint in Good to Good Plus a little stained Type
K Box without New. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4041 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
both are red body with black & white racing number 90 Tampo
Print, clear windows, WHITE INTERIOR, 5‑arch wheels. (1)
darker shade red body, gloss black base, box illustrates dark
brown model; (2) lighter shade red body, dark charcoal grey base,
box illustrates light brown model ‑ both Near Mint with usual 
Factory Tampo Print flaws, Good Plus & Excellent Type K Boxes
without New. INTERESTING BOX PRINT VARIATION. (2)

£50 - £60

Lot 4042 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
lighter shade red body with black & white racing number 90
Tampo Print, GLOW WINDOWS, tan interior, gloss black base,
5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent with a couple of chips to front bumper
& Factory Tampo Print flaws, in Good Type K Box without New.

£20 - £30



Lot 4043 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑ red
body with white racing number 90 Tampo Print to sides only, 
without hood & roof Tampo Print, GLOW WINDOWS, tan interior,
gloss black base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with factory white
ink mark to left hand corner of front bumper ALONG WITH tiny
chip to EDGE OF ROOF & rear wing, in Excellent Plus Type K
Box without New. RARE FACTORY TAMPO PRINT ERROR.

£50 - £70

Lot 4044 - Matchbox Superfast 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑
JAPAN SERIES MB78 930 TURBO ‑ red body with black tampo
print, light amber windows, dark tan interior, gloss black Macau
base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent with scratch to hood & left hand
front wing, in Good earlier Lesney Period 1977 Copyright clear
plastic box.

£10 - £15

Lot 4045 - Matchbox Superfast 4c Pontiac Firebird Factory
Pre‑Production Colour Trial ‑ metallic emerald green body, dark
amber windows, chrome interior, bare metal base, dot‑dash
wheels ‑ Mint in Mint "New" Type J Box.

£400 - £500

Lot 4046 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 4c Pontiac Firebird ‑ both are
dark amber windows, chrome interior, bare metal base, dot‑dash
wheels ‑ (1) earlier metallic kingfisher blue body; (2) later issue
metallic darker blue body ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good
Plus clean but creased "New" Type J Boxes, 1 of which is a later
1978 Copyright Box with rectangular panel to 1 striker side. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4047 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 4c Pontiac Firebird ‑ both are
dark amber windows, chrome interior, bare metal base, dot‑dash
wheels ‑ (1) earlier metallic kingfisher blue body with RARE MATT
paint finish ‑ Excellent with marks to roof, in Good "New" Type J
Box; (2) later issue metallic darker blue body ‑ Excellent Plus in
Good Plus to Excellent very clean & crisp but creased at 1 end
"New" 1978 Copyright Type J Box with rectangular panel to 1
striker side. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4048 - Matchbox Superfast 4c Pontiac Firebird ‑ metallic king-
fisher blue body, RARE LIGHT AMBER WINDOWS, chrome in-
terior, bare metal base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent (slight chrome
loss to engine air intakes, factory paint flaw to roof & couple of
tiny chips) in Good Plus "New" Type J Box with rectangular panel
to 1 striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4049 - Matchbox Superfast 4c Pontiac Firebird ‑ metallic 
kingfisher blue body, dark amber windows, chrome interior, bare
metal base, RARE 5‑ARCH WHEELS ‑ Excellent Plus with 
factory paint flaws to hood & roof, in Near Mint to Mint "New" Type
J Box.

£80 - £100



Lot 4050 - Matchbox Superfast 4c Pontiac Firebird RARE MADE
IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ metallic denim blue body, dark amber windows,
chrome interior, bare metal base with "Made in England" removed,
dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to
wheel arches, in Fair heavily creased, but still complete Brazilian
box with Number 27 labels to both end flaps.

£240 - £300

Lot 4051 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 4d '57 Chevy ‑ all are clear
windows, chrome interior, bare metal base ‑ (1) metallic lilac body
& Hood; (2) metallic pink body & hood (model leans slightly to 1
side); (3) metallic pale pink body & hood ‑ Excellent Plus to Mint
in Good Plus to Near Mint "New" Type L boxes, 1 of which 
illustrates a Metallic Mauve model. Interesting lot containing all 3
distinct colour shades of this model.

£60 - £80

Lot 4052 - Matchbox Superfast 4d '57 Chevy ‑ red body with
black & white "Cherry Bomb" Tampo Print, clear windows, chrome
interior, silver painted base ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny
chips & usual Factory Tampo Print flaws, in Excellent Plus "New"
Type L Box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4053 - Matchbox Superfast 4d '57 Chevy ‑ red body with black
& white "Cherry Bomb" Tampo Print to sides & trunk only, hood
without Tampo Print, clear windows, chrome interior, GLOSS
BLACK BASE ‑ Excellent with some chrome loss to exhausts &
rear bumper along with usual Factory Tampo Print flaws, in Near
Mint to Mint "New" Type L Box. RARE COMBINATION OF 
WITHOUT HOOD TAMPO PRINT & GLOSS BLACK BASE.

£40 - £50

Lot 4054 - Matchbox Superfast 4d '57 Chevy ‑ red body with
black & white "Cherry Bomb" Tampo Print, clear windows, chrome
interior, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint with usual Factory Tampo
Print flaws, in Good Plus to Excellent RARE TYPE L BOX 
WITHOUT NEW.

£40 - £60

Lot 4055 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 5b Seafire Power Boat ‑ both
are white deck with blue plastic hull & base, blue plastic driver (1)
black engine exhausts ‑ Excellent in Near Mint "New" Type J Box;
(2) red engine exhausts ‑ Excellent unboxed. (2)

£5 - £10

Lot 4056 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 5b Seafire Power Boat ‑ both
are white deck, red engine exhausts ‑ (1) dark yellow plastic driver,
blue plastic hull & base; (2) blue plastic driver, turquoise blue 
plastic hull & base (base has stress mark from factory assembly)
‑ Good Plus to Excellent in Good "New" Type J Boxes. (2)

£10 - £15



Lot 4057 - Matchbox Superfast 5b Seafire Power Boat ‑ white
deck with blue plastic hull & base, blue plastic driver, red engine
exhausts which are shorter than normal and probably from 64b
Slingshot Dragster ‑ Excellent in Near Mint "New" Type J Box.

£10 - £15

Lot 4058 - Matchbox Superfast 5b Seafire Power Boat ‑ white
deck with blue plastic hull & base, lemon yellow plastic driver, red
engine exhausts ‑ Excellent with some factory assembly stress
marks to base, in generally Near Mint "New" Type J Box WITH
RARE "CONFORMITE AUX NORMES GARANTIE PAR LESNEY
S.A." FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE FACE.

£20 - £30

Lot 4059 - Matchbox Superfast 5b Seafire Power Boat ‑ white
deck with BROWN PLASTIC HULL & BASE, lemon yellow 
plastic driver, red engine exhausts ‑ Excellent, in Mint "New" Type
J Box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4060 - Matchbox Superfast 5b Seafire Power Boat ‑ red deck
with white plastic hull & base, lemon yellow plastic driver, red 
engine exhausts ‑ Excellent, in Excellent "New" Type J Box WITH
RARE FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE FACE (one end flap sun
faded).

£20 - £30

Lot 4061 - Matchbox Superfast 5b Seafire Power Boat ‑ lighter
shade red deck with white plastic hull & base, dark yellow plastic
driver, red engine exhausts ‑ Excellent (glue showing through
label which is discoloured), in Mint "New" Type J Box.

£10 - £15

Lot 4062 - Matchbox Superfast 5b Seafire Power Boat ‑ darker
shade red deck with RARE LEMON YELLOW PLASTIC HULL &
BASE, red plastic driver, red engine exhausts ‑ overall Excellent
but does have a few tiny chips to edge of hull, a couple of which
have been re‑painted, in Excellent to Excellent Plus "New" Type
J Box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4063 - Matchbox Superfast 5b Seafire Power Boat ‑ Factory
Pre‑Production Colour Trial ‑ gloss black deck, blue plastic driver,
black engine with black exhausts, PALE GREY SCREW‑FIT
BASE ‑ Excellent with some old glue marks to base, in Mint "New"
Type J Box.

£150 - £200

Lot 4064 - Matchbox Superfast 5b Seafire Power Boat ‑ gloss
black deck with lemon yellow plastic hull & base, red plastic driver,
black engine exhausts ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with a couple
of tiny pin size chips, in Mint "New" Type J Box.

£30 - £40



Lot 4065 - Matchbox Superfast 5b Seafire Power Boat ‑ gloss
black deck with lemon yellow plastic hull & base, red plastic driver,
red engine exhausts ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with a couple of
tiny pin size chips, in Mint 1978 Copyright "New" Type J Box with
rectangular panel to 1 striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4066 - Matchbox Superfast 5c Jeep US Mail Truck ‑ Roman
Numeral Issue ‑ light blue body, smooth white plastic roof with
dark red labels, black interior, white Roman Numeral
"Sleet‑n‑Snow" base, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Excellent to Excellent
Plus with usual factory assembly paint chips to base, in Near Mint
"New" Type L Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4067 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 5c Jeep US Mail Truck ‑ both
are smooth white plastic roof, black interior, white Roman 
Numeral "No.II Sleet‑n‑Snow" base, 5‑crown wheels ‑ (1) dark
blue body, roof has light red labels ‑ Excellent with usual factory
assembly paint chips to base, in Good creased "New" Type L Box;
(2) UNUSUAL LIGHTER SHADE OF DARK BLUE WITH RAISED
HOOD EJECTOR RING, roof has dark red labels ‑ Excellent Plus
(base does not sit flush with body, causing model to lean to 1
side), in Excellent Plus "New" Type L Box. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4068 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 5c Jeep US Mail Truck ‑ both
are dark blue body (slight shade difference), black interior, white
"No.38 Jeep" base, 5‑crown wheels ‑ (1) smooth white plastic roof
with dark red labels; (2) textured white plastic roof with light red
labels ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with usual tiny factory 
assembly paint chips, in Good Plus & Excellent "New" Type L
Boxes. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4069 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 5c Jeep US Mail Truck ‑ both
are dark blue body, textured white plastic roof with dark red 
labels, black interior, white "No.5 US Mail Truck" base, 5‑crown
wheels ‑ (1) standard issue hot foil printed wheels; (2) RARE
BLACK 5‑CROWN WHEELS ‑ Excellent Plus with usual tiny 
factory assembly paint chips to base, in Excellent & Near Mint
"New" Type L Boxes. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4070 - Matchbox Superfast 5c Jeep US Mail Truck ‑ dark blue
body, textured white roof with large windows, black interior, white
"No.5 US Mail Truck" base, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with
usual factory assembly paint chips to base, in Good Factory
sealed but creased 1980 Copyright European Issue Blister Pack.

£10 - £20

Lot 4071 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP‑7 containing (1) 5c
Jeep US Mail Truck ‑ dark yellow body with Gliding Club hood
label, black interior, white "No.5 US Mail Truck" base, 5‑crown
wheels; (2) Glider Trailer ‑ dark amber windows, without labels ‑
Near Mint with usual factory assembly paint chips to Jeep base,
in Good Factory Sealed Blister Pack with some creasing/damage
to blister.

£20 - £30



Lot 4072 - Matchbox Superfast 5d Golden Eagle 4x4 Jeep
Off‑Road ‑ metallic copper body with hood Tampo Print, black 
interior, GLOSS BLACK BASE, Maltese Cross wheels ‑ Excellent
with usual factory assembly paint chips to front bumper & rear
toolbox + fuel can, in generally Excellent Type L Box.

£10 - £15

Lot 4073 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 5d Golden Eagle 4x4 Jeep
Off‑Road ‑ both are black interior, matt black base, Maltese Cross
wheels ‑ (1) metallic copper body (NOTE: DARKER SHADE
THAN USUAL) ‑ Excellent in Good stained Type L Box; (2) RARE
METALLIC DARK CHAMPAGNE GOLD BODY ‑ Near Mint in
Good Plus Type L Box. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 4074 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 5d Golden Eagle 4x4 Jeep
Off‑Road ‑ both are black interior, Maltese Cross Wheels ‑ (1)
metallic copper body, matt black Lesney England base ‑ Near
Mint with usual minor factory assembly paint chips to front bumper
& rear toolbox/fuel can, in Fair creased but still Factory Sealed
1980 Copyright European Issue Blister Pack; (2) red body, gloss
black Macau base ‑ Near Mint in Good stained Type L Box. (2).

£10 - £20

Lot 4075 - Matchbox Superfast 6b Mercedes 350SL ‑ metallic 
silver body with black plastic roof, light amber windscreen, pale
yellow interior, bare metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Good to Good
Plus with some play wear, in Fair 1977 Copyright clear perspex
box.

£10 - £15

Lot 4076 - Matchbox Superfast 6b Mercedes 350SL German
Market Issue ‑ metallic silver body with "AvD Rennservice" labels,
black plastic roof, light amber windscreen, pale yellow interior,
bare metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus (glue
showing through labels which are discoloured), in Fair glue 
repaired 1977 Copyright clear perspex box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4077 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 6b Mercedes 350SL ‑ both
are white roof, clear windows, bare metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑
(1) metallic dark bronze body ‑ Mint in Good Plus "New" Type L
Box; (2) metallic copper body ‑ Mint unboxed. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4078 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 6b Mercedes 350SL ‑ both
are white roof, light amber windscreen, bare metal base, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ (1) metallic dark bronze body ‑ Near Mint with factory
paint flaw to hood, in Good creased Type L Box without New; (2)
metallic copper body ‑ Good to Good Plus unboxed with
cracked/damaged windscreen. (2)

£10 - £15



Lot 4079 - Matchbox Superfast 6b Mercedes 350SL ‑ RARE
METALLIC CANDY APPLE RED BODY (darker & more red tone
than the standard dark bronze), white roof, windows have a slight
smoke grey tint, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, 5‑Arch
wheels ‑ Near Mint with tiny pin size chip to leading edge of right
hand front wing, in Good Plus Type L Box without New, but with
matching model artwork.

£40 - £60

Lot 4080 - Matchbox Superfast 6b Mercedes 350SL ‑ metallic
ruby red body with black roof, light amber windscreen, pale 
yellow interior, bare metal base with blue plastic "FAB Z.F. 
MANAUS" tag, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Good Plus with some small paint
chips & factory paint flaws, base tag is also incomplete, in 
generally Good Plus "New" Type L box. RARE MADE IN BRAZIL
ISSUE.

£100 - £150

Lot 4081 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 6b Mercedes 350 SL ‑ both
are red body with white roof, light amber windscreen, pale yellow
interior, bare metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) darker shade body
‑ Mint in generally Good Plus but a little stained "New" Type L box;
(2) brighter shade body ‑ Excellent unboxed with a few tiny pin
size chips. (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 4082 - Matchbox Superfast 6c Mercedes Convertible ‑ 
metallic silver‑blue body with silver side stripes, clear windscreen,
white interior, bare metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint with
tiny pin size chip to hood, in Good Plus Type L Box.

£60 - £80

Lot 4083 - Matchbox Superfast 6c Mercedes Convertible ‑ 
metallic silver‑blue body with silver side stripes, clear windscreen,
white interior, silver painted base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Mint apart from
minor factory casting flaw to left hand rear wheel arch, in Good
Plus Type L Box.

£60 - £80

Lot 4084 - Matchbox Superfast 6c Mercedes Convertible ‑ 
metallic silver‑blue body with silver side stripes, clear windscreen,
white interior, bare metal base, RARE MALTESE CROSS
WHEELS ‑ Excellent with some chips to hood & below 
windscreen, in Good to Good Plus clean but creased Type L Box.

£60 - £80

Lot 4085 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 6c Mercedes Convertible ‑
both are maroon body, clear windscreen, white interior, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ (1) silver painted base; (2) bare metal base ‑ Near Mint
to Mint in Fair & Good Plus Blue Window Boxes. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4086 - Matchbox Superfast 6c Mercedes Convertible ‑ white
body, windscreen has very pale amber tint, red interior, silver
painted China base, narrow profile 5‑arch wheels ‑ Good Plus to
Excellent with some tiny chips, in Fair but complete Type L box
without New.

£10 - £20



Lot 4087 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 7b Hairy Hustler Streakers
Issue ‑ both are white body with red & black Tampo Print, dark
amber windows, gloss black base ‑ (1) 5‑spoke front wheels with
wide black slots ‑ Mint apart from usual minor Factory Tampo Print
flaws, in Fair but still Factory Sealed 1971 Copyright US Issue
Blister Pack; (2) 5‑spoke front wheels with narrow black slots ‑
Mint apart from usual minor Factory Tampo Print flaws, in Good
Plus "New" Type J Box (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4088 - Matchbox Superfast 7b Hairy Hustler Streakers Issue
‑ white body with dark red & black Tampo Print, dark amber 
windows, metallic dark charcoal grey base ‑ Mint apart from usual
minor Factory Tampo Print flaws, in Good Plus "New" Type J Box

£20 - £30

Lot 4089 - Matchbox Superfast 7b Hairy Hustler Roman Numeral
Issue ‑ dark yellow body with red & black flame Tampo Print, dark
amber windows, gloss black "No.IX Flamin Manta" base ‑ 
Excellent with a few tiny chips, in Excellent "New" Type J Box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4090 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ both are
dark amber windows, dark yellow interior, matt black base,
dot‑dash wheels ‑ (1) metallic lime green body ‑ Near Mint in
Good to Good Plus Type K Box; (2) metallic emerald green body
‑ Excellent Plus unboxed with usual factory assembly paint chips
to base. (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 4091 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ both are
dark yellow interior, matt black base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ (1) 
metallic lime green body, dark amber windows ‑ Excellent Plus in
Good "New" Type K Box; (2) metallic emerald green body, light
amber windows ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed. Both models have
usual factory assembly paint chips to base. (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 4092 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ metallic
emerald green body, dark amber windows, dark yellow interior,
matt black base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent with paint chips to
front & rear bumpers and model also leans over to 1 side, in Good
"New" Type K Box WITH FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE FACE.

£10 - £20

Lot 4093 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ metallic
emerald green body, light amber windows, LEMON YELLOW 
INTERIOR, graphite grey base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ overall Near
Mint but does have some factory assembly marks to base over
both axles, in Good Plus "New" Type K Box.

£20 - £30



Lot 4094 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ metallic
emerald green body, RARE CLEAR WINDOWS, dark yellow 
interior, graphite grey base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ overall Excellent
but rear axle a little bent out of shape, model also has some 
factory assembly marks to base over both axles, in generally
Good creased "New" Type K Box.

£30 - £50

Lot 4095 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 7c VW Volkswagen ‑ all are
metallic emerald green body, light amber windows, dark yellow
interior, dot‑dash wheels ‑ (1) GLOSS BLACK BASE ‑ Near Mint
in Excellent "New" Type K Box; (2) matt black base ‑ Excellent
unboxed with a number of paint chips to base; (3) graphite grey
base ‑ Near Mint unboxed

£30 - £40

Lot 4096 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ metallic
emerald green body, dark amber windows, RARE RED 
INTERIOR, graphite grey base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent Plus
with usual factory assembly paint chips to base particularly
around front bumper, in Good Plus Type K Box without New, but
with 4‑line English/French text to rectangular side panel.

£50 - £60

Lot 4097 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ metallic
emerald green body, CLEAR WINDOWS, RED INTERIOR, matt
black base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with usual factory
assembly paint chips to base particularly around front bumper &
grille, in Excellent Plus Type K Box without New, but with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular side panel. RARE 
COMBINATION OF CLEAR WINDOWS & RED INTERIOR.

£60 - £80

Lot 4098 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP‑4 containing (1) 7c
Volkswagen Golf ‑ metallic emerald green body, light amber 
windows, dark yellow interior, matt black base ‑ Near Mint; (2) 57b
Eccles Trailer Caravan ‑ lemon yellow body with black stripe
flower labels, burnt orange plastic roof, centre‑cut 5‑spoke 
narrow wheels ‑ Excellent with some black rub marks to body, in
Fair but still Factory Sealed Blister Pack.

£10 - £15

Lot 4099 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP‑4 containing (1) 7c
Volkswagen Golf ‑ dark yellow body, clear windows, red interior,
dark charcoal grey base; (2) 57b Eccles Trailer Caravan ‑ lemon
yellow body with black stripe flower labels, burnt orange plastic
roof, centre‑cut 5‑spoke narrow wheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint in
Good to Good Plus Factory Sealed Blister Pack.

£20 - £30

Lot 4100 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf German 
Market Issue ‑ dark yellow body with ADAC labels, light amber
windows, dark yellow interior, matt black base ‑ Excellent (glue
showing through labels which are discoloured), in Good Factory
Sealed 1976 Copyright Blister Pack.

£20 - £30



Lot 4101 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ dark yellow
body, RARE LIGHT AMBER WINDOWS, red interior, gloss black
base ‑ Excellent (front suspension is low & some scratches to
base) in Good creased Type K Box without New, but with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular side panel. VERY RARE 
COMBINATION OF DARK YELLOW BODY & LIGHT AMBER
WINDOWS.

£80 - £100

Lot 4102 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ both are
dark yellow body, clear windows, red interior ‑ (1) gloss black
base; (2) dark graphite grey base ‑ both Excellent with some 
factory paint/casting flaws to edge of roof, in Fair but still 
complete Type K Boxes without New but with 4‑line
English/French text to rectangular side panels. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4103 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ dark yellow
body, clear windows, red interior, graphite grey base ‑ Near Mint
in Good Type K Box without New but with 4‑line English/French
text to rectangular side panel.

£20 - £30

Lot 4104 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ dark yellow
body, clear windows, red interior, METALLIC DARK GRAPHITE
GREY BASE (not gloss black) ‑ Near Mint in Fair to Good Type K
Box without New but with 4‑line English/French text to 
rectangular side panel (old price label to 1 end flap).

£20 - £30

Lot 4105 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ red body,
clear windows, RARE RED INTERIOR, matt black base ‑ 
Excellent (paint chips to base, some of which have been touched
in), in Excellent Type K Box without New but with 4‑line 
English/French text to rectangular side panel.

£40 - £50

Lot 4106 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ red body,
clear windows, RARE LEMON YELLOW INTERIOR, gloss black
base ‑ Excellent (paint chips to base, bumpers & grille), in Good
Plus stained Type K Box without New but with 8‑line
English/French/Italian text to rectangular side panel.

£30 - £40

Lot 4107 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ red body,
RARE BRIGHT RED PLASTIC SURFBOARDS, light amber 
windows, dark yellow interior, matt black base ‑ Excellent (glazing
unit distorted), in Good Plus Type K Box without New but with
8‑line English/French/Italian text to rectangular side panel.

£80 - £100

Lot 4108 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ both are
red body with slight shade difference between models (this may
not show up distinctly in the photos), light amber windows, dark
yellow interior, matt black base ‑ (1) Excellent Plus in Good Plus
Type K Box without New but with 8‑line English/French/Italian text
to rectangular side panel; (2) overall Excellent unboxed (glazing
unit distorted).

£10 - £15



Lot 4109 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP‑5 containing (1) 7c
Volkswagen Golf ‑ red body, light amber windows, dark yellow 
interior, matt black base; (2) 9a Cabin Cruiser & Trailer ‑ light blue
trailer with centre‑cut 5‑spoke narrow wheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint in
Fair Factory sealed Blister Pack with damage/creasing to blister.

£15 - £25

Lot 4110 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf MADE IN
BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ metallic dark blue body, dark amber windows,
dark yellow interior, bare metal base which has not been zinc
plated, base with "Made in England" text removed but without 
plastic tab, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips & factory
paint flaws to drivers side doors, in Good Plus scuffed/stained Type
K Box without New but with 8‑line English/French/Italian text to 
rectangular panel. Rare Brazilian Issue.

£300 - £400

Lot 4111 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ metallic 
silver body with green side stripes, clear windows, red interior,
matt black base ‑ Excellent Plus in Fair but still complete Type L
Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4112 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ metallic 
silver body with green side stripes, clear windows, red 
interior, RARE GLOSS BLACK BASE ‑ Excellent Plus with some
marks to roof, in Fair but still complete Type L Box.

£40 - £50

Lot 4113 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ metallic 
silver body with green side stripes, clear windows, RARE
BROWN (DARK TAN) INTERIOR, matt black base ‑ Near Mint
with usual factory assembly marks to base, in Good Type L Box
with tape repair to 1 corner.

£70 - £90

Lot 4114 - Matchbox Superfast 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ metallic 
silver body with green side stripes, clear windows, VERY RARE
BLUE INTERIOR, matt black base ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple
of tiny chips to hood & right hand front wing, in Good to Good Plus
Type L Box.

£200 - £300

Lot 4115 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ both
are white body with racing number 8 hood & side labels, clear
windows, orange interior ‑ (1) darker blue base; (2) lighter blue
base ‑ both are Excellent in Good & Excellent "New" Type J
Boxes. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4116 - Matchbox Superfast 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ white
body with racing number 8 hood & side labels, clear windows, 
orange interior, large diameter 5‑spoke front wheels, Maltese
Cross rear wheels, darker blue base ‑ Good Plus with some tiny
chips & labels a little worn/discoloured, Good Plus "New" Type J
Box. RARE FACTORY REVERSE WHEEL ERROR.

£20 - £30



Lot 4117 - Matchbox Superfast 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ white
body with racing number 8 hood & side labels, clear windows, 
orange interior, bare metal base ‑ Excellent Plus (right hand label
a little faded), in Near Mint "New" Type J Box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4118 - Matchbox Superfast 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ white
body with racing number 8 hood & side labels, clear windows, 
orange interior, bare metal base, RARE 5‑SPOKE FRONT
WHEELS ‑ Good with scratches to roof & labels faded, Good
"New" Type J Box.

£10 - £15

Lot 4119 - Matchbox Superfast 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ white
body with racing number 8 hood label only, clear windows, orange
interior, RARE LIGHT SKY BLUE BASE (same colour as the
Japan Series 14a Iso Grifo) ‑ Excellent with some paint loss to
base & small factory casting flaw to right hand front wing, Mint
"New" Type J Box.

£70 - £90

Lot 4120 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ both
are white body with racing number 8 hood label only, clear 
windows, blue base ‑ (1) orange interior ‑ Excellent Plus (does
have a number of factory assembly paint chips), in Excellent 
Factory Sealed 1976 Copyright Blister Pack; (2) RARE LIGHT
ORANGE INTERIOR ‑ Excellent with paint chips to base, in Good
Plus 1978 Copyright Type J Box without New. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4121 - Matchbox Superfast 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ white
body with racing number 8 hood & side labels, clear windows, 
orange interior, blue base, RARE 5‑SPOKE FRONT WHEELS ‑
Excellent in Good to Good Plus 1978 Copyright Type J Box 
without New.

£30 - £40

Lot 4122 - Matchbox Superfast 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ white
body without labels, clear windows, orange interior, blue base ‑
Excellent Plus with paint chips to exhausts, in Excellent 1978
Copyright Type J Box without New.

£20 - £30

Lot 4123 - Matchbox Superfast 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ white
body with Sunburst hood label only, clear windows, orange 
interior, blue base ‑ overall Excellent with some small paint chips,
in Good to Good Plus 1978 Copyright Type J Box without New
(price label to 1 end flap).

£20 - £30

Lot 4124 - Matchbox Superfast 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ white body
WITH CHECKERBOARD HOOD LABEL ONLY, clear windows, 
orange interior, blue base ‑ Excellent Plus (glue just starting to show
through label which is very slightly discoloured), in Near Mint 1978
Copyright Type J Box without New. VERY RARE LABEL 
VARIATION ‑ THE FIRST WE HAVE OFFERED FOR SALE.

£150 - £200



Lot 4125 - Matchbox Superfast 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ white
body with racing number 8 hood label only, clear windows, RED
INTERIOR, blue base ‑ Excellent with paint chips to right hand
rear wheel arch, in Near Mint "New" Type J Box WITH FRENCH
TEXT TO 1 PICTURE FACE.

£30 - £40

Lot 4126 - Matchbox Superfast 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ white
body with racing number 8 hood label only, clear windows, RED
INTERIOR, blue base, LARGE DIAMETER 5‑SPOKE FRONT
WHEELS, MALTESE CROSS REAR WHEELS ‑ Excellent with
some small paint chips, in Good Plus 1978 Copyright Type J Box
without New. RARE FACTORY WHEEL ERROR.

£50 - £70

Lot 4127 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 8c De Tomaso Pantera ‑ both
are blue body with black & white racing number 17 tampo print,
clear windows, black interior, matt black Hong Kong base ‑ (1)
tampo print matches box artwork, with thin racing number 17 roof
& door tampo & without "Pantera" to hood ‑  Excellent with a 
couple of faint scratches to roof, in Good Plus "New" Type L Box;
(2) thick racing number 17 roof & door tampo print, with "Pantera"
hood Tampo Print ‑ Excellent with some small chips, in Good
"New" Type L Box (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4128 - Matchbox Superfast 8e Rover 3500 ‑ RARE YELLOW
BODY WITH BLACK PLASTIC SUNROOF, RED INTERIOR,
black plastic base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Near Mint with a couple of
minor factory assembly marks, in Excellent "New" Type L Box.

£300 - £400

Lot 4129 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 8e Rover 3500 ‑ both are tan
interior, dot‑dash wheels ‑ (1) light metallic bronze body ‑ Near
Mint in Fair to Good stained but complete "New" Type L Box; (2)
dark metallic bronze body ‑ Excellent unboxed with paint chips to
left hand front wing & edge of roof. (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 4130 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 8e Rover 3500 ‑ both are
metallic bronze body, tan interior, dot‑dash wheels ‑ (1) blue arrow
blister pack with "8 Rover 3500" model description; (2) yellow
arrow blister pack with "No.8" model description ‑ both Mint in Fair
& Good Plus Factory Sealed 1980 Copyright Blister Packs. (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 4131 - Matchbox Superfast 8e Rover 3500 ‑ metallic bronze
body, DARK TAN INTERIOR, dot‑dash wheels ‑ overall Excellent
Plus but does have some scratches to plastic sunroof, in Good
very clean "New" Type L Box with some creasing & tear across 1
striker side.

£10 - £20



Lot 4132 - Matchbox Superfast 8e Rover 3500 ‑ metallic bronze
body, WHITE INTERIOR, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Good Plus with some
small paint chips & scratches to plastic sunroof, in Good creased
"New" Type L box with tear to 1 inner end flap.

£10 - £20

Lot 4133 - Matchbox Superfast 9c Ford Escort 2000 FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ red body, light amber 
windows, dark tan interior, matt black base ‑ Excellent Plus (large
chip to rear spoiler), in Excellent Plus "New" Type K Box with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on 1 striker side.

£300 - £400

Lot 4134 - Matchbox Superfast 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ white
body without labels, clear windows, dark tan interior, gloss black
base ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips to bumpers
& front chin spoiler, in Excellent a little faded "New" Type K Box
WITH FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE SIDE & ILLUSTRATION
OF MODEL TO BOTH STRIKER SIDES. RARE EARLY BOX
VARIATION.

£30 - £40

Lot 4135 - Matchbox Superfast 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ white
body with racing number 9 labels, RARE LIGHT AMBER 
WINDOWS, dark tan interior, gloss black base ‑ Excellent with a
couple of tiny pin size chips & roof label a little worn/stained, in
generally Near Mint "New" Type K Box with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular side panel on 1 striker side.

£40 - £50

Lot 4136 - Matchbox Superfast 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ white
body with racing number 9 labels, clear windows, RARE RED 
INTERIOR WITHOUT TOW HOOK, gloss black base ‑ Good Plus
to Excellent (roof label worn & tow hook removed by factory), in
Good Plus creased "New" Type K Box with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular side panel on 1 striker side.

£50 - £60

Lot 4137 - Matchbox Superfast 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ white
body with racing number 9 labels, clear windows, dark tan interior,
MATT BLACK BASE ‑ overall Excellent (does have a few tiny
chips & roof label worn), in Excellent Plus "New" Type K Box with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular side panel on 1 striker
side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4138 - Matchbox Superfast 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ white
body with racing number 9 labels, clear windows, dark tan interior,
METALLIC DARK CHARCOAL GREY BASE ‑ overall Excellent
Plus to Near Mint with a couple of minor marks to roof label, in
Good Plus clean but creased along 1 striker side "New" Type K
Box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular side panel on 1
striker side.

£20 - £30



Lot 4139 - Matchbox Superfast 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ white
body with racing number 9 labels, clear windows, dark tan interior,
GRAPHITE GREY BASE ‑ Excellent (does have a few tiny chips
to trunk & small scratch to rear spoiler), in Excellent "New" Type
K Box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular side panel on
1 striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4140 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ both
are white body with racing number 9 labels, clear windows, dark
tan interior ‑ (1) gloss black base ‑ Excellent (glue showing
through labels which are discoloured); (2) dark graphite grey base
‑ overall Excellent (does have a few tiny chips & roof label worn)
‑ both in Good "New" Type K Boxes with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular side panel on 1 striker side. (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 4141 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ both
are white body with racing number 9 labels, clear windows, dark
tan interior ‑ (1) dark graphite grey base ‑ Excellent (does have a
few tiny chips & roof label worn); (2) graphite grey base ‑ 
Excellent Plus ‑ in Good Plus & Excellent Plus "New" Type K
Boxes with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular side panel
on 1 striker side. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4142 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ both
are white body with racing number 9 labels, clear windows, gloss
black base ‑ (1) dark tan interior ‑ Mint apart from a couple of
minor factory assembly marks, in Fair creased & stained but still
factory sealed 1980 copyright Blister Pack; (2) light tan interior ‑
Excellent with rub marks to roof label ‑ in Good Plus to Excellent
"New" Type K Box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
side panel on 1 striker side. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4143 - Matchbox Superfast 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ 
metallic green body without labels, clear windows, white interior,
gloss black base ‑ Excellent (paint loss to both front wheel arches
& a few pin size chips to front bumper and chin spoiler), in 
Excellent Type K box without New but with 5‑line
English/French/Italian text to striker side panel.

£10 - £20

Lot 4144 - Matchbox Superfast 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ metallic
green body with Seagull labels, side labels both facing rear, clear
windows, white interior, gloss black base ‑ Good Plus (paint loss
to both front wheel arches & glue showing through labels which
are discoloured), in Good to Good Plus Type K box without New
but with 5‑line English/French/Italian text to striker side panel.

£10 - £15

Lot 4145 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ both
are metallic green body with Seagull labels, clear windows, dark
tan interior, gloss black base ‑ (1) blue labels with side labels both
facing front ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Type K box without New but
with 5‑line English/French/Italian text to panel on 1 striker side; (2)
standard issue green labels, side labels both facing rear ‑ 
Excellent Plus unboxed. (2).

£40 - £50



Lot 4146 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ both
are dark green body with Seagull labels, side labels both facing
rear, clear windows, dark tan interior, gloss black base ‑ (1) blue
labels ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to chin spoiler,
in Near Mint Type K box without New but with 5‑line
English/French/Italian text to panel on 1 striker side; (2) standard
issue green labels ‑ Excellent unboxed. (2).

£40 - £50

Lot 4147 - Matchbox Superfast 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ blue
body with Phantom labels, clear windows, dark tan interior, gloss
black base ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus Type K Box without New
but with 5‑line English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on
1 striker side.

£40 - £60

Lot 4148 - Matchbox Superfast 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑ blue
body with Phantom labels, clear windows, dark tan interior, DARK
GRAPHITE GREY BASE ‑ Excellent (glue showing through door
labels which are discoloured), in generally Excellent Type K Box
without New but with 5‑line English/French/Italian text to 
rectangular panel on 1 striker side.

£40 - £50

Lot 4149 - Matchbox Superfast 10b Ford Mustang Piston 
Popper ‑ metallic dark blue body, dark amber windows, white 
interior, BARE METAL "SUPERFAST" BASE ‑ Excellent (thin 
factory paint finish to right hand side of body & some chrome loss
to engine, in Mint later period Type J Box. VERY RARE FINAL
TRIAL RUN BEFORE FULL PRODUCTION WAS COMMENCED
& THE BASE TEXT WAS CHANGED TO THE NEW 
ROLA‑MATICS BRANDING.

£100 - £120

Lot 4150 - Matchbox Superfast 10b Ford Mustang Piston 
Popper ‑ metallic dark blue body, dark amber windows, white 
interior, RARE SILVER PAINTED BASE with Pat App number ‑
Mint in Mint later period Type J Box.

£70 - £100

Lot 4151 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 10b Ford Mustang Piston 
Popper ‑ both are metallic dark blue body, dark amber windows,
white interior, bare metal base with thick axle braces (1) base with
Patent Number ‑ Excellent Plus with assembly marks to glazing,
in Fair to Good creased Type J Box; (2) as (1) but Near Mint in
Fair but sill Factory Sealed 1975 Copyright Rola‑Matics Blister
Pack; (3) base with Pat App Number ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus
unboxed (rear suspension set a little low by the factory) (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 4152 - Matchbox Superfast 10b Ford Mustang Piston 
Popper ‑ metallic dark blue body, RARE LIGHT AMBER 
WINDOWS, white interior, bare metal base with thin axle braces
& Pat App Number ‑ Excellent (rub marks to rear spoiler & 
couple of tiny chips to left hand edge of roof), in Good Plus a 
little creased Type J Box with small reference label to 1 end flap.

£40 - £60



Lot 4153 - Matchbox Superfast 10b Ford Mustang Piston 
Popper ‑ metallic dark blue body, dark amber windows, white 
interior, bare metal base with thick axle braces & Patent Number,
RARE MALTESE CROSS FRONT WHEELS ‑ Near Mint Near
Mint Type J Box.

£80 - £100

Lot 4154 - Matchbox Superfast 10b Ford Mustang Piston Popper
‑ RARE WHITE BODY, dark amber windows, white interior, bare
metal base with thick axle braces & Patent Number ‑ Good Plus
with some paint chips, in Good Type J Box with surface tears to 1
end flap where price label has been removed.

£60 - £80

Lot 4155 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 10b Ford Mustang Piston 
Popper ‑ US Issue Hot Popper ‑ both are yellow body with red &
black flame Tampo Print, white interior, bare metal base without
model number cast ‑ (1) dark amber windows ‑ Excellent Plus
(Factory casting flaw to leading edge of roof) in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus Type J Box; (2) light amber windows ‑ Excellent
Plus (rub marks to right hand edge of roof), in Fair creased but still
Factory Sealed 1980 Copyright US Issue Blister Pack with
cracked/damaged bubble. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 4156 - Matchbox Superfast 10b Ford Mustang Piston Popper
‑ yellow body with black & blue racing number 60 Tampo Print,
RARE REVERSE DOOR TAMPO PRINT WITH THE NUMBER
60 FACING FORWARD, dark amber windows, red interior, bare
metal base without model number cast ‑ Excellent Plus with some
Tampo Print flaws, in Excellent Type J Box.

£40 - £60

Lot 4157 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 10b Ford Mustang Piston 
Popper ‑ both are yellow body with black & blue racing number 60
Tampo Print, dark amber windows, red interior, bare metal base
without model number cast ‑ (1) WITHOUT TRUNK TAMPO
PRINT‑ Near Mint (tiny pin size chip to leading edge of roof & rear
spoiler), in Fair worn but complete Generic US Issue 1982 
Copyright Box; (2) with trunk Tampo Print ‑ Excellent unboxed (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4158 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 10b Ford Mustang Piston 
Popper US Issue "Good Vibrations" ‑ both are orange body with
blue & white Sunkist racing number 60 Tampo Print, dark amber
windows, red interior ‑ (1) bare metal Hong Kong base ‑ Excellent
Plus in Good yellow graph paper box with "60 Piston Popper"
model description; (2) gloss black Macau base ‑ Excellent with
some chrome loss to wheels ‑ in Good yellow graph paper box
with "60 Good Vibrations" model description (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 4159 - Matchbox Superfast 10c Plymouth Gran Fury Police
Car FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ red body,
blue roof lights, light amber windows, white interior, bare metal
base with Factory hand punched rivets which has not been zinc
plated, base with incomplete copyright date & without model 
number cast, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint in Excellent "New" Type
K Box.

£300 - £400



Lot 4160 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 10c Plymouth Gran Fury 
Police Car ‑ both are black & white body with police shield door
tampo print, blue roof lights, white interior, bare metal base ‑ (1)
dark amber windows; (2) light amber windows ‑ Excellent to 
Excellent Plus with tampo print flaws, in Fair to Good worn but
complete "New" Type K Boxes. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4161 - Matchbox Superfast 10c Plymouth Gran Fury Police
Car ‑ black & white body with police shield door tampo print,
RARE LIME GREEN ROOF LIGHTS, dark amber windows, white
interior, bare metal base ‑ Excellent Plus with usual factory tampo
print flaws, in Near Mint to Mint "New" Type K Box.

£60 - £80

Lot 4162 - Matchbox Superfast 10c Plymouth Gran Fury Police
Car ‑ black & white body with police shield door tampo print,
RARE SOLID BLUE ROOF LIGHTS, light amber windows, white
interior, bare metal base ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips & usual
factory tampo print flaws, in Near Mint "New" Type K Box.

£40 - £50

Lot 4163 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 10c Plymouth Gran Fury Police
Car ‑ both are black & white body with police shield door tampo print,
white interior, bare metal base ‑ (1) DARK BLUE ROOF LIGHTS,
DARK BLUE WINDOWS; (2) mid blue windows & roof lights ‑ 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint with usual factory tampo print flaws, in
Excellent "New" Type K Boxes (price label to 1 end flap).

£30 - £40

Lot 4164 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 10c Plymouth Gran Fury 
Police Car ‑ both are black & white body with Metro Police Traffic
Control Car 012 tampo print, white interior, bare metal base ‑ (1)
mid blue windows & roof lights; (2) light blue windows & roof lights
‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with tampo print flaws, in Excellent &
Good Type K Boxes without New.

£20 - £30

Lot 4165 - Matchbox Superfast 10c Plymouth Gran Fury Police
Car ‑ black & white body with Metro Police Traffic Control Car 012
tampo print, mid blue windows & roof lights, white interior, 
SILVER PAINTED BASE ‑ Excellent Plus with usual factory tampo
print flaws, in Excellent Type K Box without New.

£20 - £30

Lot 4166 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 11c Bedford Car Transporter
‑ both are orange cab & chassis, dark blue windows ‑ (1) matt
black base ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips to
front bumper, in Excellent 1976 Copyright "New" Type K box; (2)
GLOSS BLACK BASE ‑ Excellent Plus (chip to right hand 
windscreen pillar & factory paint flaw to right hand cab door), in 
Excellent Plus 1976 Copyright "New" Type K Box. (2)

£20 - £30



Lot 4167 - Matchbox Superfast 11c Bedford Car Transporter ‑ 
orange cab & chassis, dark blue windows, matt black base, LOAD
HAS 2 x BLUE PLASTIC CARS ‑ Excellent (right hand side of 
plastic body & cars are discoloured from sun UV exposure ‑ see
extra photo), in Good to Good Plus 1976 Copyright "New" Type K
Box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4168 - Matchbox Superfast 11c Bedford Car Transporter ‑ 
orange cab & chassis, dark blue windows, matt black base, RARE
BLACK DOT‑DASH WHEELS‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny
chips to front bumper, in Near Mint 1976 Copyright "New" Type K
Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4169 - Matchbox Superfast 11c Bedford Car Transporter ‑ 
orange cab & chassis, RARE DARK GREEN WINDOWS, matt
black base ‑ Excellent with a few small chips to base & front
bumper, in Excellent 1978 Copyright "New" Type K Box with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular side panel on 1 striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 4170 - Matchbox Superfast 11c Bedford Car Transporter ‑ 
orange cab & chassis, RARE FACTORY ERROR WITHOUT
WINDOWS FITTED, matt black base ‑ Excellent with some paint
chips to base & edge of grille, in Good Plus a little scuffed 1978
Copyright Type K Box without New, but with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular side panel on 1 striker side.

£10 - £20

Lot 4171 - Matchbox Superfast 11c Bedford Car Transporter ‑ 
orange cab & chassis, RARE PURPLE WINDOWS, bare metal
base ‑ Excellent (right hand side of plastic body & cars are 
discoloured from sun UV exposure ‑ see extra photo), in Excellent
Plus 1978 Copyright Type K Box without New, but with 4‑line 
English/French text to rectangular side panel on 1 striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4172 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 11c Bedford Car Transporter
‑ both are dark blue windows, bare metal base ‑ (1) darker shade
red cab & chassis, dark yellow plastic car load; (2) lighter shade
red cab & chassis, light yellow car load ‑ Excellent Plus to Near
Mint in Good & Good Plus 1978 Copyright Type K Boxes without
New, but with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular side panel
on 1 striker side. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4173 - Matchbox Superfast 11c Bedford Car Transporter ‑ red
cab & chassis, RARE PURPLE WINDOWS, bare metal base ‑
Near Mint with factory assembly mark to right hand cab window,
in Excellent Plus 1978 Copyright Type K Box without New, but
with English/French/Italian text to rectangular side panel on 1
striker side.

£30 - £40



Lot 4174 - Matchbox Superfast 11c Bedford Car Transporter ‑ red
cab & chassis, dark blue windows, SILVER PAINTED BASE,
RARE FACTORY ERROR ‑ LOAD CONTAINS 2 x RED CARS ‑
overall Near Mint but does have some factory casting/paint flaws
to base, in Near Mint 1978 Copyright Type K Box without New, but
with English/French/Italian text to rectangular side panel on 1
striker side.

£40 - £50

Lot 4175 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 11c Bedford Car Transporter
‑ both are dark blue windows, silver‑grey plastic upper deck &
frame, gloss black Lesney England base, lemon yellow plastic car
load ‑ (1) burnt orange cab & chassis ‑ Near Mint; (2) DARK
BURNT ORANGE CAB & CHASSIS, dull blue car load ‑ Excellent
(left hand side upper ramp, frame & cars discoloured from sun
UV exposure ‑ models are in Good Plus to Excellent 1978 
Copyright Type K Boxes without New, but with 4‑line
English/French text to rectangular side panel on 1 striker side. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4176 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 11c Bedford Car Transporter
‑ both are dark blue windows, silver‑grey plastic upper deck &
frame, lemon yellow plastic car load ‑ (1) DARK BURNT 
ORANGE CAB & CHASSIS, gloss black Lesney England base ‑
Mint in Good Plus Type M blue window box; (2) transitional dark
orange cab & chassis, metallic pearl silver Macau base ‑ Good
Plus with some light play wear, in Good "New" 1976 Copyright
Type K Box. (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 4177 - Matchbox Superfast 12d Citroen CX Estate ‑ 
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ metallic 
emerald green body with black plastic tailgate, clear windows,
dark yellow interior, bare metal base which has not been Zinc
Plated with "CITROEN CX SAFARI" model description, dot‑dash
wheels ‑ Near Mint with usual minor factory casting flaws, in Mint
"New" Type L Box.

£300 - £400

Lot 4178 - Matchbox Superfast 12d Citroen CX Estate ‑ metallic
blue body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, RARE BARE
METAL BASE‑ Near Mint with minor factory casting flaw to roof,
in Near Mint to Mint "New" Type L Box.

£80 - £100

Lot 4179 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 12d Citroen CX Estate ‑ all are
metallic blue body, clear windows, silver painted base ‑ (1) RARE
CREAM INTERIOR ‑ Mint in Excellent "New" Type L Box; (2) pale
yellow interior ‑ Mint unboxed; (3) LEMON YELLOW INTERIOR
‑ Excellent unboxed (model not played with, but front suspension
collapsed). (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 4180 - Matchbox Superfast 12d Citroen CX Estate ‑ metallic
blue body with darker blue plastic tailgate, clear windows, RARE
LIGHT TAN INTERIOR, silver painted base ‑ Excellent 
(unfortunately model has some factory assembly fingerprints to
inside of glazing), in Excellent "New" Type L Box.

£20 - £30



Lot 4181 - Matchbox Superfast 12d Citroen CX Estate ‑ metallic
blue body, RARE BLUE WINDOWS, pale yellow interior, silver
painted base ‑ Near Mint with a couple of minor chips to base, in
Excellent Plus "New" Type L Box.

£40 - £50

Lot 4182 - Matchbox Superfast 12d Citroen CX Estate ‑ metallic
blue body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, RARE GLOSS
BLACK BASE ‑ Excellent (faint scratches to hood & roof), in 
Excellent "New" Type L Box.

£40 - £50

Lot 4183 - Matchbox Superfast 12d Citroen CX Estate ‑ yellow
body without Tampo Print, clear windows, red interior, RARE 
SILVER PAINTED BASE ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny
chips, in Excellent "New" Type L Box.

£40 - £50

Lot 4184 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 12d Citroen CX Estate ‑ both
are yellow body without Tampo Print, red interior, gloss black base
‑ (1) clear windows ‑ Excellent Plus with rub marks to roof & chip
to left hand front wing, in Excellent Plus "New" Type L Box; (2)
blue windows ‑ Excellent unboxed with rub marks & couple of tiny
chips to roof. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4185 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 12d Citroen CX Estate ‑ both
are yellow body with blue & red hood Tampo Print, red interior,
gloss black base ‑ (1) clear windows ‑ Excellent with some tiny
chips to roof, in Good Plus creased "New" Type L Box; (2) smoke
grey tinted windows ‑ Excellent unboxed with some chips around
rear tailgate. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4186 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 12d Citroen CX Estate ‑ both
are yellow body with black & red hood Tampo Print, red interior,
gloss black base ‑ (1) clear windows ‑ Excellent with some chips
to base, in Excellent "New" Type L Box; (2) smoke grey tinted 
windows ‑ Excellent unboxed with some paint chips, particularly
to left hand front wing. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4187 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP‑31 containing 12d
Citroen CX Estate ‑ yellow body with blue & red hood Tampo
Print, clear windows, red interior, gloss black base, red trailer with
3 x dark yellow plastic Motorcycles ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good
Factory Sealed Blister Pack with some creasing both to blister &
backing card.

£20 - £30



Lot 4188 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP‑109 Transitional
Issue containing (1) 12c Citroen CX Police Marine Division 
Estate Car ‑ white body with blue & black Tampo Print, blue 
windows, metallic pearl silver Macau base, dot‑dash wheels; (2)
9a Cabin Cruiser & Trailer ‑ white boat deck with orange No.8
tampo print, dark blue hull, burnt orange trailer with Macau base,
dot‑dash wheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good Factory Sealed 1983
Copyright Blister Pack. Along with 2 x further unboxed models ‑
both are white body with blue & black Tampo Print, blue windows,
red interior ‑ (1) silver painted Lesney England base; (2) 
Transitional Issue with metallic pearl silver Macau base ‑ both 
Excellent unboxed. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 4189 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 12d Citroen CX Ambulance  ‑
all are white body with red & black Tampo Print, blue windows,
red interior, Lesney England Base ‑ (1) silver painted base ‑ 
Excellent (paint chips to rear corners of body) in Near Mint "New"
Type L Box; (2) bare metal base ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus
sealed Blue Window Box; (3) gloss black base ‑ Excellent (front
suspension collapsed), in Fair Blue Window Box. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 4190 - Matchbox Superfast 13c Snorkel Fire Engine 
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION TRIAL MODEL ‑ bare metal
body, dark yellow plastic hoist & platform, dark blue windows,
bare metal base with factory hand punched rivets, 5‑spoke wide
wheels ‑ Near Mint in Excellent just a little scuffed "New" Type K
Box with model illustration to both striker sides.

£150 - £180

Lot 4191 - Matchbox Superfast 13c Snorkel Fire Engine ‑ bright
red body, dark yellow plastic hoist & platform, light blue windows,
bare metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus
"New" Type K Box with model illustration to both striker sides &
FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE FACE.

£20 - £30

Lot 4192 - Matchbox Superfast 13c Snorkel Fire Engine ‑ bright
red body, dark yellow plastic hoist & platform, RARE LIME
GREEN WINDOWS, bare metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Mint in 
Excellent Type K Box without New but with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular panel on 1 striker side.

£50 - £70

Lot 4193 - Matchbox Superfast 13c Snorkel Fire Engine ‑ bright
red body, dark yellow plastic hoist & platform, RARE LIGHT
AMBER WINDOWS, bare metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent
in Good to Good Plus scuffed Type K Box without New but with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on 1 striker side.

£10 - £20

Lot 4194 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 13c Snorkel Fire Engine ‑ all
are dark yellow plastic hoist & platform, 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) bright
red body, mid blue windows, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint in Good
Type K Box without New, but with 2‑line English/French text to
rectangular panel on 1 striker side; (2) dark red body, dark blue
windows, silver painted base ‑ Excellent (rear suspension 
collapsed), in Good Plus to Excellent Type K Box without New but
with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on 1 striker
side; (3) dark red body, LIGHT BLUE WINDOWS, bare metal
base ‑ Mint in Excellent Blue Window Box which has been neatly
opened at 1 end. (3)

£30 - £40



Lot 4195 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 13c Snorkel Fire Engine ‑ both
are dark red body, dark blue windows, white plastic turntable &
platform, silver painted base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) white plastic
hoist; (2) dark yellow plastic hoist ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Excellent
sealed Blue Window Boxes. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4196 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 14b Mini Ha‑Ha ‑ both are
blue windows, flesh driver with brown helmet, bare metal base ‑
(1) darker red body ‑ Excellent Plus (large chip to left hand front
side light), in Excellent Plus "New" 1975 Copyright Type J Box; (2)
brighter red body ‑ Excellent Plus (glue starting to show through
labels), in Excellent "New" 1978 Copyright Type J Box with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on 1 striker side. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4197 - Matchbox Superfast 14b Mini Ha‑Ha ‑ RARE DULL
TURQUOISE BLUE WINDOWS, flesh driver with brown helmet,
bare metal base ‑ Good Plus to Excellent (left hand label has
been re‑glued into position, which has resulted in old glue residue
to the door & side window area), in Good "New" 1975 Copyright
Type J Box WITH FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE FACE. This
rare French Market box unfortunately has 5 small puncture holes
(4 of which have been made by a compass point).

£10 - £20

Lot 4198 - Matchbox Superfast 14b Mini Ha‑Ha ‑ brighter red
body, blue windows, RARE PURPLE DRIVER WITH BROWN
HELMET, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint (chip to chrome plated 
engine), in generally Near Mint "New" 1975 Copyright Type J Box
"WITH NOT RECOMMENDED FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3"
TEXT. Superb example of this rare model & box variation.

£80 - £100

Lot 4199 - Matchbox Superfast 14b Mini Ha‑Ha ‑ brighter red
body, blue windows, RARE PURPLE DRIVER WITH DARK
CHOCOLATE BROWN HELMET, bare metal base ‑ Mint in 
Excellent "New" 1978 Copyright Type J Box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on 1 striker side.

£50 - £70

Lot 4200 - Matchbox Superfast 14b Mini Ha‑Ha ‑ red body, RARE
DARK ELECTRIC BLUE WINDOWS, flesh driver with dark
chocolate brown helmet, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint to Mint in
Excellent Plus "New" 1978 Copyright Type J Box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on 1 striker side.

£100 - £150

Lot 4201 - Matchbox Superfast 14b Mini Ha‑Ha ‑ red body with
red & blue RAF roundel door labels (from Skybusters SB‑ English
Electric Lightning), RARE DARK ELECTRIC BLUE WINDOWS,
flesh driver with dark chocolate brown helmet, bare metal base ‑
Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus "New" 1978 Copyright Type J
Box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on 1
striker side.

£20 - £30



Lot 4202 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 14c Rallye Royale 
(Monteverdi Hai) ‑ both are blue & black racing number 14 Tampo
Print, black interior, matt black Hong Kong base, 5‑spoke wheels
‑ (1) METALLIC PEARL SILVER BODY, windows have pale
amber tint ‑ Near Mint in Good Plus "New" Type L Box; (2) 
metallic silver body, CLEAR WINDOWS ‑ Excellent Plus with
some rub marks to roof, in Good Plus "New" Type L Box. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 4203 - Matchbox Superfast 14c Rallye Royale (Monteverdi
Hai) ‑ white body with orange & blue racing number 8 Tampo
Print, windows have pale amber tint, black interior, matt black
Hong Kong base, 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Excellent Plus in Good Plus
"New" Type L Box

£20 - £30

Lot 4204 - Superfast 14c Leyland Petrol Tanker FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ metallic blue tractor unit
with dark amber windows, white grille & base with model number
30 cast, black plastic trailer chassis with model number 18 cast ‑
Tractor Unit is Excellent Plus with discoloured grille, trailer is Good
Plus, in Fair worn but still complete Type L Box.

£40 - £50

Lot 4205 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 14c Leyland Articulated
Tanker "Elf" ‑ both are red Tractor Unit with red windows, white
plastic grille & base, 5‑arch wheels, trailer has Elf labels ‑ (1)
WITH MODEL NUMBER 30 CAST TO BASE; (2) without model
number cast to base ‑ both are overall Excellent with discoloured
& stained labels, in Good & Excellent Type L Boxes. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4206 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 14c Leyland Articulated Tanker
"Elf" ‑ both are red Tractor Unit with red windows, white plastic
grille & base without model number cast, 5‑arch wheels, trailer has
Elf Tampo Print ‑ (1) lighter blue stripe Tampo Print ‑ Excellent Plus
with small factory casting/paint flaw to left hand side of tank; (2)
darker blue Tampo Print ‑ Near Mint with some rub marks to tank
catwalk, in Excellent sealed Blue Window Box. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4207 - Matchbox Superfast 14c Leyland Articulated Tanker
"Shell" ‑ Lemon Yellow Tractor Unit with light amber windows,
lemon plastic trailer chassis, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with
a few tiny pin size factory assembly paint chips, in Excellent Plus
Type L Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4208 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 15b Lansing Bagnall Fork Lift
Truck ‑ all are red body with black plastic steering wheel (very
slight shade variation), dot‑dash wheels ‑ (1) labels facing front,
bare metal mast with dark yellow plastic forks, gloss black base ‑
Near Mint in Good Plus Type L Box; (2) as (1) but bare metal base
‑ Good Plus unboxed with a few tiny chips & left hand label sun
faded; (3) labels facing rear, lemon yellow mast with grey plastic
forks, metallic black base ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed. (3)

£15 - £20



Lot 4209 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 15b Lansing Bagnall Fork Lift
Truck ‑ all are red body with cast steering wheel (very slight shade
variation), labels facing front, bare metal mast, dot‑dash wheels
‑ (1) dark yellow plastic forks, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint with
tiny chip to rear, in Good Plus Type L Box; (2) dark yellow plastic
forks, gloss black base ‑ Good Plus in Good Box; (3) revised red
plastic forks ‑ generally Excellent unboxed with some paint chips
around drivers seat. (3)

£20 - £25

Lot 4210 - Matchbox Superfast 15b Lansing Bagnall Forklift Truck
‑ lighter shade red body with cast steering wheels, labels facing
front, bare metal mast with grey plastic forks, gloss black base,
dot‑dash wheels ‑ Mint in Fair creased but still factory sealed 1976
copyright blister pack.

£10 - £15

Lot 4211 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 15b Lansing Bagnall Forklift
Truck ‑ all are later issue with black plastic cage, orange "Hi‑Lift"
labels, bare metal mast with black plastic forks, dot‑dash wheels
(1) red body, gloss black base; (2) lighter orange body, gloss black
base; (3) darker orange body, silver painted base ‑ all Near Mint
to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus blue window boxes.  (3)

£30 - £50

Lot 4212 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 15c Hi Ho Silver "Volks‑Dragon
VW Beetle Dragster" ‑ both are metallic pearl silver body with black
& red racing number 31 tampo print, windows have pale amber
tint, red interior, matt black Hong Kong base without front axle
braces (1) darker shade body ‑ Excellent Plus with marks to roof
& some chrome loss to left hand rear wheel in Good Plus "New"
type L box; (2) lighter shade body ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus
"New" type L box.  (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 4213 - Matchbox Superfast 15c Hi Ho Silver "Volks‑Dragon
VW Beetle Dragster" ‑ metallic lighter shade pearl silver body with
black & red racing number 31 tampo print, windows have pale
amber tint, red interior, matt black Hong Kong base with front axle
braces ‑ Near Mint but does have some tampo print flaws to roof
in Good "New" type L box. Scarce late issue with axle braces.

£20 - £30

Lot 4214 - Matchbox Superfast 16a Badger Radar Truck 
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ lemon yellow
body with chrome radar scanner, clear windows, base has very
unusual mixed matt & gloss paint finish, grille along with front &
rear bumpers are matt black, base when viewed from below is
gloss black, lemon yellow plastic type 1 axle clip, Maltese Cross
wheels the centre pair of which have not been hot‑foil printed and
remain black ‑ overall Excellent but does have a few tiny chips in
Good scuffed "New" 1974 copyright type J box.

£300 - £400

Lot 4215 - Matchbox Superfast 16a Badger Radar Truck ‑ metallic
bronze body with chrome radar scanner, dark green windows, bare
metal base with Pat App number ‑ silver‑grey plastic type 1 axle clip
‑ Mint in Excellent "New" 1974 copyright type J box WITH RARE
FRENCH TEXT TO ONE PICTURE FACE.

£20 - £30



Lot 4216 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 16a Badger Radar Truck ‑
twin pack issue ‑ both are pale yellow radar scanner, dark green
windows, light grey plastic type 1 axle clip, black Maltese Cross
wheels (1) dark olive green body, bare metal base with Pat App ‑
Mint in Good Plus "New" 1974 copyright type J box; (2) military
green body, bare metal base with patent number ‑ Excellent Plus
in Good Plus creased across one striker side "New" 1978 
copyright type J box with English/French text to rectangular panel
on one striker side.  (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 4217 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 16a Badger Radar Truck ‑
both are metallic bronze body with pale yellow radar scanner, dark
green windows, bare metal base with patent number (1) dark grey
type 1 axle clip ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed; (2) light grey type 2 axle
clip ‑ Mint in Good Plus to Excellent a little scuffed "New" 1978
copyright type J box with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular panel on one striker side.  (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 4218 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 16a Badger Radar Truck ‑
both are metallic bronze body with black radar scanner, dark
green windows (1) bare metal base with Pat App number, 
silver‑grey plastic type 1 axle clip ‑ Near Mint with tiny chip to left
hand side body in Good Plus scuffed "New" 1978 copyright type
J box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on one
striker side; (2) bare metal base with patent number, light grey
type 2 axle clip ‑ Excellent with some paint chips to left hand front
wing & headlamps in Fair worn but still complete "New" 1978
copyright type J box with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular panel on one striker side.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4219 - Matchbox Superfast 16a Badger Radar Truck ‑ 
metallic bronze body with pale yellow radar scanner, dark green
windows, bare metal base with patent number, light grey plastic
type 1 axle clip ‑ Mint in Fair worn but still factory sealed US Issue
blister pack.

£10 - £15

Lot 4220 - Matchbox Superfast 16a Badger Radar Truck MADE
IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ orange body with pale yellow radar scanner,
dark green windows, bare metal base with patent number, light
grey plastic type 1 axle clip with white plastic "FAB Z.F. Manaus"
tab ‑ Good Plus with some light play wear in Good Plus "New"
1978 copyright type J box with 2‑line text to rectangular panel on
one striker side.

£150 - £200

Lot 4221 - Matchbox Superfast 16a Badger Radar Truck ‑ 
metallic bronze body with pale yellow radar scanner, RARE
TURQUOISE WINDOWS (NOT DARK GREEN), bare metal base
with patent number RARE BLACK PLASTIC TYPE 1 AXLE CLIP
‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips mostly to cab
roof in Excellent "New" 1978 copyright type J box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side.

£50 - £70



Lot 4222 - Matchbox Superfast 16a Badger Radar Truck ‑ 
metallic bronze body WITH IVORY RADAR SCANNER, dark
green windows, bare metal base with patent number, light grey
plastic type 2 axle clip ‑ Mint in Good Plus scuffed on both striker
sides "New" 1978 copyright type J box with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular panel on one striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4223 - Matchbox Superfast 16a Badger Radar Truck ‑ 
metallic darker shade bronze body with black radar scanner,
RARE PURPLE WINDOWS, bare metal base with patent 
number, black type 2 axle clip ‑ Near Mint in Excellent "New" 1978
copyright type J box with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular side panel on one striker side.

£50 - £70

Lot 4224 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ all are
metallic champagne gold body, clear windows, red interior, bare
metal "No.16 Pontiac" base ‑ (1) dark brown Eagle hood label
with brown background; (2) dark brown Eagle hood label with 
unusual taupe background (not brown) ‑ Excellent Plus to Near
Mint in Good to Good Plus "New" type L boxes with shade 
difference (without label fitted) ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed with a
couple of tiny chips to roof.  (3)

£40 - £50

Lot 4225 - Matchbox Superfast 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ metallic
champagne gold body (slightly lighter shade than usual), light
brown Eagle hood label with yellow background, clear windows,
red interior, bare metal "No.16 Pontiac" base with factory hand
punched rivets (not machine punched which has resulted in the
base being slightly loose), dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent Plus in
Good Plus "New" type L box.

£40 - £50

Lot 4226 - Matchbox Superfast 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ unpainted
bare metal body with light brown yellow background Eagle hood
label, clear windows, red interior, bare metal "No.16 Pontiac" base
with un‑punched rivets, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint (base has been
glued into position & cannot be removed in Excellent "New" type
L box.

£100 - £150

Lot 4227 - Matchbox Superfast 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ metallic
yellow‑gold body, light brown Eagle hood label with yellow 
background, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base with
"gunmetal" effect, rare 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Near
Mint "New" type L box.

£70 - £90

Lot 4228 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ all are
metallic yellow‑gold body, clear windows, red interior, bare metal
"No.16 Pontiac" base (1) light brown Eagle hood label with yellow
background; (2) unusual grey‑brown Eagle hood label with 
yellow background (does not appear to be sunfaded as the colour
is uniform throughout); (3) without hood label or tampo print ‑ all
Near Mint to Mint complete with 2 x "New" type L boxes with
lighter & darker print variation.  (3)

£50 - £60



Lot 4229 - Matchbox Superfast 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ metallic
yellow‑gold body with hood Eagle tampo print, clear windows, red
interior, bare metal "Pontiac" base ‑ Excellent with a couple of tiny
chips to trunk & some corrosion to base, in Good Plus just a little
stained "New" type L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4230 - Matchbox Superfast 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ white body
with blue & black tampo print, clear windows RARE BLACK 
INTERIOR; bare metal "No.16 Pontiac Firebird" FACTORY
COLOUR TRIAL, base with un‑spun/un‑punched rivets, dot‑dash
wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of pin size chips in Good
Plus "New" type L box. Please note base has been glued into 
position so cannot be removed.

£150 - £200

Lot 4231 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ both are
white body, clear windows, red interior (1) brighter blue & black
tampo print, bare metal "No.16 Pontiac" base ‑ Excellent Plus with
a couple of tiny chips to front bumper in Good "New" type L box; (2)
dark blue & black tampo print, bare metal "Pontiac" base ‑ overall
Near Mint but does have minor mark to inside of windscreen in Fair
worn but still complete generic US Issue box.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4232 - Matchbox Superfast 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ white body
with blue & black hood & right hand tampo print only, without left
hand tampo print, clear windows, red interior, bare metal 
"Pontiac" base ‑ Good Plus (does have some paint chips to left
hand front wing, wheels also do not revolve freely due to an
axle/suspension issue) in Fair to Good "New" type L box. RARE
FACTORY TAMPO PRINT ERROR.

£30 - £40

Lot 4233 - Matchbox Superfast 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ white body
with blue & black tampo print, clear windows, red interior, SILVER
PAINTED BASE ‑ Near Mint with a couple of minor factory 
assembly marks in Good Plus a little stained "New" type L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4234 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ both are
white body with blue & black tampo print, clear windows (1) lighter
blue tampo print, brighter red interior, bare metal "Pontiac" Lesney
England base ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with a couple of paint
chips in Good Plus 1983 copyright yellow graph paper box; (2)
transitional issue with darker blue tampo print, darker red interior,
metallic pearl silver Macau base ‑ Good Plus unboxed with some
scratches to roof & chrome loss to both rear wheels.  (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 4235 - Matchbox Superfast 17b Daimler Fleetline Londoner
Bus MADE IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ red lower deck, dark yellow upper
deck with "Berger Paints" labels both facing rear, bare metal base
with axle braces which has not been zinc plated, white plastic
"FAB Z.F. Manaus" base tab, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Good with some
play wear in Good Plus type L box.

£80 - £100



Lot 4236 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 17b Daimler Fleetline 
Londoner Bus ‑ all are gloss black base with axle braces,
dot‑dash wheels (1) brick red body with "Selfridges" labels ‑ Near
Mint in Good Plus type L box; (2) dark red body with "The 
Museum of London" labels ‑ Excellent (glue showing through 
labels which are discoloured) in generally Good Plus type L box;
(3) dark red body with "Bisto" labels ‑ Excellent Plus in Good Plus
type L box with label to one end flap.  (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 4237 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 17b Daimler Fleetline 
Londoner Bus ‑ both with dot‑dash wheels (1) brick red body with
"Army & Navy" labels, metallic dark charcoal grey base with axle
braces ‑ Excellent (glue showing through labels which are 
discoloured) in Good type L box; (2) dark red body with 
"Matchbox USA '81" labels, black plastic base with axle braces ‑
Good Plus to Excellent (some wear & staining to labels) in 
generally Good Plus type L box.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4238 - Matchbox Superfast 4 x 17b Daimler Fleetline 
Londoner Bus ‑ all are dot‑dash wheels with axle braces (1) brick
red body with "Berger Paints" labels both facing front, gloss black
base; (2) dark red body with "Matchbox 1953‑1978" labels, gloss
black base; (3) two‑tone dark red body with "Jacobs the Biscuit
Makers" labels (upper deck darker shade than lower deck), gloss
black base; (4) light orange body with "Jacobs the Biscuit Makers"
labels, metallic dark charcoal grey base ‑ Excellent to Mint (both
Jacobs examples have glue through labels which are discoloured)
in Fair to Good blister packs one of which has been opened & 
resealed.  (4)

£20 - £30

Lot 4239 - Matchbox Superfast 4 x 17b Daimler Fleetline 
Londoner Bus "Berger Paints" ‑ all are dark red body, dot‑dash
wheels with axle braces (1) labels facing front, bare metal base;
(2) labels facing front, gloss black base; (3) labels facing front, black
plastic base; (4) labels facing rear, black plastic base ‑ 
Excellent to Near Mint complete with a single Good type L box.  (4)

£20 - £25

Lot 4240 - Matchbox Superfast 5 x 17b Daimler Fleetline 
Londoner Bus "Silver Jubilee" including 3 x labels facing rear,
metallic dark charcoal grey base (bases have different shade 
variations); labels facing rear, bare metal base (does have tiny
chips and scratch to roof) and labels facing front, metallic dark
charcoal grey base (front axle a little bent out of shape) ‑ all 
generally Excellent with glue showing through labels which are
discoloured, one model in Fair opened & resealed blister pack,
another model complete with Good box.  (5)

£20 - £25

Lot 4241 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 17b Daimler Fleetline 
Londoner Bus "Silver Jubilee" ‑ both are metallic dark charcoal
grey base (shade variation between models), dot‑dash wheels (1)
metallic silver body, red interior ‑ Near Mint in Excellent blister
pack; (2) red body, white interior ‑ Good in Fair opened & resealed
blister pack (glue showing through labels which are discoloured
and model has considerable old glue residue from handling 
during the blister re‑sealing process).  (2)

£10 - £15



Lot 4242 - Matchbox Superfast 17b Daimler Fleetline Londoner
Bus "Berger Paints" ‑ metallic silver body with labels facing front,
red interior, metallic dark charcoal grey base, dot‑dash wheels ‑
Excellent with some rub marks to labels which are also slightly
discoloured in generally Good Plus box but does have old glue
residue & surface tears to one striker side where price label has
been removed.

£20 - £30

Lot 4243 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 17c Leyland Titan Bus ‑ both
are red body, textured Lesney England base (1) "Nice to Meet
You! Matchbox Japan 1984" ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of
small chips to roof in Good Plus later period 1986 copyright blue
window box with opening end flaps & without any model 
description to box; (2) "York Festival & Mystery Plays" ‑ Mint in
Good sealed 1983 copyright window box.  (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 4244 - Matchbox Superfast 17c Leyland Titan Bus "Montepna
Matchbox No.1" Greek issue ‑ mid‑blue lower deck, white upper
deck, white interior, RARE SMOOTH LESNEY ENGLAND BASE
‑ Excellent Plus with rub marks to right hand label & some marks
to roof in generally Good type L box. Hard to find with smooth
rather than textured Lesney England base.

£20 - £30

Lot 4245 - Matchbox Superfast 18b Hondarora Honda CB750
Motorcycle factory Pre‑production trail model ‑ bare metal frame
with type A short front pivot, black plastic parts, brass wire wheels
with un‑spun axle ends ‑ Excellent unboxed.

£120 - £150

Lot 4246 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 18b Hondarora Honda CB750
Motorcycle ‑ both are black plastic front forks & seat, chrome 
engine, wire wheels (1) standard issue brick red frame with type
B front pivot ‑ Near Mint unboxed; (2) RARE DARK RED FRAME
with type B front pivot ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with a couple
of chips to top of fuel tank & rear tail‑lamp in Excellent Plus type
L box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on one
striker side.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4247 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 18b Hondarora Honda CB750
Motorcycle ‑ both are black plastic front forks & seats, chrome 
engine, wire wheels (1) orange frame ‑ Good Plus to Excellent
with a few tiny chips & damage to left hand tank label; (2) brick red
frame without labels ‑ Mint in Near Mint type L box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4248 - Matchbox Superfast 18b Hondarora Honda CB750
Motorcycle twin pack issue ‑ military green frame, black plastic
parts, wire wheels ‑ Near Mint with tiny chip to rear tail‑lamp in
generally Near Mint type L box with 2‑line English/French text to
rectangular panel on one striker side.

£20 - £30



Lot 4249 - Matchbox Superfast 18b Hondarora Honda CB750
Motorcycle ‑ brick red frame without tank labels, black plastic
parts, black 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Mint type L box
with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker
side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4250 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 18b Hondarora Honda CB750
Motorcycle ‑ both are metallic green frame, black plastic front
forks & seats, chrome engine, black plastic 5‑spoke wheels (1)
darker shade frame; (2) lighter shade frame ‑ Near Mint to Mint
complete with a single type L box with English/French/Italian text
to rectangular panel on one striker side which is generally Good
Plus (some creasing & reference label to one end flap).  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4251 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 18b Hondarora Honda CB750
Motorcycle ‑ both are metallic green frame, black, plastic parts,
black plastic 5‑spoke wheels (1) darker shade frame; (2) lighter
shade frame ‑ Near Mint to Mint complete with a single type L box
with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker
side which is Good Plus but a little faded.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4252 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 18b Hondarora Honda CB750
Motorcycle ‑ both are yellow frame, black plastic front forks &
seat, chrome engine, black plastic 5‑spoke wheels ‑ both Good
Plus with some small paint chips (1) with Good stained type L box
which has English/French text to rectangular panel; (2) with Good
1982 copyright generic US issue box.  (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 4253 - Matchbox Superfast 18b Hondarora Honda CB750
Motorcycle ‑ Japanese market issue ‑ metallic silver‑grey frame
with "Honda" tank tampo print, black plastic parts, black plastic
5‑spoke wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with some usual slight 
discolouration to frame in Near Mint type L box with
English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker
side.

£10 - £20

Lot 4254 - Matchbox Superfast 19c Cement Truck ‑ bright red
body with 4‑rung cab ladders, dark green windows, dark yellow
plastic barrel with red stripes, bare metal base with "gunmetal"
effect, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips to
rear of body in Near Mint to Mint "New" 1976 copyright "New" type
K box with matching model artwork. RARE EARLY BODY 
CASTING WITH 4‑RUNG LADDERS.

£120 - £150

Lot 4255 - Matchbox Superfast 19c Cement Truck ‑ bright red
body with angled rear wheelarch, dark green windows, COLOUR
TRIAL WHITE PLASTIC BARREL WITHOUT TAMPO PRINT,
bare metal base, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple
of tiny chips in Excellent "New" 1976 copyright type K box.

£80 - £100



Lot 4256 - Matchbox Superfast 19c Cement Truck MADE IN
BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ metallic blue body, dark green windows, dark
yellow plastic barrel with red stripes, bare metal base with "Made
in England" ground away, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Good Plus with some
small paint chips to edges of front wings & cab roof in Excellent
"New" 1976 copyright type K box.

£150 - £200

Lot 4257 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 19c Cement Truck ‑ both are
dark green windows, dark yellow plastic barrel with red stripes,
bare metal base, 5‑crown wheels (1) bright red body with angled
rear wheelarch ‑ Excellent Plus in Good creased "New" type K
box WITH FRENCH TEXT TO ONE PICTURE FACE; (2) dark red
body with curved rear wheelarch ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed with a
couple of tiny chips to front wings. RARE FRENCH MARKET
BOX VARIATION.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4258 - Matchbox Superfast 19c Cement Truck ‑ bright red
body with angled rear wheelarch, dark green windows, dark 
yellow plastic barrel with black stripes, bare metal base, 5‑crown
wheels ‑ Near Mint with a couple of minor marks to plastic barrel
in Excellent Plus to Near Mint 1978 copyright "New" type K box
with English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4259 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 19c Cement Truck ‑ both are
bright red body, bare metal base, 5‑crown wheels (1) dark green
windows, angled rear wheelarch, dark yellow plastic barrel 
without tampo print ‑ Excellent with some old glue residue marks
to barrel in Excellent clean but just a little creased at one end
"New" type K with English/French text to rectangular panel on one
striker side; (2) curved rear wheelarch, without windows fitted,
dark yellow plastic barrel with red stripes ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus
1978 copyright type K box without "New" but English/French/
Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker side.  (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 4260 - Matchbox Superfast 19c Cement Truck ‑ bright red
body with curved rear wheelarch, dark green windows, dark 
yellow plastic barrel with red stripes, RARE SILVER PAINTED
BASE, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Good to Good Plus with some light play
wear in Excellent to Excellent Plus "New" 1978 copyright type K
box with English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker
side (box very clean but does have tear to one inner end flap).

£20 - £30

Lot 4261 - Matchbox Superfast 19c Cement Truck ‑ bright red body
with curved rear wheelarch, RARE PURPLE WINDOWS, dark 
yellow plastic barrel with red stripes, bare metal base, 5‑crown
wheels ‑ Mint apart from a couple of minor factory 
assembly marks in Excellent Plus "New"  1978 copyright type K box
with English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 4262 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 19c Cement Truck ‑ both are
grey plastic barrel with red stripes, bare metal base, 5‑crown wheels
(1) dark red body with curved rear wheelarch, without windows 
fitted ‑ Near Mint with some tarnishing to base in Excellent just a 
little scuffed 1978 copyright type K box without "New" but with 
English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker side;
(2) bright red body with angled rear wheelarch, dark green windows
‑ Excellent unboxed with couple of chips of edge of cab roof.  (2)

£30 - £40



Lot 4263 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 19d Peterbilt Cement Truck ‑
both are metallic emerald green body with yellow "Big Pete" hood
tampo print, white door tampo print, orange plastic barrel, chrome
Lesney England base (1) dark amber windows ‑ Near Mint with a
couple of minor factory assembly marks to base in Excellent type
L box; (2) light amber windows ‑ Excellent (barrel partly sunfaded)
in Fair to Good but still complete type L box.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4264 - Matchbox Superfast 19d Peterbilt Cement Truck ‑
RARE METALLIC EMERALD GREEN BODY WITH MATT PAINT
FINISH, white "Big Pete" hood tampo print, white door tampo
print, dark amber windows, orange plastic barrel which is an 
interesting two‑tone shade of orange ‑ Excellent with some
chrome loss to plated parts in Excellent to Excellent Plus type L
box with chrome Lesney England base.

£30 - £40

Lot 4265 - Matchbox Superfast 19d Peterbilt Cement Truck ‑
RARE DARK NON‑METALLIC GREEN BODY, with white "Big
Pete" hood tampo print & white door tampo print, dark amber 
windows, orange plastic barrel ‑ Excellent Plus with some chrome
loss to rear bumper in Excellent Plus type L box. Rare 
combination non‑metallic flat green body & Lesney England base.

£30 - £40

Lot 4266 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 19d Peterbilt Cement Truck
made in Macau transitional issues ‑ all are metallic emerald green
body (shade variation between models), white "Big Pete" hood
tampo print, yellow door tampo print, orange plastic barrel,
chrome Macau base (1) dark amber windows, door tampo printed
figure has green hat; (2) as (1) but slight shade variation ‑ Near
Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus 1983 copyright yellow graph
paper boxes one of which has tape repair to one end flap tab; (3)
clear windows, door tampo printed figure has yellow helmet ‑
Good Plus unboxed (does have a few paint chips to cab roof,
some chrome loss & rear tilting frame somewhat loose).

£15 - £20

Lot 4267 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 20b Range Rover Police 
Patrol ‑ all are white body, clear frosted windows, orange spinner
& roof‑light, bare metal base with Pat App number, Maltese Cross
wheels (1) orange stripe Police labels with large letters ‑ Good
Plus unboxed with some light play wear; (2) orange stripe labels
with small labels, bare metal base with Patent number ‑ Mint apart
from a couple of minor factory paint flaws to hood in Excellent
rare "New" type J box with English/French text to rectangular side
panel (small puncture hole to one striker side) ; (3) orange stripe
Police labels with medium lettering across the door & rear wings
bare metal base with Patent number ‑ Excellent Plus with rub
mark to rear of right hand label in Fair tape repaired "New" type
J box WITH FRENCH TEXT TO ONE PICTURE FACE.  (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 4268 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol ‑
white body with small lettered orange stripe Police labels, rare
light amber windows (windows genuine factory light amber not
discoloured from UV exposure), orange spinner & roof‑light, bare
metal base with Patent number, Maltese Cross wheels ‑ Good
Plus to Excellent with a few small paint chips around windscreen
& rub marks to labels in Good creased at one end "New" type J
box WITH FRENCH TEXT TO ONE PICTURE FACE.

£40 - £50



Lot 4269 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol
twin pack issue ‑ dark olive green body with red & yellow Police
labels (from No.55b Mercury Commuter Police Car), clear frosted
windows which have been partly discoloured from UV exposure
towards a light amber, orange spinner & roof‑light, bare metal
base with Pat App number, black Maltese Cross wheels ‑ 
Excellent in Good Plus "New" type J box with original price added
in pencil to one picture face, WITH FRENCH TEXT TO ONE 
PICTURE FACE.

£20 - £30

Lot 4270 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 20b Range Rover Police 
Patrol twin pack issue ‑ both are military green body, clear frosted
windows, orange spinner & roof‑light, bare metal base, black
5‑spoke wheels (1) red & yellow Police labels (from No.55b 
Mercury Commuter Police Car), bare metal base with Pat App
number ‑ Excellent with small dent & associated paint chip to
hood in Excellent "New" type J box; (2) red cross ambulance door
labels (from No.47b Stretcha Fetcha Ambulance), bare metal
base with Patent number ‑ Excellent with some black ink marks
to left hand label.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4271 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol
twin pack issue ‑ military green body with red cross ambulance
door labels (from No.46b Stretcha Fetcha Ambulance), clear
frosted windows, orange spinner & roof‑light, bare metal base
with Pat App number, black 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Mint apart from a
couple of minor factory paint flaws in Excellent Plus "New" type J
box with original retailers price label to one picture face.

£30 - £40

Lot 4272 - Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP‑12 containing (1)
20b Range Rover Police Patrol military green body with red cross
ambulance door labels (from No.46b Stretcha Fetcha 
Ambulance), clear frosted windows, orange spinner & roof‑light,
bare metal base, black 5‑spoke wheels; (2) 18a Field Car ‑ 
military green body with "RA391" hood label, tan smooth roof,
black interior, matt black base, black 4‑spoke wide wheels ‑ Near
Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent US issue factory sealed
blister pack with some minor creasing to backing card.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4273 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol ‑
RARE LIGHT GOLD PLATED BODY, clear frosted windows, 
orange spinner & roof‑light, bare metal base with Patent number,
Maltese Cross wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with usual minor "pitting"
to gold plated finish in Excellent Plus "New" type J box WITH
FRENCH TEXT TO ONE PICTURE FACE.

£120 - £150

Lot 4274 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol
Gift Set issue ‑ orange body with Site Engineer door labels, clear
frosted windows, orange spinner & roof‑light, bare metal base,
Maltese Cross wheels ‑ overall Excellent with stained/worn labels
in Good Plus to Excellent a little scuffed "New" 1978 copyright
type J box with English/French text to rectangular side panel on
one striker side.

£20 - £30



Lot 4275 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol ‑
orange body with small lettered orange stripe Police labels, clear
frosted windows, orange spinner & roof‑light, bare metal base,
Maltese Cross wheels ‑ Mint in Good Plus factory sealed 1975
copyright blister pack with some ink & pencil graffiti to backing
card.

£30 - £40

Lot 4276 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol ‑
white body with Site Engineer door labels, clear frosted windows,
orange spinner & roof‑light, bare metal base, Maltese Cross
wheels ‑ Mint apart from a couple of minor factory assembly
marks in Good factory sealed 1976 copyright US issue blister
pack (backing card discoloured with large original retailers price
label).

£30 - £40

Lot 4277 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol ‑
white body with small lettered orange stripe Police labels, clear
frosted windows, blue spinner & roof‑light, RARE GLOSS BLACK
BASE Maltese Cross wheels ‑ Excellent (does have some rub
marks to left hand label, right hand label a little sun faded) in Good
Plus a little creased at one end 1978 copyright type J box with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 4278 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol ‑
white body with small lettered orange stripe Police labels, clear
frosted windows, orange spinner with blue roof‑light, RARE MATT
BLACK BASE, Maltese Cross wheels ‑ generally Near Mint but
does have a couple of tiny chips to right hand edge of roof in 
generally Excellent type J box without New but with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side (does
have a couple of tiny tears to corners).

£40 - £50

Lot 4279 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol ‑
white body with small lettered orange stripe Police labels, smoke
grey tinted frosted windows, BLUE SPINNER WITH LEMON 
YELLOW ROOF LIGHT, bare metal base, Maltese Cross wheels
‑ Near Mint with minor factory casting flaw to leading edge of roof
in Excellent a little creased at one end type J box without New
but with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one
striker side.

£50 - £60

Lot 4280 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol ‑
white body with small Police door labels, clear frosted windows,
BLUE SPINNER & LEMON YELLOW ROOF LIGHT, bare metal
base, Maltese Cross wheels ‑ Good Plus with corrosion to base
(see extra photo) in Good 1978 copyright type J box without New
but with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one
striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4281 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol ‑
white body with small Police door labels, clear frosted windows,
ORANGE SPINNER & BLUE ROOF LIGHT, bare metal base,
Maltese Cross wheels ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus (glue showing
through labels which are discoloured) in Good a little stained &
creased 1978 copyright type J box without New but with 
English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker
side.

£30 - £40



Lot 4282 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 20b Range Rover Police 
Patrol ‑ both are white body, clear frosted windows, blue spinner
& roof‑light, Maltese Cross wheels (1) County Sheriff side labels
only, gloss black base ‑ Excellent Plus (glue starting to show
through labels which are a little discoloured); (2) Blue Sheriff Unit
017 hood & roof tampo print, County Sheriff side labels, bare
metal base with "gunmetal" effect ‑ Excellent Plus with some slight
discolouration to labels in Excellent to Excellent Plus type J boxes
without New but with English/French/Italian text to rectangular
panel on one striker side.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4283 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 20b Range Rover Police 
Patrol ‑ all are white body with yellow stripe Police Shield labels,
clear frosted windows, blue spinner & roof‑light, Maltese Cross
wheels (1) bare metal base; (2) matt black base; (3) metallic dark
charcoal grey base ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good type J
boxes without New but with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular side panels.  (3)

£40 - £60

Lot 4284 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol
French market issue ‑ dark blue body with yellow 
"Securite‑Rallye Paris‑Dakar 81" labels, smoke tinted frosted 
windows, orange spinner & roof‑light, bare metal base, Maltese
Cross wheels ‑ Mint in generally Good Plus factory sealed 1978
copyright French bubble pack.

£30 - £40

Lot 4285 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 20b Range Rover Police 
Patrol ‑ both are metallic desert sand body with "Securite‑Rallye
Paris‑Dakar 83" labels & "Securite" hood tampo print, clear
frosted windows, red spinner & roof‑light, gloss black Lesney 
England base, Maltese Cross wheels ‑ (1) Near Mint with thin 
factory paint finish to right hand front wing in Fair factory sealed
1983 copyright US issue blister pack (blister crushed & split); (2)
Excellent Plus (glue starting to show through right hand label
which is discoloured) in Good Plus sealed blue window box.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4286 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol ‑
tan body with "Securite‑Rallye Paris‑Dakar 83" labels, clear
frosted windows, red spinner & roof‑light, gloss black 
MATCHBOX INTERNATIONAL ENGLAND base, Maltese Cross
wheels ‑ Near Mint (thin factory paint finish to grille & headlamps)
in Good Plus type J box without New but with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side.

£40 - £50

Lot 4287 - Matchbox Superfast 20b Range Rover Police Patrol
Japanese Market issue ‑ black & white body, clear frosted 
windows, red spinner & roof‑light, gloss black Matchbox 
International England base, Maltese Cross wheels (area of 
corrosion & paint loss to rear tailgate) in Fair worn but still 
complete type J box without New but with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular panel on one striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4288 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 21c Renault 5TL ‑ both are
metallic blue body (shade difference between models), clear 
windows, dark tan interior, silver painted base (1) slightly lighter
shade body ‑ Excellent Plus in Excellent "New" type K box with
model illustration to both striker sides & FRENCH TEXT TO ONE
PICTURE FACE; (2) slightly darker shade body ‑ Near Mint with
chip to drivers door pillar in Good Plus clean but a little creased
"New" type K box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on one strike side with lighter brown background print.  (2)

£30 - £40



Lot 4289 - Matchbox Superfast 21c Renault 5TL ‑ metallic blue
body, clear windows, dark tan interior, silver painted base, RARE
BLACK DOT‑DASH WHEELS ‑ Near Mint with some factory 
assembly marks to inside of glazing in Excellent "New" early issue
type K box with model illustration to both striker sides.

£20 - £30

Lot 4290 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 21c Renault 5TL ‑ both are
metallic blue body, clear windows, dark tan interior (1) metallic 
silver base ‑ Near Mint with a couple of minor factory casting flaws
to roof in Good Plus to Excellent; (2) matt black base ‑ Excellent
with some small paint chips, both in Excellent to Excellent Plus
"New" type K boxes with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular side panel on one striker side.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4291 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 21c Renault 5TL (1) metallic
blue body, clear windows, rare red interior, silver painted base ‑
Fair to Good play worn with bent axles in Good "New" type K box
with 2‑line English/French text to one striker side; (2) metallic 
silver body with red "A5" tampo print, clear windows, red interior,
metallic silver base ‑ Fair to Good play worn unboxed.  (2)

£5 - £10

Lot 4292 - Matchbox Superfast 21c Renault 5TL ‑ metallic silver
body, clear windows, RARE DARK TAN INTERIOR, silver painted
base ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips & factory paint
flaws to roof in Excellent to Excellent Plus "New" type K box with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular side panel on one striker
side. RARE SILVER BODY & BASE COMBINATION.

£40 - £60

Lot 4293 - Matchbox Superfast 21c Renault 5TL ‑ metallic silver
body, clear windows, red interior, silver painted base, black
dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent Plus in Excellent Plus "New" type K
box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular side panel on
one striker side. RARE SILVER BODY & BASE COMBINATION.

£30 - £40

Lot 4294 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 21c Renault 5TL ‑ all are
metallic silver body, clear windows, red interior (1) gloss black
base; (2) matt black base; (3) dark charcoal grey base ‑ Excellent
to Near Mint in Excellent to Near Mint "New" type K boxes with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular side panel on one striker
side.  (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 4295 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 21c Renault 5TL ‑ both are
metallic silver body with red interior "Le Car" tampo print (1) clear
windows, gloss black base ‑ Near Mint with usual minor factory
paint flaws to roof in Excellent "New" type K box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side; (2)
RARE LIGHT AMBER WINDOWS, dark charcoal grey base ‑ 
Excellent with a couple of chips to edge of roof & factory paint
flaw to hood in Excellent Plus "New" type K box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular side panel on one striker side.
(2)

£30 - £40



Lot 4296 - Matchbox Superfast 21c Renault 5TL ‑ dark yellow
body with black "Le Car" tampo print, clear windows, RARE RED
INTERIOR, matt black base ‑ Excellent Plus with some factory
casting/paint flaws to edge of roof in Near Mint "New" type K box
with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker
side.

£40 - £50

Lot 4297 - Matchbox Superfast 21c Renault 5TL ‑ dark yellow
body with black "Le Car" tampo print, RARE LIGHT AMBER 
WINDOWS, dark tan interior, matt black base ‑ Excellent to 
Excellent Plus (factory assembly marks to inside of glazing) in
generally Excellent Plus "New" type K box with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side (minor
small tear to one end flap).

£20 - £30

Lot 4298 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 21c Renault 5TL ‑ all are dark
yellow body with black "Le Car" tampo print, clear windows, dark
tan interior (1) dark charcoal grey base; (2) matt black base; (3)
as (2) but slightly lighter shade body ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus
complete with a single Good Plus "New" type K box with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side.  (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 4299 - Matchbox Superfast 4 x 21c Renault 5TL ‑ all are white
body with green & black racing number 4 tampo print (1) ivory
plastic tailgate, clear windows, dark tan interior, dark charcoal
base; (2) as (1) but light tan interior; (3) ivory plastic tailgate, 
windows have smoke grey tint, light tan interior, gloss black base;
(4) white plastic tailgate, clear windows, light tan interior, matt
black base (rub marks to roof) ‑ Good Plus to Excellent Plus in
Fair to Excellent packaging.  (4)

£40 - £50

Lot 4300 - Matchbox Superfast 21c Renault 5TL twin pack factory
Pre‑production colour trial ‑ gloss black body with yellow, red &
white Seltic racing number 21 tampo print, black plastic tailgate,
light tan interior, gloss black Lesney England base ‑ Mint apart
from usual minor factory tampo print flaws in Mint "New" type K
box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on one
striker side. Outstanding example.

£240 - £300

Lot 4301 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 21c Renault 5TL ‑ both are
dark tan interior, (1)  white body with lighter red & yellow, Seltic
racing number 21 tampo print, white plastic tailgate, clear 
windows, gloss black Lesney England base ‑ Near Mint in Good
Plus blue window box; (2) made in Macau transitional issue, white
body with dark red & yellow Seltic racing number 21 tampo print,
ivory plastic tailgate, gloss black Macau base ‑ Excellent Plus with
factory tampo print flaws to roof in Good Plus a little creased
"New" type K box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on one striker side.  (2)

£20 - £30



Lot 4302 - Matchbox Superfast 21c Renault 5TL ‑ white body with
red & yellow Seltic racing number 21 tampo print, white plastic
tailgate, clear windows, dark tan interior, rare orange base ‑ 
Excellent with various tampo print flaws & large paint chip to 
leading edge of hood in generally Near Mint "New" type K box
with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker
side.

£60 - £80

Lot 4303 - Matchbox Superfast 21c Renault 5TL ‑ red body with
pink "Turbo" tampo print, red plastic tailgate, clear windows, dark
tan interior, orange base ‑ Good Plus with some corrosion & paint
loss to right hand rear wing in Excellent Plus "New" type K box
with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker
side ‑ (see extra photo).

£70 - £90

Lot 4304 - Matchbox Superfast 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine ‑
brighter red body, RARE WHITE PLASTIC LADDER, dark amber
windows, chrome interior, bare metal base, 5‑spoke wheels ‑ 
Excellent with rub marks to labels in Good Plus "New" type J box
with some wear to one end flap & original WH Smith retailers price
label to one striker side.

£60 - £80

Lot 4305 - Matchbox Superfast 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine ‑
brighter red body, RARE BLACK PLASTIC LADDER, dark amber
windows, chrome interior, bare metal base, 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Mint
in Good Plus "New" type J box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4306 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine
‑ all are lemon yellow plastic ladder, dark amber windows,
5‑spoke wheels (1) brighter red body, chrome interior, bare metal
base; (2) as (1) but slight shade difference between models; (3)
dark red body, white interior, gloss black base ‑ Excellent Plus to
Mint in Good "New" type J boxes & 1980 copyright US issue 
factory sealed blister pack.  (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 4307 - Matchbox Superfast 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine ‑
darker red body, lemon yellow plastic ladder, dark amber 
windows, white interior, graphite grey base with matt paint finish,
5‑spoke wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with some wear to labels BUT
PLEASE NOTE MODEL HAS BEEN TREBLED LABELLED
(each side of body has 3 labels laid on top of one another) in 
generally Excellent but a little creased "New" type J box with
"NOT RECOMMEND FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3" text. Rare &
unusual factory label error complete with rare box variation.

£50 - £70

Lot 4308 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine
‑ both are dark red body, lemon yellow plastic ladder, white 
interior, 5‑spoke wheels (1) dark amber windows, dark graphite
grey base; (2) light amber windows, dark charcoal grey base
(shade variation between bases) ‑ generally Excellent Plus in
Good Plus & Excellent Plus type K boxes with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side.  (2)

£20 - £30



Lot 4309 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine
‑ both are dark red body, dark yellow plastic ladder, white interior,
gloss black base (1) body has "No.32" labels, light amber 
windows ‑ Good Plus to Excellent with some small paint chips in
Good scuffed & worn type K box with English/French/Italian text
to rectangular panel on one striker side; (2) dark amber windows,
rare 4‑spoke wide wheels ‑ Fair play worn unboxed.  (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 4310 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine
‑ all are dark red body (slight shade variation between models),
dark yellow plastic ladder (again slight shade variation between a
couple of models), gloss black base, 5‑spoke wheels (1) light
amber windows, unusual white interior in blue window box; (2)
windows have pale amber tint, white interior; (3) light amber 
windows, unusual milky‑white interior which is slightly translucent
‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus type K boxes & blue
window box.  (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 4311 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 23b Atlas Tipper Truck ‑ all
are metallic dark blue cab & chassis, orange tipper body, light
amber windows, chrome interior, bare metal base (1) Chevron
striped labels, spiro wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of chips
to cab roof in Good "New" type J box; (2) without labels, spiro
wheels ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus type K box with
English/French text to rectangular side panel; (3) without labels,
dot‑dash wheels ‑ Near Mint (large factory paint flaw to tipper
loadbed) in Good type K box with English/French/Italian text to
rectangular panel.  (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 4312 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 23b Atlas Tipper Truck ‑ all
are metallic dark blue cab & chassis, orange tipper body, pale
grey interior, dot‑dash wheels (1) light amber windows, silver
painted base; (2) clear windows, silver painted base; (3) clear 
windows, bar metal base ‑ Excellent Plus to Mint in generally 
Excellent type K boxes with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular side panel.  (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 4313 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 23b Atlas Tipper Truck ‑ both
are metallic dark blue cab & chassis, orange tipper body (slight
shade variation between models), pale grey interior, dot‑dash
wheels (1) light amber windows, bare metal base; (2) clear 
windows, silver painted base ‑ Near Mint & Excellent Plus in 
Excellent & Near Mint type K boxes with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular side panel.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4314 - Matchbox Superfast 23b Atlas Tipper Truck ‑ metallic
dark blue cab & chassis, rare metallic silver tipper body, clear 
windows, pale grey interior, silver painted base, dot‑dash wheels
‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of chips to leading edge of cab roof
& couple of minor factory air bubbles to glazing unit in Near Mint
to Mint type K box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
side panel.

£40 - £50

Lot 4315 - Matchbox Superfast 23b Atlas Tipper Truck ‑ burnt 
orange cab & chassis, metallic silver tipper body, clear windows,
pale grey interior, silver painted base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Near
Mint in Near Mint type K boxes with English/French/Italian text to
rectangular side panel.

£15 - £25



Lot 4316 - Matchbox Superfast 23c Ford Mustang GT‑350 
Dragster ‑ white body with blue stripe tampo print, clear windows,
blue interior, matt black Hong Kong base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ overall
Near Mint but does have a couple of tiny pin size chips to front
bumper in Good Plus "New" type L box (box very clean but 
unfortunately has tear to one end flap tab).

£20 - £30

Lot 4317 - Matchbox Superfast 23c Ford Mustang GT‑350 ‑ white
body with blue stripe tampo print, clear windows, blue interior,
matt black Hong Kong base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint with usual
factory tampo print flaws in Good Plus to Excellent factory sealed
1980 copyright US issue blister pack.

£20 - £30

Lot 4318 - Matchbox Superfast 24c Diesel Shunter ‑ metallic
emerald green body without labels, tan interior, red chassis ‑ Near
Mint in Good "New" type L box illustrating Passenger Coach &
Flat Car to both striker sides and FRENCH TEXT TO ONE 
PICTURE FACE (reference label to one end flap).

£10 - £20

Lot 4319 - Matchbox Superfast 24c Diesel Shunter MADE IN
BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ lime green body, tan interior, metallic red 
chassis, red plastic base with white "FAB Z.F. Manaus" base tab
‑ Good with some play wear, model also missing rear hook & base
tab incomplete (see extra photo) in Good "New" type L box 
illustrating passenger coach & flat car to both striker sides and
FRENCH TEXT TO ONE PICTURE FACE.

£80 - £100

Lot 4320 - Matchbox Superfast 24c Diesel Shunter ‑ metallic
emerald green body with "Rail Freight" labels, tan interior, red
chassis ‑ Mint apart from minor factory casting flaw to cab door in
generally Near Mint "New" type L box with matching model 
artwork & English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker
side, complete with leaflet stating this model was purchased in
1982 for 2 dollars.

£20 - £30

Lot 4321 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 24c Diesel Shunter ‑ both are
metallic emerald green body with "D1496‑R‑F" labels, tan 
interior, red chassis (1) darker shade body; (2) lighter shade body
‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus (glue showing through labels which
are discoloured) in Good Plus & Excellent "New" type L boxes 
illustrating models with dark & light green shades.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4322 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 24c Diesel Shunter ‑ all are
yellow body with "D1496‑RF" labels, red chassis, red plastic base
(1) darker shade body with tan interior; (2) lighter shade body with
rare chocolate brown interior; (3) lighter shade body without 
interior fitted ‑ generally Excellent with all models having some
small paint chips complete with a single "New" type L box with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side
which is generally Excellent but does have puncture hole to one
end flap.  (3)

£20 - £30



Lot 4323 - Matchbox Superfast 24c Diesel Shunter ‑ yellow body
with "D1496‑RF" labels, without interior fitted, RARE RED 
PLASTIC CHASSIS (NOT METAL), RARE BLACK PLASTIC
BASE ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny factory assembly paint
chips in Fair to Good creased but still factory sealed 1980 
copyright blister pack.

£30 - £40

Lot 4324 - Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP‑20 containing (1)
20c Diesel Shunter ‑ yellow body with "D1496‑RF" labels, tan 
interior, red chassis; (2) matching side tipping wagon ‑ shunter is
Excellent to Excellent Plus with glue showing through labels
which are discoloured, wagon is Mint in Good Plus factory sealed
blister pack.

£10 - £20

Lot 4325 - Matchbox Superfast 24d Datsun 280ZX ‑ gloss black
body with red tampo print, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black
Hong Kong base, small diameter 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Excellent to
Excellent Plus with some small paint chips to bumpers in 
generally Excellent "New" type L box with matching model 
artwork.

£30 - £40

Lot 4326 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 24d Datsun 280ZX ‑ both are
gloss black body, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black Hong
Kong base, small diameter 5‑spoke wheels (1) without tampo
print ‑ Near Mint in generally Excellent "New" type L box with stain
to one striker side; (2) US Phantom Z issue ‑ gloss black body
with burnt orange hood & side tampo print ‑ Mint in Good Plus
factory sealed 1981 copyright US issue blister pack.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4327 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 24d Datsun 280ZX ‑ both are
gloss black body with red tampo print, maroon interior, matt black
Hong Kong base, large diameter 5‑spoke wide wheels (1) light
amber windows ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips in
Good Plus "New" type L box (small tear to one end flap & crease
along one striker side); (2) dark amber windows ‑ Mint apart from
a couple of minor factory assembly marks in Excellent factory
sealed 1980 copyright US issue blister pack.  (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 4328 - Matchbox Superfast 24e Datsun 280ZX FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ blue body, clear windows,
dark tan interior, factory hand punched bare metal base which
has not been zinc plated, 8‑dot telephone dial wheels ‑ Excellent
Plus unboxed.

£150 - £180

Lot 4329 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 24e Datsun 280ZX ‑ both are
black body, windows have pale amber tint, dark tan interior, matt
black Macau base, 5‑arch wheels (1) gold stripe hood & side
tampo print ‑ Excellent Plus in Good Plus to Excellent 1983 
copyright yellow graph paper box; (2) solid block gold stripe
"Turbo ZX" tampo print ‑ Good Plus to Excellent unboxed.  (2)

£10 - £15



Lot 4330 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 24e Datsun 280ZX Japanese
Market issues ‑ both are clear windows, lighter tan interior, matt
black Macau base, 5‑arch wheels (1) Japan Series MB34 Nissan
Fairlady 280ZX Racing Car ‑ white body with blue & red racing
number 33 tampo print ‑ Excellent with some paint around door
pillars in Fair to Good but partly sunfaded yellow window box; (2)
Japan Series MB44 Nissan Fairlady 280ZX Police Car ‑ black &
white body, red solid roof‑lights ‑ Near Mint with a couple of minor
factory assembly marks in Good partly sunfaded yellow window
box.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4331 - Matchbox Superfast 24e Datsun 280ZX RARE 
CHINESE MARKET ISSUE ‑ metallic magenta body, clear 
windows, grey interior, gloss black China base ‑ Mint in Good Plus
factory sealed 1993 copyright blister pack, the backing card of
which is for MB44 Probe GT but has additional Chinese MB77
label.

£40 - £50

Lot 4332 - Matchbox Superfast 6 x 25c Railway Flatcar & 
Container ‑ all with red roof & opening doors to include 4 x
"N.Y.K." (1) cream container; (2) dark tan container; (3) light tan
container (matching box artwork); (4) rare dark chocolate brown
container (does have old elastic band residue) and 2 x "Sea Land"
(1) light tan container; (2) cream container ‑ complete with 3 x
"New" type L boxes all of which are early issue illustrating diesel
shunter & passenger coach and a further "New" type L box with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular side panel with a lighter
brown background print ‑ models are Good Plus to Near Mint,
boxes are Good Plus to Excellent.  (6)

£30 - £40

Lot 4333 - Matchbox Superfast 25c Railway Flatcar & Container
‑ red plastic "N.Y.K." container ‑ Excellent Plus (glue starting to
show through labels which are slightly discoloured) in Excellent
"New" type L with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel
on one striker side (box very clean but has hole punched to one
end flap).

£20 - £30

Lot 4334 - Matchbox Superfast 25c Railway Flatcar & Container
‑ orange "OCL" container ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus "New" type
L box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on one
striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4335 - Matchbox Superfast 25c Railway Flatcar & Container
‑ blue "United States Lines" container, flatcar has rare gloss black
platform rather than usual matt black ‑ Near Mint in Near Mint
"New" type L box with 4‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on one striker side.

£30 - £40



Lot 4336 - Matchbox Superfast 25d Audi Quattro FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION TRIAL ‑ gloss black body, clear windows,
black interior, matt black Lesney England base, 5‑arch wheels ‑
Excellent with a few chips to front & rear bumpers in generally
Good type L box which has been clear taped closed at one end.

£150 - £200

Lot 4337 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 25d Audi Quattro ‑ both are
white body with brown & burnt orange racing number 20 tampo
print, clear windows, black interior, 5‑arch wheels (1) gloss black
base ‑ Near Mint in Good Plus type L box; (2) unusual satin black
base (see extra photo) ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4338 - Matchbox Superfast 25d Audi Quattro ‑ white body
with brown & burnt orange racing number 20 tampo print, black 
interior, rare graphite grey base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint with
usual minor factory tampo print flaws in Good Plus type L box with
original retailers price label to one end flap.

£30 - £40

Lot 4339 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 25d Audi Quattro made in
Macau transitional issue ‑ both are white body with brown & burnt
orange racing number 20 tampo print, black interior, gloss black
Macau base, 5‑arch wheels (1) clear windows ‑ Excellent in Good
scuffed 1983 copyright US issue yellow graph paper box with
MB23 Audi Quattro to end flaps; (2) dark amber windows & 
headlamps ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips to bumpers & rub
marks to roof in Fair 1982 generic US issue box stamped MB23
Audi Quattro to end flaps, although box does make reference to
the model being made in England not Macau.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4340 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 25e Toyota Celica GT ‑ both
are red body, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black "Toyota 
Celica XX" Hong Kong base, small diameter 5‑spoke wheel (1)
red body with orange & yellow "Sun Burner" tampo print; (2) plain
red body ‑ both Near Mint to Mint in Good & Good Plus factory
sealed US issue blister packs (blister for Sun Burner Celica 
starting to detach along lower edge).  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4341 - Matchbox Superfast 25e Toyota Celica GT ‑ sky blue
body with black & white racing number 78 tampo print which
matched the box artwork having additional black tampo print to
the B pillars, black shading to both door numbers & additional
black stripe to lower body, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black
"Toyota Celica XX" Hong Kong base, small diameter 5‑spoke
wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with tampo print flaws in Excellent "New"
type L box with matching model artwork.

£30 - £40

Lot 4342 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 25e Toyota Celica GT ‑ both
are sky blue body with black & white racing number 78 tampo
print, clear windows, blue interior, matt black "Celica GT" Hong
Kong base, large diameter 5‑spoke wide wheels (1) standard
issue white shade tampo print ‑ Near Mint with usual factory
tampo print flaws in Good Plus "New" type L box; (2) rare darker
off‑white shade tampo print ‑ Excellent with some paint chips to
right hand windscreen & B pillar in Good creased & scuffed "New"
type L box.  (2)

£40 - £50



Lot 4343 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 25e Toyota Celica GT Yellow
Fever issue ‑ both are lemon yellow body with blue & red racing
number 56 tampo print, clear windows, blue interior, matt black
Hong Kong base (1) Near Mint in Good "New" type L box (box very
clean but one end flap tab is almost detached; (2) Mint in Good to
Good Plus 1981 copyright factory sealed blister pack (blister
cracked at one end & rear of backing card discoloured).  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4344 - Matchbox Superfast 25e Toyota Celica GT Yellow
Fever issue ‑ lemon yellow body with blue & red racing number 56
tampo print, clear windows, blue interior, matt black Hong Kong
base with RARE CAST RAISED DETAIL TO REAR LAMPS ‑ 
Excellent with a few tiny chips to base & bumpers in Good Plus
"New" type L box. Rare late base casting with this raised 3‑D lamp
cluster detail.

£30 - £40

Lot 4345 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 26c Site Dumper ‑ all are 
yellow cab, black plastic interior, matt black chassis, 5‑crown
wheels (1) yellow dump body, early black plastic base with model
number cast below the Superfast branding, 5‑spoke front wheels;
(2) red dump body, later issue black plastic base with model 
number cast across front axle; (3) as (2) but 5‑arch wheels ‑ 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Excellent "New" type K boxes
2 of which have 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel
on one striker side.  (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 4346 - Matchbox Superfast 26c Site Dumper ‑ yellow cab,
red dump body, black plastic interior, RARE METALLIC BROWN
CHASSIS, later black plastic base with model number cast across
front axle, 5‑arch front & 5‑crown rear wheels ‑ Excellent in 
Excellent very clean but just a little scuffed "New" type K box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4347 - Matchbox Superfast 26c Site Dumper ‑ burnt orange
cab, metallic silver dump body, white interior, gloss black metal
base, 5‑arch front & 5‑crown rear wheels ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus
1980 copyright factory sealed blister pack with models specific
backing card with line drawing of model operating feature in 
circular panel. Nice example.

£20 - £30

Lot 4348 - Matchbox Superfast 26c Site Dumper ‑ burnt orange
cab, metallic silver dump body, white interior, gloss black metal
base, yellow 5‑arch front & 5‑crown rear wheels ‑ Mint apart from
a couple of minor factory assembly marks in Good factory sealed
Australian market issue "Matchbox Supers" blister pack.

£30 - £40

Lot 4349 - Matchbox Superfast 26c Site Dumper ‑ RARE RED
CAB, metallic silver dump body, white interior, silver painted metal
base, RARE DOT‑DASH FRONT WHEELS, 5‑crown rear wheels
‑ Excellent Plus (does have a few tiny factory assembly paint
chips to upper edge of dump body) in Good factory sealed 1980
copyright blister pack. Rare late issue colour & wheel variation.

£40 - £60



Lot 4350 - Matchbox Superfast 26d Cosmic Blues Dragster ‑
white body with blue tampo print, light blue windows, matt black
Hong Kong base, Maltese Cross wheels ‑ Near Mint with usual
minor factory tampo print flaws in Excellent "New" type L box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4351 - Matchbox Superfast 26d Cosmic Blues Dragster made
in Macau transitional issue ‑ white body with darker blue tampo
print, light blue windows, gloss black Macau base, Maltese Cross
front & 5‑crown rear wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with some tarnishing
to chrome plated engine in Good Plus "New" type L box.

£10 - £20

Lot 4352 - Matchbox Superfast 26d Cosmic Blues Dragster ‑
white body with blue tampo print, light blue windows, gloss black
China base, 5‑arch front & 5‑crown rear wheels ‑ Excellent Plus
with some chrome loss to engine in Good Plus type L box.

£10 - £20

Lot 4353 - Matchbox Superfast 26e Volvo Cable Truck FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ orange body, blue 
windows, yellow plastic cradle with silver‑grey plastic cable
drums, maroon (not red) plastic grille & base, 5‑spoke wheels ‑
Mint apart from cradle loose but does clip into position correctly
for display. Interesting colour combination the first time we have
come across a maroon rather than red grille & base in Near Mint
to Mint type L box.

£150 - £200

Lot 4354 - Matchbox Superfast 26e Volvo Cable Truck ‑ orange
body, blue windows, black plastic cradle with silver‑grey plastic
cable drums, black plastic grille & base, 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Near
Mint (small scratch to left hand edge of rear platform) in generally
Excellent type L box with matching model artwork (does have
small tear to one end flap).

£20 - £30

Lot 4355 - Matchbox Superfast 26e Volvo Cable Truck ‑ orange
body, blue windows, black plastic frame with silver‑grey cable
drums, red plastic grille & base, 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Near Mint with
tiny chip to the letter L of Volvo above grille in Good Plus type L
box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4356 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 26e Volvo Cable Truck ‑ both
are orange body, blue windows, black plastic cradle with
silver‑grey, 5‑arch wheels (1) red plastic grille & base ‑ Mint in
Good Plus type L box; (2) black plastic grille & base ‑ Excellent
Plus with large paint chip to right hand edge of rear platform in
Fair type L box with tape repair to one end flap.  (2)

£30 - £40



Lot 4357 - Matchbox Superfast 26e Volvo Cable Truck ‑ orange
body, blue windows, black plastic cradle with silver‑grey cable
drums, red plastic grille & base, RARE MALTESE CROSS
WHEELS ‑ Mint in generally Excellent type L box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4358 - Matchbox Superfast 26e Volvo Cable Truck ‑ orange
body, LIGHT BLUE WINDOWS, black plastic cradle with 
silver‑grey cable drums, black plastic grille & base, RARE 
MALTESE CROSS WHEELS ‑ Mint apart from a couple of minor
factory assembly marks in Good Plus type L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4359 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 26e Volvo Cable Truck ‑ both
are orange body, black plastic cradle with silver‑grey cable drums,
black plastic grille & base, 5‑arch wheels (1) LIGHT BLUE 
WINDOWS ‑ Mint apart from a couple of minor factory assembly
marks in Good Plus to Excellent factory sealed 1980 copyright
blister pack; (2) standard issue blue windows ‑ Mint in Excellent
factory sealed blue window box.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4360 - Matchbox Superfast 26e Volvo Cable Truck ‑ red body,
blue windows, black plastic cradle with dark grey cable drums,
black plastic grille & base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint with a 
couple of tiny pin size chips only in Excellent type L box (does
have minor small tear to one inner end flap).

£30 - £40

Lot 4361 - Matchbox Superfast 26e Volvo Cable Truck ‑ RARE
YELLOW BODY, RARE DARK BLUE WINDOWS, black plastic
cradle with silver‑grey cable drums, black plastic grille & base,
5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips
to upper edge of headboard in Good to Good Plus type L box.

£40 - £50

Lot 4362 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach ‑
burnt orange body with racing number 3 nose label, red windows,
chrome interior, matt black base ‑ Good play worn in Good 
discoloured "New" type J box (one inner end flap almost 
detached).

£20 - £30

Lot 4363 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach ‑
burnt orange body with racing number 3 nose label, dark amber
windows, chrome interior, matt black base ‑ Near Mint 
(thin factory paint finish to leading edge of base) in Mint "New"
type J box.

£180 - £220



Lot 4364 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach
Streakers issue ‑ burnt orange body with lime green & black 
racing number 8 tampo print, dark amber windows, chrome 
interior, matt black base ‑ Mint in Good Plus factory sealed 1974
copyright Streakers blister pack with some creasing to backing
card.

£10 - £20

Lot 4365 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 27b Lamborghini Countach ‑
both are burnt orange body (slight shade difference between
models) with lime green & black racing number 8 tampo print,
dark amber windows, chrome interior, matt black base ‑ both Near
Mint with a couple of tiny pin size chips to base in Good Plus &
Excellent "New" type J boxes.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4366 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach
Streakers issue ‑ lighter shade burnt orange body with lime green
& black racing number 8 tampo print, turquoise green windows,
light grey interior, RARE BARE METAL BASE ‑ Near Mint with
tiny chip to left hand front wing in Mint "New" type J box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4367 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 27b Lamborghini Countach
Streakers issue ‑ both are lighter shade burnt orange body with
lime green & black racing number 8 tampo print, turquoise 
windows, light grey interior (1) RARE METALLIC BROWN BASE
‑ Excellent Plus with a number of tampo print flaws; (2) matt black
base ‑ Mint apart from usual minor factory tampo print flaws in
Excellent "New" type J boxes.  (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 4368 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach
Streakers issue ‑ lighter shade burnt orange body with lime green
& black racing number 8 tampo print, turquoise windows, RARE
DARK GREY INTERIOR, RARE METALLIC BROWN BASE ‑
Good Plus in Good Plus "New" type J box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4369 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach 
Streakers issue ‑ lighter shade burnt orange body with lime green
& black racing number 8 tampo print, RARE DARK GREEN 
WINDOWS, light grey interior, matt black base ‑ Excellent Plus with
a couple of chips to rear edge of body in Mint "New" type J box.

£50 - £70

Lot 4370 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach
Streakers issue ‑ lighter shade burnt orange body with lime green
& black racing number 8 tampo print, turquoise windows, 
UNUSUAL BEIGE INTERIOR, RARE BARE METAL BASE ‑ Mint
apart from usual minor factory tampo print flaws in Mint "New"
type J box.

£40 - £50



Lot 4371 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach
Streakers issue ‑ darker shade burnt orange body with lime green
& black racing number 8 tampo print, windows have very pale
turquoise tint, pale grey interior, gloss black base ‑ Excellent Plus
with a couple of tiny chips to leading edge of base in Good Plus
type J box without New. RARE WINDOW VARIATION.

£30 - £50

Lot 4372 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach
Streakers issue ‑ darker shade burnt orange body with lime green
& black racing number 8 tampo print, windows have pale blue tint,
light grey interior, graphite grey base ‑ Near Mint with tiny chip to
left hand front wing in Good Plus to Excellent a little scuffed type
J box without New. RARE WINDOW & BASE COMBINATION.

£30 - £50

Lot 4373 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach
Streakers issue ‑ darker shade burnt orange body with lime green
& black racing number 8 tampo print, RARE PURPLE 
WINDOWS, light grey interior, dark charcoal grey base ‑ Near
Mint with a couple of tiny chips to leading edge of base in 
Excellent Plus type J box without New (small reference label to
one end flap).

£60 - £80

Lot 4374 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach
Streakers issue ‑ very dark shade burnt orange‑red body with lime
green & black racing number 8 tampo print, turquoise windows,
RARE DARK YELLOW INTERIOR, graphite grey base ‑ Near
Mint with a couple of tiny factory assembly paint chips to base in
Excellent Plus type J box without New.

£60 - £80

Lot 4375 - Matchbox Superfast 27b Lamborghini Countach
Streakers issue ‑ lighter shade burnt orange body with RARE
DARK GREEN & BLACK TAMPO PRINT, turquoise windows,
light grey interior, matt black base ‑ Good Plus to Excellent but
does have some small paint chips in Good to Good Plus scuffed
type J box without New.

£20 - £30

Lot 4376 - Matchbox Superfast 27c Swing Wing Jet FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ metallic blue upper 
fuselage, metallic silver lower fuselage, blue canopy, silver‑grey
plastic wings ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size chips to tail
in Near Mint "New" type L box.

£80 - £100

Lot 4377 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 27c Swing Wing Jet ‑ both are
red upper fuselage, white lower fuselage, ivory plastic wings 
without tampo print (1) RARE AMBER CANOPY; (2) predominately
red canopy but does have slight amber mix ‑ Near Mint to Mint in
Good Plus & Excellent Plus "New" type L boxes.  (2)

£40 - £50



Lot 4378 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 27c Swing Wing Jet ‑ both are
red upper fuselage, white lower fuselage, red canopy, ivory 
plastic wings (1) red & black "Jet Set" wing tampo print ‑ Excellent
Plus in generally Excellent "New" type L box but does have hole
punched to one end flap; (2) all over red "Jet Set" wing tampo
print ‑ Excellent in Good creased & stained "New" type L box.  (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 4379 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 27c Swing Wing Jet ‑ both are
red upper fuselage, white lower fuselage, red canopy, ivory 
plastic wings with black & red "Jet Set" tampo print (1) Lesney
England base ‑ Mint in Excellent factory sealed blue window box;
(2) made in Macau transitional issue with Macau base ‑ Near Mint
in Good Plus 1983 copyright yellow graph paper box.  (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 4380 - Matchbox Superfast 28a Stoat Armoured Car, 
FACTORY PRE‑PREPRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ metallic
silver body, bare metal base with Pat App number which has not
been zinc plated, black 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Fair play worn in Fair
worn but still complete "New" type J box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4381 - Matchbox Superfast 28b Stoat Armoured Car ‑ 
metallic gold body WITH RARE MATT PAINT FINISH, matt black
base with Pat App number ‑ Excellent with a few chips to base &
chip to right hand front corner of roof in Good "New" type J box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4382 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 28b Stoat Armoured Car (1)
lighter shade metallic gold body, matt black base with Pat App
number ‑ Mint in Good Plus factory sealed rare 1972 copyright
Rola‑Matics blister pack which has original Japanese retailers
price label; (2) metallic dark gold body, matt black base with
patent number ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny factory assembly
paint chips to base in generally Good "New" type J box but does
have large puncture hole to one striker side. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4383 - Matchbox Superfast 28b Stoat Armoured Car ‑ 
metallic gold body, RARE BARE METAL BASE ‑ Excellent Plus
with a couple of chips to rear engine cover in Good Plus to 
Excellent "New" type J box with small tear to one corner.

£20 - £30

Lot 4384 - Matchbox Superfast 28b Stoat Armoured Car MADE
IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ dull mustard yellow body, gloss black base
with Pat App number ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips in Near Mint
"New" type J box with FRENCH TEXT TO ONE PICTURE FACE,
box also has light blue background print.

£240 - £300



Lot 4385 - Matchbox Superfast 28b Stoat Armoured Car Twin
Pack issue ‑ dark olive green body, matt black base with Pat App
number, black 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin
size factory assembly paint chips to exhausts in Excellent Plus
"New" type J box with "NOT RECOMMENDED FOR CHILDREN
UNDER 3" TEXT.

£50 - £60

Lot 4386 - Matchbox Superfast 28b Stoat Armoured Car ‑ 
metallic gold body, matt black base with patent number, RARE
BLACK 5‑SPOKE WHEELS ‑ Excellent in Excellent Plus "New"
type J box with FRENCH TEXT TO ONE PICTURE FACE.

£50 - £60

Lot 4387 - Matchbox Superfast 28b Stoat Armoured Car ‑ 
military green body, matt black base with patent number, RARE
CHROME 5‑SPOKE WHEELS ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips in
Mint "New" type J box with "NOT RECOMMENDED FOR 
CHILDREN UNDER 3" TEXT.

£50 - £60

Lot 4388 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 28b Stoat Armoured Car ‑ both
are military green body (very slight shade variation between 
models), matt black base with patent number (1) Mint in Excellent
factory sealed 1975 copyright Rola‑Matics blister pack; (2) 
Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good to Good Plus a little stained
& creased "New" type J box with "NOT RECOMMENDED FOR
CHILDREN UNDER 3" TEXT. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4389 - Matchbox Superfast 28c Lincoln Continental ‑ cerise
body with white plastic roof, clear windows, RARE PALE GREY
INTERIOR, bare metal base ‑ Mint in Excellent "New" type K box
with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4390 - Matchbox Superfast 28c Lincoln Continental ‑ cerise
body with white plastic roof, windscreen discoloured yellow from
sun UV exposure, rear window remains clear, tan interior, bare
metal base ‑ Excellent Plus in Excellent just a little scuffed "New"
type K box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on
one striker side.  Windscreen colour is uniform throughout and
makes for an interesting display piece.

£10 - £20

Lot 4391 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 28c Lincoln Continental ‑ all
are white plastic roof, clear windows, bare metal base (1) lighter
shade red body, lighter tan interior; (2) lighter shade red body,
darker tan interior; (3) darker shade red body, lighter tan interior
‑ Excellent Plus to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent "New" type K
boxes with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on one
striker side. (3)

£30 - £40



Lot 4392 - Matchbox Superfast 28c Lincoln Continental ‑ red body
with white plastic roof, clear windows, RARE CHOCOLATE
BROWN INTERIOR, bare metal base ‑ Mint in Excellent clean
but a little creased "New" type K box with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular panel on one striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 4393 - Matchbox Superfast 28c Lincoln Continental ‑ RARE
DARK RUBY RED BODY, white plastic roof, clear windows,
darker tan interior, bare metal base ‑ Mint in Good Plus rare late
issue type K box without "New" but with "English/French/Italian"
text to rectangular panel on one striker side (does have small
price label to one striker side).

£40 - £50

Lot 4394 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 28d Formula 5000 Racing Car
‑ all are metallic champagne gold body with black & white racing
number 8 tampo print, white plastic driver, 5‑crown front & 
Maltese Cross rear wheels (1) bare metal base; (2) gloss black
base; (3) matt black base (large factory paint flaw to front of base)
‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good to Excellent type L boxes. (3)

£30 - £50

Lot 4395 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 28d Formula 5000 Racing Car
‑ all are metallic champagne gold body with black & white racing
number 8 tampo print, white plastic driver (1) gloss black Lesney
England base, 5‑arch front & Maltese Cross rear wheels ‑ 
Excellent unboxed with chrome loss to engine air intake & tampo
print loss to rear wing; (2) matt black Lesney England base,
5‑arch front wheels, RARE 5‑SPOKE REAR WHEELS ‑ Good
Plus with some light play wear & chrome loss in Good generic
1982 copyright US issue box; (3) transitional Made in Macau
issue ‑ matt black Macau base, 5‑arch front wheels, dot‑dash rear
wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with some slight tarnishing to chrome 
engine in Good 1983 copyright yellow graph paper box. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 4396 - Matchbox Superfast 28d Formula 5000 Racing Car
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ blue body with
black & white racing number 8 tampo print, red plastic engine,
white plastic driver, bare metal Lesney England base, 5‑arch front
& Maltese Cross rear wheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint with usual minor
factory tampo print flaws in Excellent type L box with price label
to one striker side.  Very eye catching colour trial.

£260 - £320

Lot 4397 - Matchbox Superfast 5 x 29c Tractor Shovel ‑ (1) lemon
yellow body, chrome interior, red plastic shovel, lemon yellow
plastic base; (2) as (1) but slight shade variation; (3) as (1) but
lighter shade lemon yellow plastic base; (4) yellow body with black
"Caterpillar" tampo print, black interior, black plastic shovel &
base; (5) as (4) but slight shade variation ‑ Excellent Plus to Mint
complete with 2 x "New" type J boxes which are Fair & Good Plus.
(5)

£20 - £25



Lot 4398 - Matchbox Superfast 29c Tractor Shovel ‑ RARE LIME
GREEN BODY, chrome interior, lemon yellow plastic shovel &
base ‑ Mint in Excellent 1975 copyright factory sealed blister pack.

£30 - £40

Lot 4399 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 29c Tractor Shovel ‑ both are
yellow body, black interior, red plastic shovel, lemon yellow 
plastic base (1) darker shade body ‑ Excellent with a few tiny pin
size chips in Good Plus "New" 1978 copyright type J box; (2)
lighter shade body ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to
cab roof in Excellent Plus very clean 1975 copyright type J box
with minor small tear to one corner. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4400 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 29c Tractor Shovel ‑ both are
yellow body, black interior, RARE CREAM BASE (1) darker shade
body, red plastic bucket, chrome Maltese Cross wheels; (2) lighter
shade body, RARE MAROON PLASTIC BUCKET, yellow Maltese
Cross wheels ‑ Excellent Plus & Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus
1978 copyright "New" type J box with 2‑line English/French text
to rectangular panel on one striker side. (2)

£40 - £60

Lot 4401 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 29c Tractor Shovel ‑ both are
burnt orange body, silver‑grey interior, black plastic base (1)
lighter shade body, red plastic bucket; (2) darker shade body,
black plastic bucket (paint chip to corner of cab roof) ‑ Mint & Near
Mint in Good 1978 copyright type J boxes without "New" but with
English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker side
(one box sun faded).  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4402 - Matchbox Superfast 30c Swamp Rat Air Boat ‑ with
rare dark tan base ‑ Near Mint in Near Mint "New" 1st type K box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4403 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 30c Swamp Rat Air Boat ‑ (1)
darker shade military green deck, light tan plastic base; (2) lighter
shade military green deck, mid‑tan plastic base (see extra photo)
‑ Excellent Plus with glue just starting to show through labels one
of which also has a crease in Good creased & Excellent "New"
2nd type K boxes with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on striker side. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4404 - Matchbox Superfast 30c Swamp Rat Air Boat MADE
IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ very dark military green deck, white engine
casing, light tan plastic base with paper "Inbrima" label ‑ Fair play
worn in generally Excellent "New" 2nd type K box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side.

£30 - £40



Lot 4405 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 30c Swamp Rat Air Boat ‑
both are light tan plastic base (1) with "Swamp Rats" labels ‑ Near
Mint (left hand label starting to peel away from base) in Fair
creased & stained but still factory sealed Canadian blister pack;
(2) WITHOUT LABELS FITTED ‑ Mint in Excellent factory sealed
1980 copyright blister pack. (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 4406 - Matchbox Superfast 30d Leyland Articulated Truck ‑
metallic blue tractor unit WITHOUT LEYLAND LETTERING, dark
amber windows, white plastic grille & base with model number 30
cast, metallic silver trailer ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips to cab
roof in Good "New" type L box with English/French/Italian text to
rectangular panel on one striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 4407 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 30d Leyland Articulated Truck
‑ both are with Leyland cab lettering, metallic silver trailer (1)
metallic dark blue tractor unit, dark amber windows, white plastic
grille & base with model number 30 cast (factory casting/paint
flaws to cab roof); (2) metallic light blue tractor unit, red windows,
ivory plastic grille & base with model number 30 cast (paint loss
around trailer coupling area and trailer also does not lock securely
into position) ‑ both Excellent complete with a single Fair "New"
type L box with English/French/Italian text. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4408 - Matchbox Superfast 30d Leyland Articulated Truck ‑
lemon yellow tractor unit, light amber windows, black plastic grille
& base without model number cast, metallic silver trailer ‑ 
Excellent with small area of corrosion around tractor unit 
windscreen in Good to Good Plus "New" type L box with 
English/French/Italian text.

£30 - £40

Lot 4409 - Matchbox Superfast 30d Leyland Articulated Truck ‑
red tractor unit, red windows, white plastic grille & base without
model number 30 cast, metallic silver trailer ‑ Near Mint to Mint in
generally Excellent "New" type L box with English/French/Italian
text.

£30 - £40

Lot 4410 - Matchbox Superfast 30d Leyland Articulated Truck ‑
red tractor unit, red windows, dark yellow plastic grille & base
without model number cast, yellow trailer with "International"
tampo print ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips to upper edge of
trailer body in Good Plus "New" type L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4411 - Matchbox Superfast 30d Leyland Articulated Truck ‑
blue tractor unit, red windows, dark yellow plastic grille & base
without model number cast, yellow trailer with "International"
tampo print ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus "New" type L box with 
English/French/Italian text.

£30 - £40



Lot 4412 - Matchbox Superfast 30d Leyland Articulated Truck ‑ blue
tractor unit, red windows, lemon yellow plastic grille & base without
model number cast, yellow trailer with "International" tampo print ‑
Excellent Plus in Good "New" type L box with English/French/Italian
text (box clean but missing one inner end flap).

£20 - £30

Lot 4413 - Matchbox Superfast 30d Leyland Articulated Truck ‑
blue tractor unit, red windows, white plastic grille & base without
model number cast, yellow trailer with "International" tampo print
‑ Good Plus in Good stained & sun faded "New" type L box with
English/French/Italian text.

£10 - £15

Lot 4414 - Matchbox Superfast 30d Leyland Articulated 
Promotional Issue "Pauls" ‑ blue tractor unit, red windows, lemon
yellow plastic grille & base without model number cast, blue trailer
‑ Mint in Excellent 1983 copyright factory sealed blister pack.

£30 - £40

Lot 4415 - Matchbox Superfast 30d Leyland Articulated Truck
Promotional Issue "Pauls" ‑ blue tractor unit, red windows, white
plastic grille & base without model number cast, blue trailer ‑ Mint
apart from a couple of minor factory assembly marks in Good blue
window box which appears to have been resealed at one end.

£15 - £20

Lot 4416 - Matchbox Superfast 31c Caravan ‑ white body with
orange stripe seagull labels, dark amber windows, dark yellow
opening doors, pale yellow interior, bare metal base ‑ Excellent
with some tiny chips to roof in Excellent "New" type K box with
French text to lower edge of one picture face & illustration of 
Caravan being towed by 7c VW Golf to rectangular side panel.
Rare early French issue box.

£20 - £30

Lot 4417 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 31c Caravan ‑ both are white
body with orange seagull labels, dark amber windows, pale yellow
interior, bare metal base (1) dark yellow plastic opening door; (2)
mid‑yellow plastic opening door (lighter shade than previous model)
‑ both are Excellent with some paint chips (1) in Good Plus "New"
type K box with French text to one picture face including 
"Ne Convient Pas a Un Enfant De Moins De 36 Mois", box also 
illustrates caravan being towed by 7c Volkswagen Golf to one striker
side panel (box very clean but does have puncture to one striker
side & small tear to one inner end flap), rare 2nd issue French 
market box; (2) in Good Plus "New" type K box with English/French
text to rectangular side panel on one striker side. (2)

£20 - £30
Lot 4418 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 31c Caravan ‑ all are white body
with blue stripe seagull labels, pale yellow interior, bare metal base
(1) dark blue plastic opening door, light amber windows ‑ Excellent
Plus with scratch to rear corner of roof in Excellent stained on one
striker side type K box with English/French/Italian text to striker side
panel; (2) mid‑blue plastic opening door, dark amber windows ‑
overall Excellent Plus but does have a few tiny chips to roof &
crease to left hand label in generally Excellent type K box without
"New" but with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panel; (3)
light blue plastic opening door, dark amber windows ‑ Near Mint with
a couple of minor factory assembly paint chips in generally Good
Plus a little scuffed factory sealed blue window box. (3)

£40 - £50



Lot 4419 - Matchbox Superfast 31c Caravan ‑ white body with
blue stripe seagull labels, light blue plastic opening door, dark
amber windows, pale yellow interior, RARE SILVER PAINTED
BASE ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips in Near Mint to
Mint type K box without "New" but with 2‑line English/French text
to striker side panel.

£50 - £70

Lot 4420 - Matchbox Superfast 31c Caravan ‑ white body without
labels, dark yellow plastic opening door, dark amber windows,
pale yellow interior, bare metal base ‑ Mint apart from a couple of
minor factory assembly marks in Good scuffed & a little stained
factory sealed blue window box without model description to end
flaps and with just "MB31" printed to front of box.  Rare early blue
window box variation.

£20 - £30

Lot 4421 - Matchbox Superfast 31c Caravan Twin Pack issue ‑
white body with burnt orange & brown "Mobile 500" tampo print,
dark chocolate brown opening door, light amber windows, ivory 
interior, gloss black base ‑ Good Plus with some paint chips in
Good Plus type K box without "New" but with 2‑line French/
English text to striker side panel.

£20 - £30

Lot 4422 - Matchbox Superfast 31c Caravan MADE IN BRAZIL
ISSUE ‑ brown body, dark yellow plastic opening door, dark
amber windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, black
Dot‑Dash wheels ‑ Fair play worn with bent axle & missing 
plastic base tab in Good Plus type K box without "New" but with
English/French/Italian text to striker side panel.

£50 - £60

Lot 4423 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 31d Mazda RX‑7 ‑ both are
blue body, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black "Savanna
RX‑7" Hong Kong base, small diameter 5‑spoke wheels (1) with
red & white tampo print; (2) plain body without tampo print ‑ both
Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus & Good factory sealed 1981 
copyright US issue blister packs. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4424 - Matchbox Superfast 31d Mazda RX‑7 ‑ white body
with maroon & black hood & side tampo print the design of which
matches the box artwork, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black
"Savanna RX‑7" Hong Kong base, Maltese Cross wheels ‑ 
Excellent Plus in Good Plus "New" type L box with small tear to
one end flap tab.

£20 - £30

Lot 4425 - Matchbox Superfast 31d Mazda RX‑7 ‑ white body
with maroon & black hood & revised narrow side tampo print,
clear windows, unusual pale beige (not ivory) interior, matt black
"Mazda RX7" Hong Kong base, large diameter 5‑spoke wheels ‑
Near Mint with a couple of minor factory assembly marks in 
generally Good factory sealed 1980 copyright US issue blister
pack with crease to left hand side of blister.

£10 - £20



Lot 4426 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 3d Mazda RX‑7 ‑ both are
gloss black body with copper side stripes, clear windows, beige
interior (not ivory), matt black "Mazda RX‑7" Hong Kong base,
large diameter 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Excellent Plus to Near Mint in
Good & Good Plus 1983 copyright yellow graph paper boxes one
of which states model made in Macau.  (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 4427 - Matchbox Superfast 31e Mazda RX‑7 FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ gloss black body, clear
windows, bright red interior, gloss black Lesney England base,
5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with scratch to rear spoiler in Good
"New" type L box for 31d Mazda RX‑7 which has tape repair to
one end flap tab.

£100 - £130

Lot 4428 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 31e Mazda RX‑7 ‑ both are
red interior, matt black Macau base, 5‑arch wheels (1) gloss black
body with gold side stripe tampo print, light amber windows ‑ Mint
in Good Plus opened blue window box; (2) white body with 
yellow/orange/red racing number 7 tampo print ‑ Excellent to 
Excellent Plus with rub marks to roof & passenger side door in
Good Plus factory sealed blue window box.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4429 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 32c Field Gun ‑ both are Near
Mint to Mint complete with plastic accessories (1) in Fair stained
& tape repaired "New" type L box with French text to one picture
face & illustrating model firing shells to striker side panel; (2) in
Excellent Plus "New" type L box with 2‑line English/French text to
striker side panel.  (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 4430 - Matchbox Superfast 32c Field Gun complete with 
plastic accessories ‑ Mint in Good Plus factory sealed 1978 
copyright Canadian issue blister pack.

£10 - £20

Lot 4431 - Matchbox Superfast 32c Field Gun (WITHOUT 
PLASTIC ACCESSORIES) ‑ Mint in Good Plus a little creased
factory sealed 1976 copyright factory sealed blister pack.

£10 - £20

Lot 4432 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 32d Excavator ‑ both are burnt
orange body with "Atlas" cast to rear, black plastic jib & bucket, 
silver‑grey plastic tracks & base (1) darker shade body, graphite
grey  chassis; (2) lighter shade body, dark charcoal grey chassis
(scratch to leading edge of cab roof) ‑ Mint & Excellent Plus in
Good Plus & Excellent Plus "New" type L boxes with
English/French/Italian text to striker side panel (boxes have print
variation, one of which has darker the other lighter background
print).  (2)

£30 - £40



Lot 4433 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 32d Excavator ‑ all are black
plastic jib & bucket, gloss black chassis, (1) burnt orange cab, 
silver‑grey plastic tracks & base ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips
to in Good to Good Plus "New" type L box; (2) yellow body with
black stripe tampo print, black plastic tracks & base ‑ Excellent
with a few tiny chips in Good Plus "New" type L box with 
English/French/Italian text to striker side panel; (3) yellow body
with black stripe Caterpillar tampo print, black plastic tracks &
base ‑ Mint apart from usual factory tampo print flaws in Good
factory sealed 1980 copyright blister pack (rear of card heavily
stained).  (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 4434 - Matchbox Superfast 33b Datsun 126X Streakers issue
‑ lemon‑yellow body with red & orange flame tampo print, dark
amber windows, chrome interior, lighter orange base ‑ Near Mint
with a couple of factory assembly paint chips to nose in Mint
"New" type J box with matching model artwork.

£30 - £40

Lot 4435 - Matchbox Superfast 33b Datsun 126X Streakers issue
‑ lemon‑yellow body with black & red flame tampo print, dark
amber windows, chrome interior, lighter orange base ‑ overall 
Excellent but does have a number of paint chips to nose in Good
scuffed "New" type J box with "NOT RECOMMEND FOR 
CHILDREN UNDER 3" text.

£20 - £30

Lot 4436 - Matchbox Superfast 33b Datsun 126X Streakers issue
‑ lemon‑yellow body with black & red tampo print, RARE LIGHT
AMBER WINDOWS, chrome interior, DARKER ORANGE BASE
‑ Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips to base in Near Mint "New"
type J box.

£30 - £40

Lot 4437 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 33c Honda CB750 Police 
Motorcycle ‑ all are white frame (1) dark navy blue plastic rider
with hand painted features, white plastic seat, chrome engine,
wire wheels ‑ Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus clean but
a little creased "New" 1976 copyright type K box; (2) dark navy
blue plastic rider, white seat, black engine, black 5‑spoke wheels
‑ Excellent with glue showing through labels in Near Mint "New"
1978 copyright type K box with 2‑line English/French text to striker
side panel; (3) dark navy blue plastic rider, black seat, chrome
engine, black 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Near Mint with glue just starting
to show through labels in Good 1978 copyright type K box 
without New but with English/French/Italian text to strikers side
panel.  (3)

£40 - £50

Lot 4438 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 33d Honda CB750 Police 
Motorcycle ‑ all are 5‑spoke black plastic wheels (1) Code red
issue ‑ gloss black frame, RAF blue plastic rider, white plastic seat
with "L.A.P.D." labels, chrome engine ‑ Mint in Excellent factory
sealed blister pack; (2) white frame, dark navy blue plastic rider,
black seat with "Police" labels ‑ Near Mint with usual minor factory
assembly marks in Excellent factory sealed blue window box (has
large "ToysRus" original retailers price label to one end flap); (3)
Japan series MB46 Japanese Police Motorcycle ‑ white frame &
seat, bright blue plastic rider with white helmet & face, chrome
engine, black plastic 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Near Mint with a couple of
minor rub marks to riders helmet in generally Good but sunfaded
yellow window box.  (3)

£40 - £50



Lot 4439 - Matchbox Superfast 33c Honda CB750 Racing 
Motorcycle (from Super Kings K91 Motorcycle Racing Set) ‑ white
frame WITH RARE RED PLASTIC ENGINE, red plastic seat &
racing fairing, black plastic 5‑spoke wheels, complete with red
plastic rider from the Japan series issue ‑ Excellent Plus with
chips to handlebars in Excellent type K box without New but with
4‑line English/French text to striker side panel. This is either a 
factory error without the engine chrome plated or a possible
colour trial?

£50 - £70

Lot 4440 - Matchbox Superfast 34b Ford Mustang Vantastic ‑ 
orange body with exposed engine & "Fishtail" labels, turquoise
green windows, white interior, RARE BARE METAL BASE ‑ Near
Mint with glue just starting to show through labels in Good Plus
"New" type J box.

£80 - £100

Lot 4441 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 34b Ford Mustang Vantastic
‑ both are orange body with exposed engine & "Fishtail" labels,
turquoise green windows, white interior & base (slight shade 
variation between models) ‑ Excellent Plus to Near Mint (glue
starting to show through labels) in Good "New" type J boxes.  (2)

£20 - £25

Lot 4442 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 34b Ford Mustang Vantastic
‑ both are orange body (shade variation between models) with
racing number 34 hood label, white interior & base (1) striped side
labels, turquoise green windows ‑ Excellent Plus with a few tiny
chips to base in Good creased type K box; (2) without side labels,
pale turquoise green windows (distinctly lighter shade than 
windows on previous model) ‑ Excellent with some paint chips to
base in Good Plus scuffed type K box.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4443 - Matchbox Superfast 34b Ford Mustang Vantastic ‑ light
orange body with "Sunburst" hood label, turquoise green 
windows, white interior & base ‑ Excellent Plus (glue starting to
show through label which is a little discoloured) in Near Mint to Mint
clean but just a little creased across one striker side type K box.

£40 - £50

Lot 4444 - Matchbox Superfast 34b Ford Mustang Vantastic ‑ 
orange body with racing number 34 hood label, without side 
labels, RARE LIGHT BLUE (NOT TURQUOISE GREEN) 
windows, white interior & base ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny
factory assembly paint chips to bumpers in Excellent type K box.

£40 - £50

Lot 4445 - Matchbox Superfast 34b Ford Mustang Vantastic
"Jaffa Mobile" promotional issue ‑ orange body, pale turquoise
green windows, white interior & base ‑ Excellent with some paint
chips to base in Excellent type K box.

£50 - £60



Lot 4446 - Matchbox Superfast 34c Chevy Pro‑Stocker ‑ 
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ white body
with green & red racing number 88 tampo print, clear windows,
bright red interior, bare metal base with "gunmetal" effect ‑ 
Excellent Plus with tampo print flaws/box rubs to roof in generally
Excellent but a little stained on one striker side "New" type L box.

£120 - £150

Lot 4447 - Matchbox Superfast 4 x 34c Chevy Pro‑Stocker ‑ all
are white body with blue & red racing number 34 tampo print,
clear windows, bright red interior (1) silver painted base; (2) bare
metal base (does have some corrosion to base); (3) as (2) but
off‑white shade body; (4) as (2) but in 1980 copyright US issue
blister pack (again has corrosion to base) ‑ Excellent to Near Mint
in Good to Good Plus "New" type L boxes & factory sealed 
blister pack.  (4)

£30 - £40

Lot 4448 - Matchbox Superfast 34c Chevy Pro‑Stocker ‑ white
body with red & blue racing number 34 tampo print, clear 
windows, bright red interior, bare metal base, large diameter
5‑crown front wheels & small diameter 5‑arch rear wheels ‑ 
Excellent to Excellent Plus with some factory paint flaws to roof &
paint chips to left hand front wing in Excellent just a little stained
"New" type L box. RARE FACTORY REVERSE WHEEL ERROR.

£40 - £60

Lot 4449 - Matchbox Superfast 34c Chevy Pro‑Stocker ‑ white
body with blue & red racing number 34 tampo print, clear 
windows, bright red interior, bare metal base, 5‑ARCH FRONT &
REAR WHEELS ‑ Excellent with rub marks to roof tampo print in
Excellent Plus to Near Mint "New" type L box. RARE FACTORY
WHEEL ERROR.

£60 - £80

Lot 4450 - Matchbox Superfast 34c Chevy Pro‑Stocker ‑ white
body with blue & red racing number 34 hood roof & trunk tampo
print only, without side tampo print, clear windows, bright red 
interior, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint with tiny chip to rear spoiler
& usual factory tampo print flaws in Near Mint "New" type L box.

£50 - £70

Lot 4451 - Matchbox Superfast 34c Chevy Pro‑Stocker ‑ white
body with blue & red racing number 34 tampo print, clear 
windows, bright red interior, RARE RED LESNEY ENGLAND
BASE ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to bumpers in
Near Mint "New" type L box.

£60 - £80

Lot 4452 - Matchbox Superfast 35b Fandango ‑ white body with
racing number 35 nose label, clear windows, red interior with
chrome fan, brick red base ‑ Mint in Good Plus factory sealed
1974 copyright Rola‑Matics factory sealed blister pack with some
creasing to backing card.

£10 - £20



Lot 4453 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 35b Fandango ‑ both are white
body with racing number 35 nose label, clear windows, red 
interior with chrome fan (1) label has unusual pale blue outline
(possibly sunfaded but colour is uniform throughout), brick red
base with Pat App number ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips to right
hand rear wing in Near Mint "New" 1975 copyright type J box; (2)
harder to find red base (not brick red ‑ see extra photo) with Pat
App number ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed with glue showing through
label which is discoloured.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4454 - Matchbox Superfast 35b Fandango ‑ white body with
racing number 6 nose label (from No.41a Ford GT40), clear 
windows, red interior with chrome fan, brick red base with Pat App
number ‑ Good play worn in Good scuffed & faded "New" 1975
copyright type J box.

£5 - £10

Lot 4455 - Matchbox Superfast 35b Fandango MADE IN BRAZIL
ISSUE ‑ white body with racing number 35 nose label, clear 
windows, ivory interior with mid‑blue fan, white base with patent
number & light blue "FAB Z.F. Manaus" tab ‑ Good Plus with a
few paint chips & glue showing through label which is discoloured
in Excellent "New" 1975 copyright type J box.

£150 - £200

Lot 4456 - Matchbox Superfast 35b Fandango ‑ bright red body
with racing number 35 nose label, clear window, ivory interior,
WITH RARE RED FAN, white base with patent number ‑ 
Excellent (glue showing through label which is heavily discoloured
and factory assembly damage to right hand rear wheel) in Mint
1975 copyright type J box.

£40 - £50

Lot 4457 - Matchbox Superfast 35b Fandango ‑ bright red body
with "Eyes" nose label (from No.31b Volks‑Dragon VW Beetle
Dragster), clear windows, ivory interior with chrome fan, bare
metal base with patent number ‑ Near Mint with chip to top of right
hand wing in Mint "New" 1975 copyright type J box. RARE NOSE
LABEL VARIATION THE FIRST WE HAVE OFFERED FOR
SALE.

£100 - £150

Lot 4458 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 35b Fandango ‑ both are red
body with racing number 35 nose label, clear windows, ivory 
interior with chrome fan (1) brighter red body, white base with
patent number; (2) darker red body, bare metal base with patent
number which has "gunmetal" effect ‑ both are Excellent to 
Excellent Plus with glue showing through labels which are 
discoloured, complete with a single Good Plus creased "New"
1978 copyright type J box with 2‑line English/French text to striker
side panel.  (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 4459 - Matchbox Superfast 35b Fandango ‑ darker red body
with racing number 35 nose label, clear windows, ivory interior
with dark blue fan, bare metal base with patent number ‑ 
Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips in Good Plus scuffed
"New" 1978 copyright type J box with 2‑line English/French text
to striker side panel.

£10 - £20



Lot 4460 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 35b Fandango ‑ both are red
body with racing number 35 nose label, clear windows, ivory 
interior with mid‑blue fan, base with patent number (1) brighter
red body ‑ Near Mint with chip to left hand rear wing in Good
creased "New" 1980 copyright type J box with 2‑line
English/French text to striker side panel & French/Italian text to
opposite striker side; (2) darker red body, bare metal base ‑ 
Excellent Plus unboxed with crease to label.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4461 - Matchbox Superfast 35b Fandango ‑ darker red body
with "Sunburst" hood label (from No.47b Beach Hopper), clear
windows, ivory interior with mid‑blue fan, bare metal base with
patent number ‑ overall Excellent Plus but does have some wear
to label in Near Mint 1975 copyright type J box with 2‑line 
English/French text to striker side panel & French/Italian text to
opposite striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 4462 - Matchbox Superfast 35b Fandango ‑ darker red body
with racing number 35 nose label, clear windows, RARE PALE
YELLOW INTERIOR with mid‑blue fan ‑ Excellent Plus with a
couple of chips to rear spoiler in Excellent Plus "New" 1980 
copyright type J box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side
panel & French/Italian text to opposite striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 4463 - Matchbox Superfast 35c Volvo Zoo Truck ‑ red body,
light blue windows, blue plastic cage with yellow lions, black 
plastic grille & base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint with usual slight
distortion to cage in Good Plus type L box with 2‑line
English/French text to striker side panel (puncture hole to one 
picture face).

£10 - £20

Lot 4464 - Matchbox Superfast 35c Volvo Zoo Truck ‑ red body,
dark blue windows, silver‑grey plastic cage with RARE TAN
LIONS, black plastic grille & base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint with
usual slight distortion to cage in Excellent type L box with 2‑line
English/French text to striker side panel.

£30 - £40

Lot 4465 - Matchbox Superfast 35c Volvo Zoo Truck ‑ orange
body, dark blue windows, blue plastic cage with yellow lions, black
plastic grille & base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint with usual 
distortion to plastic cage in Good Plus to Excellent type L box with
2‑line English/French text to striker side panel.

£20 - £30

Lot 4466 - Matchbox Superfast 35c Volvo Zoo Truck ‑ red body,
dark blue windows, silver‑grey plastic cage with RARE BROWN
LIONS, black plastic grille & base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint to
Mint in Excellent blue window box.

£20 - £30



Lot 4467 - Matchbox Superfast 36c Formula 5000 Racing Car
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ metallic red
body (same colour as No.24b Team Matchbox Racing Car), blue
plastic driver, bare metal base with rear cut‑out ‑ Good Plus with
some small paint chips particularly to rear wing & chrome loss to
engine in Near Mint "New" 1974 copyright type J box.

£120 - £150

Lot 4468 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 36c Formula 5000 Racing Car
‑ both are orange body with racing number 3 Formula 5000 
labels, blue plastic driver, bare metal base with rear cut‑out (1)
darker shade orange body (standard production shade for this
model) ‑ Near Mint (glue just starting to show through rear wing
label) in Excellent Plus "New" 1974 copyright type J box with
French text to one picture face; (2) lighter shade orange body ‑
Near Mint (nose label just slightly faded) in Excellent Plus very
clean but a little creased at one end "New" 1974 copyright type J
box.  (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 4469 - Matchbox Superfast 36c Formula 5000 Racing Car ‑
orange body with racing number 3 Formula 5000 labels, blue
plastic driver, bare metal base with rear cut‑out, RARE 5‑ARCH
REAR WHEELS ‑ Excellent Plus (glue starting to show through
nose label which is a little discoloured) in Near Mint "New" 1974
copyright type J box.

£60 - £80

Lot 4470 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 36c Formula 5000 Racing Car
‑ all are red body, dark yellow driver (1) racing number 3 Formula
5000 labels, bare metal base with rear cut‑out ‑ Excellent (glue
showing through labels which are discoloured) in Good to Good
Plus "New" 1974 copyright type J box with "Conformite Aux
Normes Garantie Par Lesney S.A." French text to one picture
face; (2) racing number 11 labels, bare metal base with rear
cut‑out ‑ overall Excellent with glue showing through labels which
are discoloured & rear axle loose in Good Plus to Excellent "New"
1978 copyright type J box with 2‑line English/French text to striker
side panel; (3) racing number 11 labels, bare metal base without
rear cut‑out ‑ Excellent (glue showing through labels which are
discoloured) in Good Plus factory sealed 1975 copyright US issue
blister pack.  (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 4471 - Matchbox Superfast 36c Formula 5000 Racing Car ‑
red body with racing number 11 labels, dark yellow plastic driver,
bare metal base without rear cut‑out ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus
with a couple of tiny chips & some slight chrome loss to engine in
generally Excellent rare late issue 1978 copyright type J box 
without New but with 2‑line English/French text to striker side
panel.

£30 - £40

Lot 4472 - Matchbox Superfast 36d Refuse Truck ‑ metallic red
cab & chassis (when viewed from below this is metallic magenta
rather than metallic red ‑ see extra base photo), red windows,
dark yellow container body without "Colectomatic" cast, dark 
yellow rear hatch, bright red plastic slide, silver painted base ‑
Near Mint with tiny chip to windscreen pillar in Excellent Plus
"New" type L box with small surface tear to one end flap.

£50 - £70



Lot 4473 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 36d Refuse Truck ‑ both are
metallic red cab & chassis, red windows, dark yellow container
body with "Colectomatic" cast, bright red plastic slide, silver
painted base (1) dark yellow rear hatch without "Caution" cast;
(2) lighter yellow rear hatch with "Caution" cast ‑ both Near Mint
to Mint in Fair & Good boxes.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4474 - Matchbox Superfast 36d Refuse Truck ‑ metallic red
cab & chassis, RARE DARK AMBER WINDOWS, dark yellow
container body with "Colectomatic" cast, lemon yellow rear hatch
without "Caution" cast, red plastic slide, silver painted base ‑ Near
Mint with factory assembly scratch to windscreen in Excellent
Plus "New" type L box.

£40 - £60

Lot 4475 - Matchbox Superfast 36d Refuse Truck ‑ metallic red
cab & chassis (when viewed from below appears metallic 
magenta), red windows, lemon yellow plastic container body with
"Colectomatic", dark yellow hatch without "Caution" cast, bright
red slide, BASE HAS BEEN SPRAYED UPSIDE DOWN BY THE
FACTORY RESULTING IN A METALLIC SILVER GRILLE BUT
BARE METAL BASE (see extra photo) ‑ Mint in Fair to Good
creased but still factory sealed 1980 copyright US issue blister
pack.

£70 - £90

Lot 4476 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 36d Refuse Truck ‑ both are
blue cab & chassis, red windows (slight shade variation between
windows), lemon yellow plastic container body with "Metro DPW
66" labels, lemon yellow plastic hatch with Caution cast, silver
painted base (1) red plastic slide; (2) black plastic slide ‑ both
Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent "New" type L boxes (one
box has hole punched to one end flap).  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 4477 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 36d Refuse Truck ‑ both are
blue cab & chassis, red windows, orange container body with
"Metro DPW66" labels, orange rear hatch with Caution cast, 
silver painted base (1) red plastic slide; (2) black plastic slide ‑
both Near Mint to Mint in Good factory sealed 1980 copyright 
blister pack & Good Plus factory sealed 1980 copyright US issue
blister pack.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 4478 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 36d Refuse Truck ‑ both are
red windows, orange container body with "Metro DPW66" labels,
red plastic slide (1) blue cab & chassis, lemon yellow rear hatch
with Caution cast ‑ Good Plus with some paint chips to cab & both
axles bent out of shape in generally Good 1982 copyright generic
US issue box; (2) made in Macau transitional issue ‑ dull blue cab
& chassis, orange rear hatch, metallic silver Macau base ‑ Mint in
Good to Good Plus factory sealed 1983 copyright blister pack.  (2)

£10 - £15



Lot 5001 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 37c Skip Truck ‑ both are red
body, dark plastic yellow skip, chrome interior, matt black base ‑
(1) light amber windows ‑ Excellent in Good "New" Type J Box
WITH FRENCH TEXT TO ONE PICTURE FACE; (2) rare pale
amber windows ‑ Excellent unboxed. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5002 - Matchbox Superfast 37c Skip Truck ‑ Red body, dark
yellow plastic skip, pale grey interior, light amber windows, matt
black base ‑ Excellent in Good creased Type J "New" box WITH
FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE SIDE. RARE COMBINATION OF
AMBER WINDOWS & PALE GREY INTERIOR.

£20 - £30

Lot 5003 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 37c Skip Truck ‑ both are dark
yellow plastic skip, clear windows, pale grey interior, matt black
base ‑ (1) darker red body ‑ Excellent Plus in Fair but still 
complete "New" Type J Box; (2) brighter red body ‑ Excellent 
unboxed (windows slightly discoloured). (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 5004 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 37c Skip Truck ‑ Both are red
body, yellow plastic skip, clear windows, grey plastic interior ‑ (1)
bare metal base ‑ Near Mint unboxed ‑ (2) dark charcoal grey
base ‑ Excellent in Good "New" Type J 1978 copyright box with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular side panel (note one end
flap has been hole punched) (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 5005 - Matchbox Superfast 37c Skip Truck ‑ red body, clear
windows, rare dark yellow interior, yellow plastic skip, dark 
charcoal grey base ‑ Excellent in Good "New" creased 1978 copy-
right box with 2‑line English /French text to side panel.

£20 - £30

Lot 5006 - Matchbox Superfast 37c Skip Truck ‑ RARE MADE IN
BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ metallic emerald green body, red skip, clear 
windows, pale green interior, matt black base with white plastic
"Fab Z.F. Manaus" Tag ‑ Excellent in Excellent "New" Type J Box.

£200 - £300

Lot 5007 - Matchbox Superfast 37c Skip Truck ‑ light orange
body, red skip, clear windows, pale grey interior, matt black base
‑ Excellent to Near Mint in Good factory sealed 1975 copyright
blister pack.

£30 - £40

Lot 5008 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 37c Skip Truck‑ both are
metallic blue body, pale grey interior, clear windows, yellow 
plastic skip ‑ (1) silver painted base; (2) matt black base ‑ 
Excellent to Near Mint complete with a single Excellent "New"
Type J Box (2).

£20 - £25



Lot 5009 - Matchbox Superfast 37c Skip Truck ‑ dark yellow body,
clear windows, pale grey interior, dark yellow plastic skip, matt
black base ‑ generally Near Mint in Excellent Plus "New" Type J
Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5010 - Matchbox Superfast 37c Skip Truck ‑ metallic blue
body, dark yellow skip, clear windows, rare black interior, dark
charcoal grey base ‑ Excellent with small factory air bubbles to
glazing in Good Plus "New" Type J 1978 copyright Box with 2‑line
English /French text to side panel.

£30 - £40

Lot 5012 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 37d Sun Burner (Maserati
Bora) ‑ both are black body, red interior ‑ (1) light yellow & red
tampo print, dark amber windows, matt black Hong Kong base ‑
Excellent in Good Plus Type L box. (2) Transitional Made in
Macau issue ‑ light amber windows, lemon yellow & red tampo
print, matt black Macau base ‑ Excellent in Excellent graph paper
box. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5013 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 37e Matra Rancho ‑ both are
blue body & base, clear windows, black interior, narrow profile
5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) Excellent in Excellent Plus Type L box; (2)
Near Mint in Good Plus blue window box. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5014 - Matchbox Superfast 37e Matra Rancho ‑ blue body,
clear windows, black interior, RARE GLOSS BLACK LESNEY
ENGLAND BASE, wide profile 5‑arch wheels ‑ Mint in Good to
Good Plus factory sealed 1983 copyright Canadian issue blister
pack.

£40 - £60

Lot 5015 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 37e Matra Rancho ‑ both are
yellow body with burnt orange side stripe (slight shade variation
between models), clear windows, black interior, yellow Lesney
England base, wide profile 5‑arch wheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint 
complete with a single Near Mint Type L Box. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5016 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 38c Armoured Jeep ‑ both are
military green body, 21‑Star‑11 hood label, matt black No.38 Jeep
base, black 5‑crown wheels; (1) body without tow hook brace ‑
Excellent in Excellent 1976 Copyright 1st issue "New" Type K box
(1 end flap faded); (2) lighter shade matt paint finish body with
tow hook brace ‑ Near Mint in Good Plus "New" 2nd issue type K
Box. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5011 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 37d Sun Burner (Maserati
Bora) ‑ both are black body, red interior, clear windows, gloss
black Lesney Products PLC base ‑ (1) yellow & red tampo print ‑
Excellent in Fair tape repaired but still complete "New" Type L
Box; (2) pale green & red tampo print ‑ Excellent in Good Plus
yellow graph paper box. (2)

£30 - £40



Lot 5017 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 38c Armoured Jeep ‑ both are
military green body, 21‑Star‑11 hood label, matt black No.38 Jeep
base, black 5‑crown wheels; (1) body without tow hook brace ‑
Excellent (glue showing through label which is discoloured) in
Good to Good Plus 1976 Copyright 1st issue "New" Type K box;
(2) lighter shade matt paint finish body with tow hook brace ‑ Near
Mint in Good Plus "New" 2nd issue type K Box. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5018 - Matchbox Superfast 38c Armoured Jeep ‑ Military
green body without tow hook brace, 21‑Star‑11 hood label, RARE
CHROME 5‑CROWN WHEELS ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus
1976 Copyright 1st issue "New" Type K Box.

£50 - £70

Lot 5019 - Matchbox Superfast 38c Armoured Jeep ‑ Military
green Body with tow hook brace, 21‑Star‑11 hood label, RARE
MATT BLACK ROMAN NUMERAL "SLEET‑N‑SNOW" BASE ‑
Excellent Plus in Good Plus 1977 copyright 2nd issue "New" Type
K Box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5020 - Matchbox Superfast 38c Armoured Jeep Twin Pack
issue ‑ military green body with 5‑pointed star hood label, rare
gloss black "No.38 Jeep" base ‑ Mint in Good 1977 copyright 2nd
issue "New" Type K box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5021 - Matchbox Superfast 38c Armoured Jeep Twin Pack
issue ‑ military green body with 5‑pointed star hood label, matt
black "No.38 Jeep" base ‑  Mint in Good Plus 1977 copyright 2nd
issue "New" Type K box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5022 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP7 Gliding Club Set
containing ‑ dark charcoal grey "No.5 US Mail Truck" base, trailer
has light amber canopy ‑ Near Mint in Good creased factory
sealed blister pack.

£10 - £20

Lot 5023 - Matchbox Superfast 38d Ford Camper FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION TRIAL MODEL ‑ burnt orange body with
dark green windows, cream plastic camper body with light amber
windows, bare metal base with model number 35 cast to rear,
dot‑dash wheels ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus "New" Type L Box.

£120 - £150

Lot 5024 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 38d Ford Camper ‑ both are
burnt orange body, dark green windows, cream rear body without
windows, bare metal base; (1) darker shade body ‑ Excellent Plus
in Good "New" Type L with 2‑line English/French text to striker side
panel; (2) lighter shade body ‑ Mint in Good "New" Type L box with
English/French/Italian text to side panel. (2)

£20 - £30



Lot 5025 - Matchbox Superfast 38d Ford Camper ‑ dark burnt 
orange body, RARE VERY DARK GREEN WINDOWS, bare
metal base ‑ Near Mint in Good "New" Type L Box with 2‑line 
English/French Text to striker side panel.

£20 - £30

Lot 5026 - Matchbox Superfast 38e Ford Model A Van 
"Champion" ‑ dark blue body, dark amber windows, RARE
BLACK PLASTIC GRILLE, gloss black chassis, LARGE 
DIAMETER DOT‑DASH FRONT & REAR WHEELS ‑ Near Mint
(left hand label a little faded) in Good Plus Type L Box ‑ RARE
FACTORY WHEEL ERROR.

£60 - £80

Lot 5027 - Matchbox Superfast 38e Ford Model A Van 
"Champion" ‑ dark blue body, dark amber windows, gloss black
chassis, RARE SMALL DIAMETER FRONT WHEELS ‑ Near Mint
in Good to Good Plus Type L Box. RARE FACTORY WHEEL
ERROR.

£50 - £70

Lot 5028 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 38e Ford Model A Van 
"Champion" ‑ all are dark blue body, gloss black chassis (1) dark
amber windows; (2) light amber windows; (3) clear windows ‑ 
Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus Type L Boxes. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5029 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 39a Rola‑Matics Clipper ‑ both
are metallic magenta body, light amber windows, lemon yellow
interior, emerald green base; (1) chrome exhausts ‑ Excellent in
Fair but complete Type J box; (2) white exhausts ‑ Excellent 
unboxed ‑ Good to Excellent in Good "New" Type J Box.

£10 - £20

Lot 5030 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 39a Rola‑Matics Clipper ‑ both
are metallic magenta body, lemon yellow interior, bare metal base;
(1) light amber windows, white exhaust; (2) pale amber windows,
chrome exhausts ‑ Generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good
& Excellent "New" Type J Boxes. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5031 - Matchbox Superfast 39a Rola‑Matics Clipper ‑ 
metallic magenta body, clear windows, lemon yellow interior,
emerald green base, chrome exhausts ‑ Near Mint in Excellent
"New" Type J Box WITH FRENCH TEXT TO 1 PICTURE FACE.

£20 - £30

Lot 5032 - Matchbox Superfast 39a Rola‑Matics Clipper ‑ 
metallic dark magenta body, clear windows, yellow interior, white
exhausts, emerald green base ‑ Near Mint in Excellent "New"
Type J box.

£20 - £30



Lot 5033 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 39c Rolls Royce Silver
Shadow ‑ both are clear windows, bare metal base (1) metallic
silver body, red interior ‑ Near Mint in Excellent "New" Type K box;
(2) metallic red body, ivory interior ‑ Excellent with some chrome
loss to plated parts, in Fair but compete "New" Type K Box. (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 5034 - Matchbox Superfast 39b Rolls Royce Silver Shadow
‑ Metallic silver body, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base
‑ Near Mint in Good Plus "New" Type K Box.

£10 - £15

Lot 5035 - Matchbox Superfast 39b Rolls Royce Silver Shadow
‑ metallic red body, clear windows, RARE DARK TAN INTERIOR,
bare metal base ‑ Excellent in Excellent "New" Type K Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5036 - Matchbox Superfast 39b Rolls Royce Silver Shadow
‑ Both are clear windows, cream interior, bare metal base; (1)
standard production shade metallic red body; (2) lighter shade
metallic red body ‑ Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus &
Excellent Plus "New" Type K boxes. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5037 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 39b Rolls Royce Silver Shadow
‑ both are clear windows, white interior, bare metal base; (1) dark
metallic champagne gold body ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus "New"
Type K box; (2) light metallic champagne gold body ‑ Mint in Good
but creased 1980 copyright factory sealed blister pack. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5038 - Matchbox Superfast 39b Rolls Royce Silver Shadow
‑ maroon body, clear windows, white interior, bare metal base ‑
Excellent (some chrome loss to plated parts) in Excellent Plus
"New" Type K Box with the original retailers price label to one 
picture face.

£10 - £20

Lot 5039 - Matchbox Superfast 40a Vauxhall Guildsman 
Streakers issue ‑ red body with racing number 40 tampo print,
turquoise windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, 5‑spoke
wheels ‑ Near Mint in Fair damaged US issue blister pack with
"not recommended for children under 3" text.

£10 - £15

Lot 5040 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 40a Vauxhall Guildsman
Streakers issue ‑ both are red body with racing number 40 tampo
print, turquoise windows, pale yellow interior , bare metal base,
5‑spoke wheels; (1) darker shade body ‑ Excellent Plus in Good
creased "New" Type J Box; (2) lighter shade body ‑ Excellent Plus
unboxed. (2)

£10 - £20



Lot 5041 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 40a Vauxhall Guildsman
Streakers issue ‑ both are red body with racing number 40 tampo
print, light amber windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base
‑ (1) 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Near Mint; (2) dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent
Plus (factory paint flaw to drivers door) in Excellent Plus "New"
Type J Boxes. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5042 - Matchbox Superfast 40a Vauxhall Guildsman 
Streakers issue ‑ red body with racing number 40 tampo print,
light amber windows, pale yellow interior, RARE SILVER
PAINTED BASE, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent in Excellent Plus
"New" Type J box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5043 - Matchbox Superfast 40b Bedford Horsebox FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ dark orange cab, light
grey plastic rear body with mid grey plastic ramp, dark green 
windows, bare metal base ‑ Good in Excellent "New" Type K Box
which illustrates model on both striker sides.

£120 - £150

Lot 5044 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 40b Horsebox ‑ all are light 
orange cab, cream plastic rear body, matt black base; (1) dark
green windows, tan plastic ramp (missing horses); (2) lighter
green windows, tan plastic ramp, complete with one horse only;
(3) dark green windows, chocolate brown plastic ramp, complete
with horses removed from sprue ‑ Excellent to Near Mint  
complete with a single Excellent "New" Type K box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on 1 striker side. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5045 - Matchbox Superfast 40b Horsebox ‑ metallic emerald
green cab dark green windows, cream plastic rear body with
RARE GREY PLASTIC RAMP, bare metal base, complete with
horses attached to sprue ‑ Excellent in Excellent Plus "New" Type
K box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on 1
striker side.

£40 - £60

Lot 5046 - Matchbox Superfast 40b Horsebox ‑ metallic emerald
green cab, dark green windows, cream plastic rear body with
chocolate brown plastic ramp, bare metal base, RARE BLACK
DOT‑DASH WHEELS, complete with horses 1 of which is 
detached from sprue ‑ Excellent Plus in Excellent "New" Type K
box with 4‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on 1
striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5047 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 40b Horsebox ‑ both are
metallic emerald green cab (slight shade difference), dark green
windows, bare metal base, complete with horses detached from
sprue ‑ (1) cream plastic rear body with dark chocolate brown
ramp ‑ Near Mint unboxed; (2) Ivory plastic rear body with dark
brown ramp ‑ Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Type K box
without New, but with English/French/Italian text to rectangular
panel on 1 striker side.

£20 - £30



Lot 5048 - Matchbox Superfast 40b Horsebox ‑ metallic emerald
green cab, dark green windows, cream plastic rear body with
chocolate brown plastic ramp, RARE GRAPHITE GREY BASE,
dot‑dash wheels, complete with horses attached to sprue ‑ 
Excellent Plus in Excellent Type K box without New but with 
English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on 1 striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5049 - Matchbox Superfast 40b Horsebox ‑ metallic emerald
green cab, dark green windows, cream plastic body with RARE
GREEN PLASTIC RAMP, gloss black base, dot‑dash wheels,
complete with horses attached to sprue ‑ Excellent in Excellent
without New Type K box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5050 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 40b Horsebox ‑ both are dark
chocolate brown plastic body with white ramp, dark green windows;
(1) light orange cab, gloss black Lesney England base ‑ Near Mint
in Good blue window box; (2) dark orange cab, bare metal Lesney
England base ‑ generally Excellent unboxed but does have some
stress marks/factory flow lines to plastic ramp. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5051 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 40b Horsebox ‑ both are 
yellow cab, green windows, dark chocolate brown plastic body,
gloss black Lesney England base, dot‑dash wheels; (1) white
plastic ramp ‑ Near Mint in Good Plus blue window box; (2) RARE
BROWN PLASTIC RAMP ‑ Excellent unboxed (does have some
stress marks to ramp). (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 5052 - Matchbox Superfast 41b Siva Spider Streakers Issue
‑ metallic dark blue body with racing number 8 tampo print, clear
windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, 5‑spoke wheels ‑
Mint in Good Plus Factory Sealed US issue Blister Pack.

£10 - £15

Lot 5053 - Matchbox Superfast 41b Siva Spider Streakers issue
‑ metallic dark blue body with racing number 8 tampo print, clear
windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base, RARE NARROW
PROFILE 5‑SPOKE WIDE WHEELS ‑ Excellent (rear axle bent
out of shape) in Good Plus "New" Type J box.

£10 - £15

Lot 5054 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 41b Siva Spider Streakers
issue ‑ metallic dark blue body (shade difference between 
models) with racing number 8 tampo print, clear windows, pale
yellow interior, bare metal base ‑ (1) Mint in generally Good
creased "New" Type J box with RARE "NOT RECOMMENDED
FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3" TEXT; (2) Excellent to Excellent Plus
in Good creased "New" Type J box. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5055 - Matchbox Superfast 41b Siva Spyder Streakers issue
‑ metallic dark blue body with RARE PINK & RED RACING 
NUMBER 8 TAMPO PRINT, clear windows, pale yellow interior,
bare metal base ‑ Excellent in Excellent "New" Type J Box.

£50 - £70



Lot 5056 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 41c Ambulance ‑ all are white
body, blue windows, pale grey interior, bare metal base; (1) Red
Cross Ambulance Labels (early issue box illustrating model to
both striker sides); (2) Blue Cross Ambulance Labels; (3) 
Emergency Medical Service Labels ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus
(labels discoloured/worn), in Good to Good Plus boxes with some
staining. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5057 - Matchbox Superfast 41c Ambulance ‑ white body with
blue Cross Ambulance Labels, blue windows, RARE PALE 
YELLOW INTERIOR, bare metal base ‑ Good Plus in Good to
Good Plus "New" Type K box with 2‑line English/French text to
rectangular panel on one striker side

£20 - £30

Lot 5058 - Matchbox Superfast 41c Ambulance ‑ white body with
Emergency Medical Service labels, blue windows, RARE 
ORANGE INTERIOR, bare metal base ‑ Excellent in Excellent
Plus "New" Type K box with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular panel on one striker side.

£40 - £50

Lot 5059 - Matchbox Superfast 41c Ambulance German Market
Issue ‑ red body with white Notarzt tampo print, blue windows,
white rear doors, bare metal base ‑ Mint with usual minor factory
tampo print flaws, in generally Excellent but a little stained "New"
Type K box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on
one striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 5060 - Matchbox Superfast 41c Ambulance French Market
Issue ‑ metallic silver body with "Rally 81 Paris‑Dakar" side 
labels, blue windows, grey interior, silver‑grey rear doors, bare
metal base ‑ Near Mint in Good Plus factory sealed blister pack.

£40 - £50

Lot 5061 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 41c Ambulance Code Red
Issue ‑ all are white body with red Pacific Ambulance tampo print
‑ (1) silver painted base ‑ Excellent in Good a little stained Type K
box without New but with English/French/Italian text to 
rectangular panel on one striker side; (2) bare metal base ‑ Good
Plus in Good Plus but a little stained "New" Type K box with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5062 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 42c Mercedes Container
Truck "Sea land" ‑ all are red cab & chassis, dark blue windows ‑
(1) matt black base ‑ Excellent Plus in Good Plus 1st issue "New"
Type K Box; (2) bare metal base, black dot‑dash wheels ‑ 
Excellent in Excellent 2nd issue Type K Box; (3) bare metal base
‑ Near Mint Unboxed. (3)

£30 - £40



Lot 5063 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 42c Mercedes Container
Truck ‑ all are red cab & chassis with "N.Y.K" labels, dark blue
windows, bare metal base; (1) cream container ‑ Near Mint in 
Excellent Plus "New" 2nd issue Type K box; (2) cream container,
black dot‑dash wheels ‑ Near Mint in Good Plus "New" 2nd issue
Type K box (3) dark tan container ‑ Near Mint unboxed. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5064 - Matchbox Superfast 42c Mercedes Container Truck ‑
red cab & chassis with "Matchbox" labels, dark blue windows,
bare metal base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent Plus in Excellent
"New" Type K box with 4‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on one striker side.

£10 - £20

Lot 5065 - Matchbox Superfast 42c Mercedes Container Truck ‑
red cab & chassis with "Matchbox" labels, RARE PURPLE 
WINDOWS, bare metal base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Near Mint in 
Excellent Plus "New" Type K box with 4‑line English/French text
to rectangular panel on one striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5066 - Matchbox Superfast 42c Mercedes Container Truck ‑
red cab & chassis with "Matchbox" labels, VERY RARE RED
WINDOWS, bare metal base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Near Mint in Fair
but still Factory Sealed 1980 Copyright Blister Pack.

£40 - £50

Lot 5067 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 42c Mercedes Container
Truck "Mayflower" ‑ both are metallic green cab & chassis, bare
metal base, dot‑dash wheels; (1) yellow container roof & doors ‑
Near Mint in Good a little creased Factory Sealed Blister Pack; (2)
dark orange‑yellow container roof & doors ‑ Near Mint in Fair to
Good Factory Sealed Blister Pack. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5068 - Matchbox Superfast 42c German Market issue
"Karstadt" ‑ dark blue cab & chassis, dark blue windows, dark blue
container, bare metal base ‑ Mint in Excellent Factory Sealed 
German Issue Window Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5069 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 42d 1957 Ford Thunderbird ‑
both are red body, clear windscreen, 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) white 
interior, silver painted base ‑ Excellent in Good Plus Type L Box;
(2) off‑white interior, bare metal base ‑ Excellent in Excellent Type
L Box. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5070 - Matchbox Superfast 42d 1957 Ford Thunderbird ‑ red
body, clear windscreen, white interior, silver painted base, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Type L Box with surface tear to 1
end flap.

£10 - £20



Lot 5071 - Matchbox Superfast 42d 1957 Ford Thunderbird ‑ red
body, clear windscreen, white interior, silver painted base,
dot‑dash front wheels, 5‑arch rear wheels ‑ Near Mint in 
Excellent Type L Box. RARE FACTORY WHEEL ERROR.

£50 - £70

Lot 5072 - Matchbox Superfast 43b Dragon Wheels VW Beetle
Dragster ‑ lighter shade lime green body, dark amber windows,
RARE BARE METAL BASE, small diameter 5‑spoke front wheels
‑ Excellent in Excellent Type J Box.

£40 - £50

Lot 5073 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 43b Dragon Wheels VW 
Beetle Dragster ‑ both are dark amber windows, gloss black base;
(1) RARE LIGHT LIME GREEN BODY, small diameter 5‑spoke
front wheels ‑ Excellent unboxed (casting flaw to edge of roof);
(2) dark lime body, large diameter 5‑spoke front wheels ‑ 
Excellent in Good Plus Type J Box. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 5074 - Matchbox Superfast 43b Dragon Wheels VW Beetle
Dragster ‑ darker lime green body, dark amber windows, RARE
METALLIC DARK CHARCOAL GREY BASE, dot‑dash wheels ‑
Excellent Plus in Excellent Type J Box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5075 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 43b Dragon Wheels VW 
Beetle Dragster ‑ both are dark amber windows, gloss black base,
dot‑dash wheels; (1) darker lime green body ‑ Excellent Plus in
Excellent Type J Box; (2) lighter lime green body ‑ Excellent 
unboxed. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5076 - Matchbox Superfast 4 x 43c Steam Locomotive ‑all
are red cab and side tanks, black plastic base; (1) labels have
cream numbers; (2) labels have white numbers; (3) as (2) but in
blue window box; (4) as (2) but RARE DARK CHARCOAL GREY
BOILER & RUNNING PLATE ‑ Generally Excellent to Near Mint
in Good Plus to Excellent Type L boxes & blue window box. (4))

£20 - £30

Lot 5077 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP‑27 containing (1)
43c Steam Loco ‑ green cab & side tanks; (2) 44c Caboose ‑
green body, cream roof ‑ Near Mint in Excellent factory sealed
Blister Pack.

£10 - £15

Lot 5078 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 44c Passenger Coach ‑ all
are red body with "431‑432" labels, cream roof ‑ (1) dark green
windows; (2) turquoise windows; (3) without windows fitted ‑ 
Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent Type L Boxes. (3)

£20 - £30



Lot 5079 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 44c Passenger coach ‑ all are
red body, without windows fitted ‑ (1) cream roof, "GWR" labels;
(2) ivory roof, without labels; (3) ivory roof, green "5810‑6102" 
labels ‑ Generally Excellent in Good to Excellent Type L Boxes. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5080 - Matchbox Superfast 44c Passenger coach ‑ red body
with "5810‑6102" labels, cream roof, without windows fitted,
RARE BLACK DOT‑DASH WHEELS ‑ Good Plus in Fair to Good
Type L Box.

£10 - £15

Lot 5081 - Matchbox Superfast 45b BMW 3.0 CSL ‑ orange body
with BMW hood label, without door braces, turquoise green 
windows without roof light support, pale yellow interior, bare metal
base ‑ Excellent in Good Plus "New" 1975 copyright Type J Box.

£10 - £15

Lot 5082 - Matchbox Superfast 45b BMW 3.0 CSL ‑ orange body
with racing number 3 hood label (from 3b Monteverdi Hai), 
without door braces, turquoise green windows without roof light
support, pale yellow interior, bare metal base ‑ Excellent in Good
Plus "New" 1975 copyright Type J Box ‑ Body Mint, base only 
Excellent with some damage (see photo), in Good Box.

£50 - £70

Lot 5083 - Matchbox Superfast 45b BMW 3.0 CSL German 
Market issue ‑ white body with "Manhalter" trunk label, turquoise
green windows without roof light support, pale yellow interior, bare
metal base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent Plus (usual discolouration
to labels) in Good Plus "New" type J box.

£50 - £70

Lot 5084 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x  45b BMW 3.0 CSL German
Market issue Police Cars ‑ both are white body, without door
braces, turquoise green windows with roof light support, bare
metal base ‑ (1) dark green hood & trunk tampo print, with hood
& door labels, blue roof light ‑ Good Plus Unboxed; (2) lighter
green hood & trunk tampo print, without hood & door labels,
amber roof light ‑ Good to Good Plus in Good 1978 copyright
Type J Box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel
on one striker side. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5085 - Matchbox Superfast 45b BMW 3.0 CSL ‑ orange body
with door braces, RARE DARK GREEN WINDOWS WITH ROOF
LIGHT SUPPORT, pale yellow interior, bare metal base ‑ Near
Mint in Excellent 1978 copyright Type J bow without New.

£50 - £70



Lot 5086 - Matchbox Superfast 45b BMW 3.0 CSL ‑ orange body
(lighter shade) with door braces, RARE CLEAR WINDOWS WITH
ROOF LIGHT SUPPORT, pale yellow interior, bare metal base ‑
Near Mint in Excellent Plus 1978 copyright Type J Box without
New, but with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on
one striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5087 - Matchbox Superfast 45b BMW 3.0 CSL ‑ orange body
(lighter shade) with door braces, turquoise green windows with
roof light support, RARE IVORY INTERIOR, bare metal base ‑
Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent 1978 copyright
Type J box without New.

£50 - £70

Lot 5088 - Matchbox Superfast 45b BMW 3.0 CSL ‑ orange body
(lighter shade) without hood label but with door braces, turquoise
green windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base ‑ Excellent
in Good 1978 copyright Type J box without New.

£10 - £15

Lot 5089 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 45b BMW 3.0 CSL ‑ all are 
orange body with door braces (some shade difference), turquoise
green windows with roof light support, pale yellow interior, bare
metal base ‑ (1) darker shade windows; (2) mid shade windows
(standard production issue); (3) lighter shade windows ‑ Generally
Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good to Excellent 1978 copyright
Type J box without New. (3))

£40 - £60

Lot 5090 - Matchbox Superfast 45b BMW 3.0 CSL ‑ RARE RED
BODY WITHOUT HOOD LABEL, with door braces, dark
turquoise green windows with roof light support, pale yellow 
interior, bare metal base ‑ Excellent in Excellent 1978 copyright
Type J box without New.

£150 - £200

Lot 5091 - Matchbox Superfast 45c Kenworth Cabover Aerodyne
Tractor Unit FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑
gloss black body without tampo print, amber windows, chrome
Lesney England base ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good Plus
to Excellent type L box.

£80 - £100

Lot 5092 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x No.45c Kenworth Cabover
Aerodyne Tractor Unit ‑ all are white body with brown & blue
tampo print, chrome plated base ‑ (1) light amber windows,
chrome Lesney base ‑ Excellent in Excellent type L box; (2) as (1)
with factory assembly marks to the roof  ‑ Near Mint in Excellent
Factory sealed blister pack; (3) made in Macau transitional issue
‑ dark amber windows, Macau base ‑ Excellent Plus with some
discolouration to chassis in Excellent 1983 copyright yellow graph
paper box. (3)

£20 - £30



Lot 5093 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 46c Ford Tractor & Harrow ‑ all
are blue body with Ford grille badge, pale yellow interior, bare metal
base, lemon yellow plastic disc harrow ‑ (1) yellow hubs (2) yellow
rear hubs, black front hubs; (3) black hubs ‑ Excellent to Excellent
Plus in generally Good to Good Plus "New" Type L Boxes all of
which have illustration of model to both striker sides. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 5094 - Matchbox Superfast 46c Ford Tractor & Harrow ‑ blue
body with Ford grille badge, RARE IVORY INTERIOR, bare metal
base, lemon yellow plastic disc harrow, black wheels, yellow
painted hubs ‑ Excellent in Excellent "New" Type L Box with model
illustration to both striker sides.

£20 - £30

Lot 5095 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 46c Ford Tractor & Harrow ‑
both are blue body with Ford grille badge, bare metal base, black
wheels with black hubs ‑ (1) RARE LEMON YELLOW INTERIOR,
lemon yellow disc harrow ‑ Excellent in Good a little creased
"New" Type L box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on one striker side; (2) pale yellow interior, dark yellow disc
harrow ‑ Excellent to Near Mint unboxed (Note: harrow damaged
& only Fair). (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5096 - Matchbox Superfast 46c Ford Tractor & Harrow ‑
RARE BLUE BODY WITHOUT FORD GRILLE BADGE, RARE
IVORY INTERIOR, bare metal base, lemon yellow plastic disc
harrow, yellow hubs ‑ Excellent in Good Plus "New" Type L box
with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker
side.

£40 - £60

Lot 5097 - Matchbox Superfast 46c Ford Tractor & Harrow ‑
RARE METALLIC GREEN BODY WITH FORD GRILLE BADGE,
pale yellow interior, bare metal base, yellow hubs ‑ Excellent Plus
(tow hook cast incomplete by the factory) in Good Plus "New"
Type L box with 4‑line English/French text to rectangular panel
on one striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 5098 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 46c Ford Tractor & Harrow ‑
both are metallic green body without Ford grille badge (slight
shade variation), pale yellow plastic disc harrow, bare metal base,
yellow hubs ‑ (1) lemon yellow disc harrow ‑ Excellent to Near
Mint in Fair "New" Type L box with 2‑line English/French text to
rectangular panel on one striker side; (2) dark yellow disc harrow
‑ Mint in Excellent Type blue window Box. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5099 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP‑108 Containing (1)
Ford tractor ‑ blue body without Ford grille badge, ivory interior,
metallic pearl silver Macau base, RARE GOLD HUBS; (2) 
Regular Wheels 40c Farm Hay Trailer ‑ red body with black 
plastic raves ‑ Mint in Fair to Good Factory Sealed Blister Pack.

£20 - £30



Lot 5100 - Matchbox Superfast 46d Hot Chocolate VW Beetle
Dragster ‑ black & metallic brown body, white roof stripe, dark
amber windows, matt black Hong Kong base, 5‑arch front wheels
‑ (1) darker shade metallic brown body ‑ Excellent Plus in Good
"New" Type L Box; (2) lighter shade metallic brown body ‑ Excellent
unboxed. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5101 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 47b Beach Hopper ‑ both are
metallic dark blue body with "sunburst" hood label, clear 
windscreen, orange interior, tan driver ‑ (1) darker shade body
with low splatter of pink spots, mid pink base with Pat App 
number ‑ Mint unboxed; (2) lighter shade body with medium 
splatter of pink spots, light pink base with Pat App number ‑ Mint
in Fair Type J Box. (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 5102 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 47b Beach Hopper ‑ all are
metallic dark blue body with "sunburst" hood label, cast screen,
orange interior, tan driver (slight shade difference between a 
couple of models) ‑ (1) bare metal base with patent number; (2)
dark pink base with patent number; (3) mid pink base with pat app
number ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus complete with a single Type
J Box without "New" which is Good but creased. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5103 - Matchbox Superfast 47b Beach Hopper ‑ metallic dark
blue body with "sunburst" hood label, cast screen, orange 
interior, flesh driver, high splatter of large pink paint spots, mid
pink base with pat app number ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Type J
Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5104 - Matchbox Superfast 47b Beach Hopper ‑ metallic dark
blue body with brown background "sunburst" hood label & mid
splatter of pink spots, cast screen, RARE LEMON YELLOW 
INTERIOR, light tan driver, light pink base with pat app number ‑
Near Mint in Good to Excellent Type J Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5105 - Matchbox Superfast 47b Beach Hopper ‑ metallic dark
blue body with "sunburst" hood label & mid splatter of pink spots,
cast screen, RARE LEMON YELLOW INTERIOR, flesh driver,
dark pink base with pat app number ‑ Near Mint in Good to Good
Plus Type J Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5106 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 47c GWR Pannier Tank 
Locomotive ‑ both are gloss black base ‑ (1) darker shade green
body; (2) lighter shade green body ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus in
Fair to Good "New" Type L Box. (2)

£10 - £15



Lot 5107 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 47c GWR Pannier Tank 
Locomotive ‑  (1) dark green body, dark charcoal grey base ‑ Near
Mint in Good to Good Plus "New" Type L Box; (2) light green body,
gloss black base ‑ Near Mint unboxed. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5108 - Matchbox Superfast 47c GWR Pannier Tank 
Locomotive ‑ green body, RARE GRAPHITE GREY BASE ‑ 
Excellent in Good "New" Type L Box.

£10 - £20

Lot 5109 - Matchbox Superfast 47c GWR Pannier Tank 
Locomotive ‑ green body, RARE METALLIC BROWN BASE ‑
Near Mint in Good to Good Plus "New" Type L Box.

£15 - £20

Lot 5110 - Matchbox Superfast 47c GWR Pannier Tank 
Locomotive ‑ green body, VERY RARE BARE METAL BASE,
WHICH HAS BEEN CAUSED BY THE BASE BEING SPRAYED
METALLIC BROWN UPSIDE DOWN ‑ Near Mint in Good to
Good Plus "New" Type L Box.

£80 - £100

Lot 5111 - Matchbox Superfast 47d Jaguar SS100 ‑ red body,
dark tan interior, RARE WHITE PLASTIC GRILLE HEADLAMPS
& WINDSCREEN, black plastic base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ 
Excellent in Excellent Type L Box.

£40 - £50

Lot 5112 - Matchbox Superfast 47d Jaguar SS100 ‑ red body,
dark tan interior, RARE BLACK PLASTIC GRILLE HEADLAMPS
& WINDSCREEN, black plastic base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ 
Excellent in Excellent Type L Box.

£40 - £50

Lot 5113 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 47d Jaguar SS100 ‑ all are red
body, dark tan seats ‑ (1) black plastic Lesney England base ‑
Good Plus in Excellent Type L Box; (2) black plastic Lesney 
England base ‑ Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent generic 1982
copyright US issue box; (3) black plastic Macau base ‑ Near Mint
in Excellent blue window box. (3)

£10 - £15

Lot 5114 - Matchbox Superfast 48c Sambron Jacklift ‑ yellow
body, dark yellow plastic hoist and forks, matt black base, RARE
4‑SPOKE WHEELS ‑ Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent 1976
copyright Type K Box.

£40 - £50



Lot 5115 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 48c Sambron Jacklift ‑ both
are yellow body (shade difference between models), matt black
base, 5‑arch wheels; (1) dark yellow hoist & forks; (2) mid yellow
hoist & forks ‑ Excellent in Good  to Excellent 1976 copyright
"New" Type K Boxes. (2)

£50 - £70

Lot 5116 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 48c Sambron Jacklift ‑ both
are yellow body, yellow hoist & forks (shade difference between
models), matt black base, yellow 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) Excellent in
Good to Good Plus 1978 copyright Type K box; (2) Excellent in
Good but creased 1978 copyright French Market Factory Sealed
Bubble Pack. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5117 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 48c Sambron Jacklift ‑ both
are yellow body, black forks, dark charcoal grey base, 5‑arch
wheels; (1) mid yellow hoist; (2) hoist has light yellow upper arm
& mid yellow lower arm ‑ Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good
Plus 1978 copyright Type K Boxes. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 5118 - Matchbox Superfast 48c Sambron Jacklift ‑ yellow
body, black hoist and forks, matt black base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ 
Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent 1978 copyright Type K Box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5119 - Matchbox Superfast 48d Red Rider Dragster ‑ Red
body with white flame tampo print, red windows, matt black Hong
Kong base, Maltese cross wheels ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus in
Good to Excellent "New" 1981 copyright Type L Box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5120 - Matchbox Superfast 48d Red Rider Dragster ‑ Red
body with white flame tampo print, red windows, matt black
Lesney Products PLC England base, 5‑crown rear wheels ‑ Good
Plus with some play wear in Good Plus to Excellent 1981 
copyright Type L Box.

£10 - £20

Lot 5121 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 48d Red Rider Dragster ‑ all
are Red windows, 5‑crown rear wheels ‑ (1) red body with white
flame tampo print, gloss black China base, 5‑arch front wheels ‑
Near Mint in Excellent Plus Factory Sealed Blister Pack; (2) as
(1) but lighter shade red body ‑ Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair
"New" Type L Box; (3) white body with "Flame Out" tampo print,
Maltese cross front wheels, gloss black Macau base ‑ Excellent
unboxed; (4) 48b Pi‑eyed Piper Dragster Roman Numeral Issue
‑ black windows, gloss black "White Lightning" base ‑ Excellent
Unboxed. (4)

£20 - £30



Lot 5122 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 49c Crane Truck ‑ both are
green windows, 5‑arch wheels, black plastic base; (1) lighter
shade yellow body, dark yellow jib; (2) darker shade yellow body,
yellow jib ‑ generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Near Mint
"New" Type K boxes. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5123 - Matchbox Superfast 49c Crane Truck ‑ bright red body,
dark yellow jib, clear windows, black plastic base ‑ Mint in Good
Factory Sealed Blister Pack with creased blister.

£40 - £50

Lot 5124 - Matchbox Superfast 49c Crane Truck ‑ yellow body
and jib, RARE TURQUOISE GREEN (NOT DARK GREEN) 
WINDOWS ‑ Excellent in Mint "New" Type K 1976 copyright Box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5125 - Matchbox Superfast 49c Crane Truck ‑ yellow body,
RARE PURPLE WINDOWS, black plastic jib ‑ Excellent in 
Excellent 1978 copyright Type K box without New but with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5126 - Matchbox Superfast 49c Crane Truck ‑ yellow body,
RARE RED WINDOWS, black plastic jib ‑ Excellent to Near Mint
in Excellent 1978 copyright Type K box without New but with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on 1 striker side.

£40 - £50

Lot 5127 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 49c Crane Truck ‑ both are
dark green windows, black jib with A‑1 Crane Service labels ‑ (1)
without tampo print ‑ Mint in Good 1978 Copyright Type K box
without New but with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on striker side; (2) with Caterpillar Safety First tampo print
‑ Excellent in Good 1978 Copyright Type K Box without New, but
with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on striker
side. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5128 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 50b Articulated Truck ‑ both
are purple windows, Maltese Cross tractor unit wheels, mid blue
trailer with 5‑spoke wheels ‑ (1) dark yellow tractor unit body, 
yellow plastic trailer chassis without rear hole, double arrow 
design axle clip ‑ Mint in Excellent 1975 US issue Factory Sealed
Blister Pack; (2) lemon yellow tractor unit body, yellow plastic
trailer chassis with rear hole, parallel line design axle clip ‑ Good
Plus in Good 1978 copyright Type K box without New but with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side. (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 5129 - Matchbox Superfast 50b Articulated Truck ‑ tractor unit
has dark yellow body, purple windows, RARE 5‑SPOKE
WHEELS, trailer has mid blue body, dark yellow plastic chassis,
without rear hole, black double arrow axle clip ‑ Good Plus with
some light play wear in Good (stain to 1 inner end flap) later 
period Type K box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on striker side.

£20 - £30



Lot 5130 - Matchbox Superfast 50b Articulated Truck ‑ burnt 
orange tractor unit with purple windows, Maltese Cross wheels,
trailer has mid blue body, RARE RED PLASTIC CHASSIS WITH
REAR HOLE, RARE DARK YELLOW PLASTIC PARALLEL LINE
DESIGN AXLE CLIP ‑ Near Mint in Mint 1978 copyright Type K
box without New but with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular panel on striker side.

£50 - £70

Lot 5131 - Matchbox Superfast 50b Articulated Truck ‑ red 
tractor unit, purple windows, Maltese Cross front wheels, trailer
has metallic silver body, red plastic chassis with rear hole, black
plastic axle clip ‑ Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent 1978
copyright Type K box without New, but with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5132 - Matchbox Superfast 50b Articulated Truck ‑ red 
tractor unit, RARE RED WINDOWS, Maltese Cross front wheels,
trailer has metallic silver body, red plastic chassis with rear hole,
black plastic axle clip ‑ Excellent in Excellent 1978 copyright Type
K box without New, but with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular panel on striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 5133 - Matchbox Superfast 50c Harley Davidson Motorcycle
‑ metallic copper frame, RARE COLOUR TRIAL BRIGHT RED
PLASTIC SEAT ‑ Good Plus with some chrome loss to plated
parts in Excellent "New" Type L box with English/French/Italian
text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£50 - £60

Lot 5134 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 50c Harley Davidson 
Motorcycle ‑ (1) metallic champagne gold frame ‑ Excellent Plus
in Excellent "New" Type L box; (2) metallic copper frame ‑ 
Excellent Plus unboxed; (3) as (2) but darker shade copper frame
‑ Excellent in Excellent Plus "New" Type L Box. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5135 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 50c Harley Davidson 
Motorcycle ‑ (1) metallic champagne gold frame ‑ Excellent in 
Excellent Plus "New" Type L box; (2) metallic copper frame, dark
tan rider ‑ Mint in Excellent Type blue window box. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5136 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 51b Citroen SM Streakers
issue ‑ both are metallic blue body with red & white racing 
number 8 tampo print, butterscotch interior, bare metal base,
5‑spoke wheels ‑ (1) early pattern tampo print ‑ Good Plus to 
Excellent with some paint chips in Good "New" Type J Box; (2)
lighter shade body with later pattern fish‑tail tampo print ‑ Good
Plus unboxed. (2)

£10 - £20



Lot 5137 - Matchbox Superfast 51b Citroen SM Streakers issue
‑ metallic blue body with fish‑tail racing number 8 tampo print,
RARE LEMON YELLOW INTERIOR, bare metal base, 5‑spoke
wheels ‑ Excellent with rub marks to roof tampo print in Excellent
creased across 1 striker side Type J box.

£40 - £50

Lot 5138 - Matchbox Superfast 51b Citroen SM Streakers issue
‑ metallic blue body with fish‑tail racing number 8 tampo print,
RARE DARK YELLOW INTERIOR, bare metal base, dot‑dash
wheels ‑Near Mint with some factory tampo print flaws in Near
Mint to Mint "New" Type J Box.

£50 - £60

Lot 5139 - Matchbox Superfast 51b Citroen SM Streakers issue
‑ RARE METALLIC BLUE BODY WITHOUT TAMPO PRINT,
RARE DARK YELLOW INTERIOR, bare metal base, dot‑dash
wheels ‑ Excellent with a few chips to tailgate in Good Plus clean
but creased "New" Type J Box.

£60 - £80

Lot 5140 - Matchbox Superfast 51c Combine Harvester ‑ red
body, matt black base, solid black plastic wheels ‑ Excellent Plus
in Excellent Plus to Near Mint "New" Type L box WITH FRENCH
TEXT TO 1 PICTURE FACE and illustrating model on both striker
sides. Rare early French Market box variation.

£20 - £30

Lot 5141 - Matchbox Superfast 51c Combine Harvester ‑ red
body, without baseplate, RARE BLACK 4‑SPOKE NARROW
WHEELS ‑ Excellent in Near Mint "New" Type L box with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 5142 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 51c Combine Harvester ‑ all
are yellow 4‑spoke narrow wheels; (1) without base plate; (2) matt
black base; (3) as (2) but slightly lighter shade body & wheels ‑
Excellent to Near Mint in Good Type L boxes without "New" (2
boxes have hole punched to 1 end flap, the 3rd one has tear to
one end flap). (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5143 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 51d Midnight Magic (Tanzara)
‑ both are black body with silver tampo print, clear windows,
chrome interior ‑ (1) darker shade metallic silver Hong Kong base
‑ Excellent with some scratches to roof, in Good Plus "New" Type
L box with some wear to end flaps; (2) lighter shade metallic 
silver Hong Kong base ‑ Near Mint with usual factory tampo print
flaws in Good 1983 copyright yellow graph paper box (1 inner end
flap almost detached). (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5144 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 51d Midnight Magic (Tanzara)
‑ black body with silver tampo print, clear windows, chrome 
interior, RARE BARE METAL HONG KONG BASE ‑ Excellent
with a couple of chips to engine cover, in Excellent "New" Type L
box.

£50 - £70



Lot 5145 - Matchbox Superfast 51e Pontiac Firebird FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ red body, clear windows,
lemon yellow interior, RARE GLOSS BLACK BASE, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ Excellent in Near Mint Type L box without New.

£100 - £150

Lot 5146 - Matchbox Superfast 51e Pontiac Firebird ‑ red body,
clear windows, lemon yellow interior, silver painted base, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus in Mint Type L Box without
New.

£30 - £40

Lot 5147 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 51e Pontiac Firebird ‑ both
are red body, lemon tan interior, silver painted base, 5‑arch
wheels; (1) RARE LIGHT AMBER WINDOWS; (2) clear windows
‑ both are Excellent Plus in Good Type L boxes without New. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5148 - Matchbox Superfast 51e Pontiac Firebird ‑ FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION TAMPO PRINT TRIAL ‑ red body with black
& white firebird hood & door tampo print (as used on 16b Pontiac
Firebird), clear windows, tan interior, silver painted Lesney 
England base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent in Excellent Plus Type L
Box without New.

£100 - £150

Lot 5149 - Matchbox Superfast 4 x 52b Police Launch ‑ all are
blue plastic hull ‑ (1) with roof air horns, dark blue windows, blue
plastic figures; (2) as (1) but lighter shade blue plastic figures; (3)
as (2) but without roof air horns (4) without air horns, RARE
SOLID WINDOWS, blue plastic figures ‑ Excellent in Good to 
Excellent "New" Type K boxes. (4)

£30 - £40

Lot 5150 - Matchbox Superfast 52b Police Launch Code Red
Issue ‑ red & white deck, dark blue windows, dark yellow plastic
figures, red hull ‑ Excellent in Excellent "New" 1976 copyright
Type K box with French Text to 1 picture face. RARE FRENCH
MARKET BOX.

£20 - £30

Lot 5151 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 52c BMW M1 ‑ all are 
metallic silver body, with black racing number 52 tampo print,
clear windows, 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) brighter red interior, dark 
charcoal grey base; (2) darker red interior, matt black base; (3)
darker red interior, gloss black base ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus
complete with a single Excellent Plus "New" Type L box. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5152 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 52c BMW M1 ‑ both are 
metallic silver body with black racing number 52 tampo print, clear
windows, gloss black base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) brighter red 
interior, silver grey opening hood ‑ Excellent with rub marks to
roof, in Good 1982 Copyright generic US Issue box; (2) darker
red interior, grey plastic opening hood ‑ Near Mint in Excellent
"New" Type L box. (2)

£30 - £40



Lot 5153 - Matchbox Superfast 52c BMW M1 ‑ metallic silver
body with black racing number 52 tampo print, RARE DARK
GREEN WINDOWS, darker red interior, gloss black base, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ Good play worn in Good "New" Type L box.

£10 - £20

Lot 5154 - Matchbox Superfast 52c BMW M1 ‑ RARE METALLIC
SILVER BODY WITHOUT TAMPO PRINT, clear windows, darker
red interior, gloss black base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Mint in Mint "New"
Type L Box.

£80 - £100

Lot 5155 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 53b Tanzara Streakers issue
‑ both are dark amber windows, chrome interior, bare metal base
‑ (1) dark red & blue racing number 53 tampo print; (2) burnt 
orange & blue racing number 53 tampo print (left hand side 
suspension collapsed) ‑ Excellent in Excellent to Near Mint "New"
Type J boxes. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5156 - Matchbox Superfast 53b Tanzara Streakers issue ‑
white body with red & blue racing number 53 tampo print, dark
amber windows, RARE RED INTERIOR, bare metal base ‑ 
Maltese cross wheels ‑ Excellent in Near Mint to Mint "New" Type
J box.

£70 - £90

Lot 5157 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 53c Jeep CJ6 ‑ both are
lighter tan plastic roof, dark yellow interior, bare metal base,
5‑crown wheels; (1) brighter red body, "CJ6 Jeep" base ‑ Near
Mint in Good Plus "New" Type K box with small tear to 1 inner
end flap; (2) darker red body, "Jeep CJ6" base ‑ Near Mint in
Good Plus Type K box without New but with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular panel on 1 striker side. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5158 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 53c Jeep CJ6 ‑ brighter red
body, darker tan plastic roof, RARE BLACK INTERIOR, bare
metal "Jeep CJ6" base ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus Type K box 
without New but with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on 1 striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5159 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 53c Jeep CJ6 ‑ both are
metallic emerald green body, RARE BLACK INTERIOR, "Jeep
CJ6" base ‑ (1) lighter tan plastic roof, RARE SILVER PAINTED
BASE; (2) darker tan plastic roof, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint in
Excellent to Excellent Plus Type K boxes without New but with
2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side. (2)

£50 - £60



Lot 5160 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 53c Jeep CJ6 ‑ (1) emerald
green body, lighter tan plastic roof, dark yellow interior, bare metal
base; (2) primrose yellow body with burnt orange & brown tampo
print, brown plastic roof, black interior, matt black base ‑ Near Mint
& Excellent Plus in Good Plus & Excellent Type K boxes without
New but with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel to 1
striker side. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5161 - Matchbox Superfast 53d Ford Custom F150 Flareside
Pick‑up Truck FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑
white body, clear windows, ivory interior, black plastic base 
without copyright date, black 8‑spoke wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with
thin factory paint finish to loadbed in Mint Type L box with 2‑line
English/French to rectangular panel on striker side.

£200 - £260

Lot 5162 - Matchbox Superfast 53d Ford Custom F150 Flareside
Pick‑up Truck ‑ blue body without tampo print, clear windows,
white interior, black plastic base ‑ Excellent in Excellent Plus Type
L box with 2‑line English/French to rectangular panel on striker
side.

£70 - £90

Lot 5163 - Matchbox Superfast 53d Ford Custom F150 Flareside
Pick‑up Truck ‑ blue body with hood & roof tampo print only, 
without side tampo print, clear windows, white interior, black 
plastic base which has some grey factory "flow‑lines" (see extra
photo) ‑ Near Mint with tiny pin size factory assembly paint chip
to leading edge of hood in Excellent Plus Type L box with 2‑line
English/French to rectangular panel on striker side and with large
original retailers price label to 1 picture face.

£50 - £70

Lot 5164 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 53d Ford Custom F150 
Flareside Pick‑up Truck ‑ both are blue body with racing number
326 tampo print, clear windows, white interior, black plastic base
‑ (1) darker shade body, suspension collapsed giving low rider
look; (2) lighter shade body, front suspension collapsed giving a
jacked‑up rear axle look ‑ Excellent in Good creased Type L box
with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side
(small tear to one inner end flap). (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5165 - Matchbox Superfast 54c Military Personnel Carrier
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ metallic 
emerald green body, blue windows, olive green plastic solders &
machine gun, metallic emerald green base with incomplete 
copyright date and without model number cast ‑ overall Good with
some play wear & 1 soldier missing head in Fair to Good "New"
1st Issue Type K box.

£50 - £70

Lot 5166 - Matchbox Superfast 54c Military Personnel Carrier ‑
military green body, dark green windows, matt black base, rare
chrome dot‑dash wheels ‑ Good Plus in Good to Excellent "New"
2nd Issue Type K box with model illustration to both striker sides.

£10 - £20



Lot 5167 - Matchbox Superfast 54c Military Personnel Carrier ‑
military green body, RARE TURQUOISE GREEN WINDOWS (not
dark green), matt black base, chrome dot‑wheels ‑ Excellent in
Good Plus to Excellent "New" 2nd Issue Type K box with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 5168 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 54c Military Personnel Carrier
‑ both are dark green windows, dark tan machine gun, matt black
base; (1) light tan soldiers (gun damaged); (2) dark tan soldiers ‑
Excellent in Good to Good Plus "New" 2nd issue Type K box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5169 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 54d Mobile Home ‑ both are
cream body, orange interior ‑ (1) clear windows, graphite grey
base ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus in Near Mint "New" Type L box
with English/French/Swedish text to rectangular panel on striker
side; (2) windows have smoke grey tint, matt black base ‑ Mint in
Excellent 1980 copyright US issue factory sealed blister pack. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5170 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 54d Mobile Home ‑ both are
white body, clear windows, orange interior, gloss black base ‑ (1)
dark chocolate brown opening door ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus
in Excellent with tiny tear to 1 end flap "New" Type L box with 
English/French/Swedish text to rectangular panel on striker side;
(2) lighter brown opening door ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus "New"
Type L box with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on
striker side. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5171 - Matchbox Superfast 54d Mobile Home ‑ white body
with brown stripe tampo print, orange interior, dark charcoal grey
base ‑ Excellent in Mint "New" Type L box with
English/French/Swedish text to rectangular panel on striker side
and matching model artwork.

£30 - £40

Lot 5172 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 54e NASA Tracking Vehicle ‑
both are clear windows, red interior, gloss black base ‑ (1) RARE
BRIGHT RED PLASTIC OPENING DOOR ‑ Excellent to 
Excellent Plus in Good to Good Plus a little creased Type L box
without New but with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on striker side; (2) darker shade red plastic opening door ‑
Near Mint to Mint with usual factory tampo print flaws in Fair to
Good factory sealed blister pack. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5173 - Matchbox Superfast 54e NASA Tracking Vehicle ‑
white body with roof tampo print only, without side tampo print,
clear windows, red interior & opening door, matt black base ‑ Near
Mint with some minor factory paint flaws in Excellent Plus Type L
box without New but with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular panel on striker side.

£30 - £40



Lot 5174 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 54e NASA Tracking Vehicle ‑
all are clear windows, red interior & opening door ‑ (1) gloss black
base ‑ Excellent in Good creased Type L box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side; (2) very
dark charcoal grey base ‑ Good Plus to Excellent in 1982 
copyright generic US issue box; (3) graphite grey base ‑ Good to
Good Plus unboxed. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5175 - Matchbox Superfast  2 x 54e NASA Tracking Vehicles
‑ made in Macau Transitional issue ‑ both are dark red interior &
opening door, gloss black Macau base; (1) clear windows,
dot‑dash wheels ‑ Good Plus to Excellent in Good to Excellent
creased without "New" Type L box with 2‑line English/French text
to rectangular panel on striker side; (2) blue windows, 8‑Dot 
Telephone Dial wheels ‑ Excellent with rub marks to roof in 
Excellent Type L box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side
panel. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5176 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 55a Mercury Park Lane 
Police Car ‑ both are revised twin pack body & base casting, ivory
interior, bare metal base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ (1) white body 
without labels, light blue roof lights ‑ Excellent with some casting
flaws to roof light bracket & slight corrosion to base, in Good to
Good Plus 1982 copyright generic US issue box; (2) black and
white body with Police shield door tampo print, light blue windows
& roof lights ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair creased 1980
copyright factory sealed blister pack (Note: both models are in
boxes stamped for 10c Plymouth Gran Fury Police Car). (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5177 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 55c Hellraiser ‑ all are clear
windows ‑ (1) white body, red interior, bare metal base; (2) 
metallic kingfisher blue body, ivory interior, bare metal base; (3) as
(2) but silver painted base ‑ Excellent to Near Mint (glue showing
through labels on both blue models) in Excellent to Near Mint
"New" Type J boxes. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5178 - Matchbox Superfast 55c Hellraiser ‑ metallic kingfisher
blue body, clear windows, RARE RED INTERIOR, silver painted
base ‑ Excellent (glue showing through label which is discoloured)
in Mint "New" Type J box.

£40 - £50

Lot 5179 - Matchbox Superfast 55c Hellraiser ‑ metallic kingfisher
blue body with matt paint finish, RARE LIGHT AMBER 
WINDOWS, ivory interior, bare metal base ‑ Excellent (glue show-
ing through label which is discoloured) in Excellent Plus "New"
Type J box.

£40 - £50

Lot 5180 - Matchbox Superfast 55c Hellraiser ‑ metallic kingfisher
blue body with racing number 3 nose label (from 3b Monteverdi
Hai), clear windows, ivory interior, silver painted base ‑ Excellent
(glue showing through labels) in Good 1976 copyright US issue
factory sealed blister pack.

£30 - £40



Lot 5181 - Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina ‑ FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION MODEL ‑ bare metal body, clear windows,
red interior, bare metal base with un‑punched rivets ‑ Near Mint
in Excellent Plus "New" Type K box with 2‑line English/French text
to rectangular panel on striker side.

£80 - £100

Lot 5182 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 55d Ford Cortina ‑ both are
metallic green body, clear windows, red interior, bare metal base
‑ (1) darker shade body ‑ Excellent Plus in Excellent "New" Type
K box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on
striker side; (2) lighter shade body ‑ Near Mint unboxed. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5183 - Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina metallic lime
green body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base
‑ Excellent Plus in Good to Excellent "New" Type K box with 2‑line
English /French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 5184 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 55d Ford Cortina ‑ both are
metallic red body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal
base ‑ (1) darker shade body ‑ Mint in 1980 copyright US issue
blister pack; (2) lighter shade body ‑ Excellent with some tiny
chips unboxed. (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 5185 - Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina ‑ metallic 
champagne gold body with black stripe tampo print, clear 
windows, RARE PALE YELLOW INTERIOR, bare metal base ‑
Excellent Plus with a couple of minor scratches to roof, in 
Excellent "New" Type K box with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular panel on striker side.

£50 - £70

Lot 5186 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 55d Ford Cortina ‑ both are
metallic champagne gold body with black stripe tampo print, clear
windows, white interior ‑ (1) RARE SILVER PAINTED BASE ‑ 
Excellent in Excellent Type K box with small tear to 1 end flap; (2)
bare metal base with "Gunmetal" effect ‑ Near Mint unboxed. (2)

£40 - £60

Lot 5187 - Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina ‑ metallic 
champagne gold body with black stripe tampo print, clear 
windows, white interior, bare metal base, RARE 5‑ARCH
WHEELS ‑ Excellent with some chrome loss to left hand wheels
in Excellent Plus "New" Type K box with 2‑line English/French text
to rectangular panel on striker side.

£60 - £80

Lot 5188 - Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina ‑ metallic 
champagne gold body with black stripe tampo print to hood, roof &
trunk only, without side tampo print (both sides), clear windows,
white interior, bare metal base ‑ overall Near Mint with tarnishing to
base in Fair damaged & split but still factory sealed 1980 copyright
US issue blister pack. RARE TAMPO PRINT VARIATION.

£40 - £60



Lot 5189 - Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina ‑ red body with
cast shut doors, RARE GLOW WINDOWS, white interior, bare
metal base, Excellent (scratches to roof & factory paint flaws to
trunk) in Good "New" Type K box with hole punched to one end
flap.

£20 - £30

Lot 5190 - Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina ‑ red body with
cast shut doors, clear windows, white interior, RARE SILVER
PAINTED BASE‑ Excellent in Excellent Plus "New" Type K box (2
small tears to 1 end flap)

£20 - £30

Lot 5191 - Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina Twin Pack Issue
‑ red body with cast shut doors & black stripe tampo print, white
interior, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint in Near Mint "New" Type K
box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5192 - Matchbox Superfast 55d Ford Cortina ‑ Twin pack
issue ‑ red body with cast shut doors & black stripe tampo print,
clear windows, RARE DARK TAN INTERIOR ‑ overall Excellent
but does have some small chips in Excellent "New" Type K box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5193 - Matchbox Superfast 56c Mercedes 450 SEL 
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ yellow body,
clear windows, black interior, yellow base without raised cast 
detail both above & below base text ‑ Good Plus in Good Plus to
Excellent Type K box without New.

£120 - £150

Lot 5194 - Matchbox Superfast 56c Mercedes 450 SEL ‑ 
metallic blue body, clear windows, RARE RED INTERIOR, bare
metal base ‑ Near Mint with factory paint flaw to roof in Near Mint
to Mint Type K box without New.

£30 - £40

Lot 5195 - Matchbox Superfast 56c Mercedes 450 SEL ‑ both are
metallic blue body, clear windows, tan interior, bare metal base ‑ (1)
darker shade body; (2) lighter shade body ‑ Excellent to Excellent
Plus with factory paint flaw to hood in Good to Good Plus a little
creased with tears to end flaps Type K boxes without New. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5196 - Matchbox Superfast 56c Mercedes 450 SEL Taxi ‑ tan
body, clear windows, RARE BROWN INTERIOR (not dark tan),
silver painted base ‑ Excellent Plus (bottom left hand corner of
windscreen cast incomplete by the factory but still displays well),
in Excellent Plus "New" Type K box.

£30 - £40



Lot 5197 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 56c Mercedes 450 SEL Taxi
‑ both are tan body, dark tan interior ‑ (1) clear windows, bare
metal base ‑ Excellent Plus in Excellent Plus "New" Type K box;
(2) windows have pale smoke grey tint, silver base ‑ Good Plus
unboxed with damaged roof sign. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5198 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 56c Mercedes 450 SEL 
German Police Car ‑ all are white body with dark green tampo
print, blue windows & roof lights, dark tan interior ‑ (1) black 
plastic roof siren, silver painted base ‑ Near Mint in Good blue
window box; (2) black siren, bare metal base; (3) chrome siren,
silver painted base ‑ both Excellent Plus unboxed with usual
tampo print flaws. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 5199 - Matchbox Superfast 56d Peterbilt Tanker FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ blue cab & chassis, clear
windows, white plastic tank without tampo print ‑ Near Mint 
unboxed.

£60 - £80

Lot 5200 - Matchbox Superfast 56d Peterbilt Tanker ‑ all are blue
body & chassis, white plastic tank with "Milk's The One" tampo
print ‑ (1) RARE CLEAR WINDOWS; (2) dark amber windows;
(3) light amber windows ‑ Excellent to Near Mint unboxed. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 5201 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 56d Peterbilt Tanker "Milk's
The One" ‑ all are blue cab and chassis with white stripe hood
tampo print, light amber windows, chrome Lesney base ‑ (1) dark
red door tampo print, cream plastic tank; (2) dark red door tampo
print, white plastic tank; (3) white door tampo print, white plastic
tank ‑ Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus generic US
Issue & yellow graph paper boxes. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 5202 - Matchbox Superfast 56d Peterbilt Tanker "Milk's The
One" ‑ blue cab & chassis with white stripe hood & red door tampo
print, white plastic tank, light amber windows, RARE 5‑ARCH
WHEELS ‑ Excellent (tank discoloured from sun exposure) in
Good to Good Plus 1980 copyright US issue factory sealed 
blister pack.

£40 - £60

Lot 5203 - Matchbox Superfast 56d Peterbilt Tanker Code 3 Issue
"York Inter State Fair 1983" ‑ blue cab & chassis with white stripe
hood tampo print, white plastic tank with "Milk's The One" tampo
print, dark amber windows, chrome Lesney England base ‑ Mint
in Fair opened & re‑sealed 1980 copyright US issue blister Pack.

£20 - £30

Lot 5204 - Matchbox Superfast 57c Ford Wild Life Truck ‑ lemon
yellow body with "Ranger" hood label, red windows, clear rear
canopy, burnt sienna lion, RARE SILVER PAINTED BASE WITH
PAT APP NUMBER ‑ Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips in Mint
1975 copyright Type J box.

£70 - £90



Lot 5205 - Matchbox Superfast 57c Ford Wild Life Truck ‑ MADE
IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ red body with "Ranger" hood label, red 
windows, unusual lime green tinted canopy, burnt sienna lion,
bare metal Lesney England base with pat app number ‑ Fair to
Good playworn in Good Plus 1975 copyright Type J box.

£100 - £140

Lot 5206 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 57c Ford Wild Life Truck ‑
both are lemon yellow body with "Ranger" hood label, red 
windows, burnt sienna lion, bare metal base with patent number
‑ (1) smoke grey tinted canopy; (2) clear canopy with very pale
blue tint ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent to Near Mint
1975 copyright Type J boxes. (2)

£40 - £60

Lot 5207 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 57c Ford Wild Life Truck ‑ all
are lemon yellow body with "Ranger" hood label, red windows,
burnt sienna lion, bare metal base with patent number ‑ (1) amber
canopy; (2) smoke grey canopy; (3) clear canopy ‑ Excellent to
Near Mint with a few tiny chips in Good to Good Plus 1978 
copyright & 1980 copyright Type J boxes (tears to inner end flaps
of 1 box). (3)

£40 - £50

Lot 5208 - Matchbox Superfast 57c Ford Wild Life Truck ‑ white
body with black zebra stripe tampo print, red windows, clear
canopy with very pale blue tint, dark tan lion, bare metal base ‑
Near Mint in Excellent Plus Type J box without "New" but with
4‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side,
which also has further Italian text printed across the bottom of the
same striker side (see extra photo). RARE BOX VARIATION.

£40 - £50

Lot 5209 - Matchbox Superfast 57c Ford Wild Life Truck ‑ white
body with black zebra stripe tampo print, RARE PURPLE 
WINDOWS, smoke grey canopy, brown lion, bare metal base ‑
Excellent in Excellent 1978 copyright Type J box with 4‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£50 - £70

Lot 5210 - Matchbox Superfast 57c Ford Wild Life Truck ‑ white
body with black zebra stripe tampo print, dark amber windows,
smoke grey canopy, brown lion, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint with
a couple of minor factory paint flaws to hood in Excellent 1980
copyright Type J box with English/French/Italian text to 
rectangular panel on striker side.

£40 - £60

Lot 5211 - Matchbox Superfast 57c Ford Wild Life Truck ‑ white
body with black zebra stripe tampo print, dark amber windows,
smoke grey canopy, dark tan lion, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint
with some factory assembly marks in Good Plus factory sealed
1978 copyright Canadian blister pack.

£40 - £50



Lot 5212 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 57e Range Rover Carmichael
Commando Rescue Vehicle ‑ both are white body with burnt 
orange & black tampo print, silver‑grey interior, black plastic base,
5‑arch wheels; (1) light blue windows ‑ Excellent unboxed; (2)
RARE PALE BLUE WINDOWS ‑ Near Mint with a few factory 
assembly marks to roof in Fair Type L box with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5213 - Matchbox Superfast 57e Range Rover Carmichael
Commando Rescue Vehicle ‑ white body with burnt orange &
black tampo print, RARE DARK BLUE WINDOWS, silver‑grey 
interior, black plastic base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with a
few tiny chips in Good to Excellent Type L Box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5214 - Matchbox Superfast 57e Range Rover Carmichael
Commando Rescue Vehicle ‑ white body with burnt orange &
black tampo print, light blue windows, silver‑grey interior, black
plastic base, RARE DOT‑DASH WHEELS ‑ Near Mint with tiny
chip to front left hand side, in Good Type L Box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£60 - £80

Lot 5215 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 57e Range Rover Carmichael
Rescue Vehicle ‑ both are red body, with white "Fire" tampo print,
silver‑grey interior, black plastic base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ (1) darker
blue windows ‑ Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent Type L box
with 2‑line text to rectangular panel on striker side; (2) lighter blue
windows ‑ Excellent unboxed. (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 5216 - Matchbox Superfast 5 x 58c Faun Dump Truck ‑ (1) all
yellow, Type 1 black plastic base; (2) as (1) but slightly lighter
shade; (3) as (1) but in 1980 copyright US issue blister pack; (4)
all yellow with caterpillar Cab & Dump tampo print, type 2 black
plastic base; (5) as (4) but without Cab tampo print, darker shade
yellow Dump with tampo print ‑ Excellent to Near Mint with usual
minor pin size factory assembly paint chips, in Good to Excellent
"New" Type K boxes & blister pack. (5)

£30 - £40

Lot 5217 - Matchbox Superfast 58c Faun Dump Truck ‑ all yellow,
Type 1 black plastic base, RARE YELLOW PLASTIC DUMP
SUPPORT CLIP (these clips are almost always dark blue) ‑ 
Excellent in Near Mint 1978 copyright "New" Type K box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5218 - Matchbox Superfast 58c Faun Dump Truck ‑ yellow
Cab & Chassis, red dump body, type 1 black plastic base, Maltese
Cross wheels ‑ Near Mint with a few tiny chips in Excellent Plus
1978 copyright Type K box without "New" but with
English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£20 - £30



Lot 5219 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 59c Planet Scout ‑ both are
metallic emerald green body, dark amber windows, chrome 
interior; (1) lime green base; (2) RARE DARK LIME GREEN
BASE ‑ Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good "New" Type J
boxes. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5220 - Matchbox Superfast 59c Planet Scout ‑ metallic 
emerald green body, RARE LIGHT AMBER WINDOWS, chrome
interior, lime green base ‑ Excellent Plus with box rubs to chrome
searchlight in Good creased "New" Type J box with French text to
1 picture side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5221 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 59c Planet Scout ‑ both are
dark amber windows, chrome interior ‑ (1) metallic red body, tan
base ‑ Excellent in Fair to Good Type J box with French text to 1
picture side; (2) metallic emerald green body, lime base ‑ 
Excellent Plus unboxed with a few tiny chips. (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 5222 - Matchbox Superfast 59c Planet Scout ‑ metallic 
avocado green body, purple windows, chrome interior, matt black
base ‑ Excellent Plus with some slight chrome loss to plated parts
in Good Type J box with French text to 1 picture side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5223 - Matchbox Superfast 59c Planet Scout ‑ metallic 
avocado green body, RARE DARK AMBER WINDOWS, chrome 
interior, matt black base ‑ Near Mint with some slight chrome loss
to plated parts in Near Mint "New" Type J box.

£50 - £70

Lot 5224 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ both are clear
windows, brown interior, gloss black base ‑ (1) metallic light 
champagne gold body ‑ Near Mint in Excellent New Type L box;
(2) metallic very dark champagne gold body ‑ Excellent in Good
stained "New" Type L box. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 5225 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ metallic light
champagne gold body, light amber windows, dark tan interior,
RARE MATT BLACK BASE ‑ Near Mint with tiny chip to hood in
Excellent "New" Type L box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5226 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ metallic 
champagne gold body, light amber windows, dark tan interior,
gloss black base ‑ Excellent Plus (couple of small scratches to
roof) in Excellent "New" Type L box.

£20 - £30



Lot 5227 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ metallic 
champagne gold body, RARE DARK AMBER WINDOWS, brown
interior, gloss black base ‑ Excellent in Good Plus "New" Type L
box with tear to one end flap.

£40 - £50

Lot 5228 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ metallic 
champagne gold body, light amber windows, brown interior,
RARE METALLIC BROWN BASE ‑ Good Plus with some paint
chips to body in Good creased with tears to 1 end flap "New" Type
L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5229 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ metallic 
champagne gold body, light amber windows, brown interior,
RARE GRAPHITE GREY BASE ‑ Excellent in Good to Good Plus
"New" Type L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5230 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ metallic 
champagne gold body, light amber windows, brown interior,
RARE GRAPHITE GREY BASE, RARE DOT‑DASH WHEELS ‑
Near Mint with minor rub marks to roof in Excellent Plus "New"
Type L box.

£100 - £130

Lot 5231 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ metallic 
champagne gold body (darker shade), clear windows, brown 
interior, RARE MATT BLACK BASE ‑ Excellent with scratch to top
of left hand wing in Good Plus to Excellent "New" Type L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5232 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ metallic 
champagne gold body, clear windows, RARE PALE YELLOW 
INTERIOR, gloss black base ‑ Excellent Plus with minor rub
marks to roof in Excellent with tear to 1 end flap "New" Type L
box.

£40 - £50

Lot 5233 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 59d Porsche 928 ‑ both are
metallic blue body, clear windows, dark tan interior, silver painted
base ‑ (1) lighter shade body ‑ Near Mint with factory casting flaw
to base in Excellent "New" Type L box; (2) darker shade body ‑
Excellent Plus with faint scratch to hood in Good Plus "New" Type
L box with tear to 1 end flap. (2)

£50 - £60

Lot 5234 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ metallic blue
body, clear windows, brown interior, silver painted base ‑ 
Excellent (scratches to drivers door touched in & paint chip to left
hand sill) in Excellent "New" Type L box.

£10 - £20



Lot 5235 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ metallic blue
body, clear windows, brown interior, gloss black base ‑ Near Mint
in Excellent "New" Type L box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5236 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ gloss black
body with white stripe tampo print, clear windows, RARE BROWN
INTERIOR, silver painted base ‑ Near Mint with minor factory
paint flaws to hood in Excellent "New" Type L box.

£70 - £90

Lot 5237 - Matchbox Superfast 59d Porsche 928 ‑ gloss black
body with white stripe tampo print, clear windows, red interior,
VERY RARE BARE METAL BASE ‑ Near Mint with couple of
miner marks to roof in Excellent Plus "New" Type L box.

£100 - £150

Lot 5238 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 59d Porsche 928 ‑ both are
gloss black body with white stripe tampo print, red interior ‑ (1)
clear windows, silver painted base ‑ Near Mint in Fair 1980 
copyright blister pack, the blister of which has been cut open; (2)
Made in Macau transitional issue ‑ dark amber windows, metallic
silver‑grey Macau base ‑ Mint in Good Plus 1983 copyright factory
sealed blister pack. (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 5239 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 60b Lotus Super Seven ‑
Streakers issue ‑ both are red & blue racing number 60 tampo
print, clear windscreen, black interior, bare metal base ‑ (1) darker
shade yellow body; (2) lighter shade yellow body ‑ Excellent to
Near Mint in Mint "New" Type J boxes. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 5240 - Matchbox Superfast 60b Lotus Super Seven 
Streakers issue ‑ lighter shade yellow body with red and blue 
racing number 60 tampo print, black interior, bare metal base ‑
Mint in Fair factory sealed 1974 copyright blister pack (rear of card
heavily stained).

£5 - £10

Lot 5241 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 60c Holden Pick‑Up Truck ‑
both are racing number 500 hood label, pale yellow interior, dark
yellow motorcycles, bare metal base ‑ (1) metallic magenta body,
light amber windows ‑ Mint in Good creased Type K box without
New; (2) red body, mid‑amber windows ‑ Excellent Plus with 
couple of tiny chips to windscreen pillar in Excellent "New" Type
K box. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5242 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 60c Holden Pick‑Up Truck ‑
both are light amber windows, bare metal base ‑ (1) magenta
body with racing number 500 label, pale yellow interior, dark 
yellow motorcycles ‑ Mint in Excellent "New" Type K box; (2)
cream body with "Superbike" labels, red interior, red motorcycles
‑ Near Mint with couple of tiny factory assembly paint chips in Fair
torn but still complete "New" Type K box. (2)

£20 - £30



Lot 5243 - Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick‑Up Truck MADE
IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ cherry red body, light amber windows, pale
yellow interior, dark yellow Motorcycles, bare metal base ‑ 
Excellent Plus (missing base plastic tag) in Fair to Good torn but
still complete "New" Type K box

£150 - £200

Lot 5244 - Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick‑Up Truck ‑ red
body with racing number 500 hood label, light amber windows,
pale yellow interior, RARE LEMON YELLOW MOTORCYCLES,
bare metal base ‑ Near Mint with minor mark to label in Excellent
Type K box without New.

£30 - £40

Lot 5245 - Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick‑Up Truck ‑ red
body with racing number 500 hood label, light amber windows,
pale yellow interior, red motorcycles, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint
with minor mark to label in Excellent creased Type K box without
New.

£20 - £30

Lot 5246 - Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick‑Up Truck ‑ red
body with racing number 500 hood label, light amber windows,
red interior, dark yellow Motorcycles, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint
with tiny chip to right hand front wheel in Excellent Type K box
without New.

£20 - £30

Lot 5247 - Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick‑Up Truck ‑ red
body with racing number 500 hood label, RARE DARK AMBER
WINDOWS, red interior, RARE OLIVE GREEN MOTORCYCLES,
bare metal base ‑ Excellent Plus (some tarnishing to base) in 
Excellent Plus Type K box without New.

£50 - £70

Lot 5248 - Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick‑Up Truck ‑ red
body with "Sunburst" hood label, RARE DARK AMBER 
WINDOWS, red interior, RARE OLIVE GREEN MOTORCYCLES,
bare metal base ‑ Near Mint in Fair 1980 copyright factory sealed
US issue blister pack stamped "No.60 CHEVY EL CAMINO".

£50 - £70

Lot 5249 - Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick‑up Truck ‑ 
metallic blue body with "Rallye 81 Paris‑Dakar" hood label, light
amber windows, pale yellow interior, dark yellow Motorcycles,
bare metal base ‑ Mint in Good Plus factory sealed French 
Market blister pack.

£40 - £50

Lot 5250 - Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick‑up Truck ‑ cream
body with "Superbike" labels, light amber windows, RARE TAN
INTERIOR, red Motorcycles, bare metal base ‑ Good Plus to 
Excellent with scratch & paint chips to rear wings in Excellent Plus
Type K box without New.

£50 - £70



Lot 5251 - Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick‑up Truck ‑ cream
body with "Superbike" labels, light amber windows, red interior,
RARE OLIVE GREEN MOTORCYCLES, bare metal base ‑ Near
Mint in Excellent Plus Type K box without New.

£40 - £50

Lot 5252 - Matchbox Superfast 60c Holden Pick‑up Truck ‑ cream
body with RARE HONDA LABELS (from 38a Honda 
Motorcycle & Trailer), mid amber windows, red motorcycles, bare
metal base ‑ Mint in Excellent blue window box without model 
details to end flaps & MB60 only to front. RARE MODEL & BOX
VARIATION.

£30 - £40

Lot 5253 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 61b Ford A‑Series Wreck
Truck ‑ all are red body, light amber windows, white jibs ‑ (1) red
hooks, matt black base ‑ Near Mint in Excellent (tear to end flaps)
"New" Type K box illustrating model to both striker sides & French
text to 1 picture face; (2) red hooks, RARE GRAPHITE GREY
BASE ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent "New" Type K box
with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side;
(3) black hooks, matt black base ‑ Mint in Good Plus 1980 
copyright US issue factory sealed blister pack. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 5254 - Matchbox Superfast 61b Ford A‑Series Wreck Truck ‑
red body, RARE BLUE WINDOWS, white jibs with red hooks,
matt black base ‑ Excellent (windows a little distorted, left hand
front wheel hub part repainted & factory paint flaw to base) in 
Excellent Plus (tear to 1 end flap) "New" Type K box with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£50 - £70

Lot 5255 - Matchbox Superfast 61b Ford A‑Series Wreck Truck ‑
red body, light amber windows, RARE GREEN JIBS WITH RED
HOOKS, matt black base ‑ Near Mint with some factory casting
flaws in Near Mint "New" Type K box with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£40 - £50

Lot 5256 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 61b Ford A‑Series Wreck
Truck ‑ both are red body, light amber windows, red jibs, matt
black base ‑ (1) red hooks ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus "New" Type K
box; (2) black hooks ‑ Mint in Poor opened 1980 copyright US
issue blister pack. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5257 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 61b Ford A‑Series Wreck
Truck ‑ all are dark yellow body, light amber windows, red jibs ‑ (1)
black hooks, RARE METALLIC DARK CHARCOAL GREY BASE
(not black) ‑ Near Mint with couple of tiny chips to roof in 
Excellent "New" Type K box with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular panel on striker side; (2) black hooks, matt black base
‑ Near Mint unboxed; (3) red hooks, gloss black base ‑ Excellent
unboxed. (3)

£20 - £30



Lot 5258 - Matchbox Superfast 61b Ford A‑Series Wreck Truck ‑
dark yellow body, light amber windows, RARE CORAL PINK JIBS
(NOT RED) WITH BLACK HOOKS, RARE BARE METAL BASE
‑ overall Near Mint with chip to leading edge of roof & front
bumper in Near Mint "New" Type K box with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£50 - £70

Lot 5259 - Matchbox Superfast 61b Ford A‑Series Wreck Truck ‑
dark yellow body, RARE DARK AMBER WINDOWS, RARE
GREEN JIBS WITH BLACK HOOKS, gloss black base ‑ Near
Mint in Excellent "New" Type K box with 2‑line English/French text
to rectangular panel on striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 5260 - Matchbox Superfast 61b Ford A‑Series Wreck Truck ‑
lemon yellow body, RARE MID AMBER WINDOWS, red jibs &
hooks, dark charcoal grey base ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus
"New" Type K box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5261 - Matchbox Superfast 61b Ford A‑Series Wreck Truck ‑
lemon yellow body, light amber windows, RARE WHITE JIBS
WITH RED HOOKS, RARE METALLIC DARK CHARCOAL
GREY BASE ‑ Near Mint with a couple of minor factory assembly
marks in Excellent Plus Type K box without New but with 
English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£40 - £60

Lot 5262 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 61b Ford A‑Series Wreck
Truck ‑ both are red body (shade variation between models) with
white "Radio Dispatches" tampo print, light amber windows, matt
black base ‑ (1) RARE RED JIBS & HOOKS ‑ Near Mint with tiny
chip to left hand door pillar in Excellent Plus Type K box without
New but with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on
striker side (box has small reference label to one end flap); (2)
white jibs with black hooks ‑ Near Mint unboxed. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5263 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 61b Ford A‑Series Wreck
Truck ‑ both are red body with white "Radio Dispatches" tampo
print, light amber windows, white jibs with red hooks, matt black
base ‑ (1) lighter shade red body; (2) darker shade red body ‑ Mint
in Fair to Good factory sealed 1980 copyright US issue blister
packs. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5264 - Matchbox Superfast 61c Peterbilt Wreck Truck ‑ 
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ mid blue body,
chrome interior & Lesney England base, light amber windows,
black jibs & hooks ‑ Excellent with chrome loss to plated parts &
couple of chips to left hand front wheel arch in Good to Excellent
Type L box without New but with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular panel on striker side.

£80 - £100



Lot 5265 - Matchbox Superfast 61c Peterbilt Wreck Truck ‑ burnt
orange body with double white stripe hood tampo print, black 
"Eddies Wrecker" cab door tampo print on white background, light
amber windows, chrome Lesney base, model has been signed
"Merry Christmas 2018" by Paul Carr who designed the model for
Lesney Products ‑ Near Mint unboxed.

£10 - £20

Lot 5266 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 61c Peterbilt Wreck Truck ‑ all
are burnt orange body with double white stripe hood tampo print,
black "Eddies Wrecker" cab door tampo print on white 
background ‑ (1) darker shade body, light amber windows,
chrome Lesney England base ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed; (2)
darker shade body, dark amber windows, chrome Lesney 
England base ‑ Excellent unboxed with a couple of chips; (3)
Transitional Made in Macau Issue ‑ lighter shade body, clear 
windows, chrome Macau base ‑ Excellent Plus in Good faded
Type L box without New but with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular panel on striker side. Note: box heavily sun faded on
1 picture face. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5267 - Matchbox Superfast 61c Peterbilt Wreck Truck ‑ burnt
orange body with single white stripe hood tampo print, black 
"Eddies Wrecker" cab door tampo print, light amber windows,
chrome Lesney England base ‑ Excellent with a couple of chips
in Good Type L box without New but with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£10 - £20

Lot 5268 - Matchbox Superfast 62d Chevrolet Corvette ‑ 
Metallic Red body with white stripe hood & door tampo print, clear 
windows, pale grey interior, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint with 
couple of tiny chips in Excellent Plus "New" Type K box with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side & 
matching model artwork.

£20 - £30

Lot 5269 - Matchbox Superfast 62d Chevrolet Corvette ‑ 
Metallic Red body, with white stripe hood tampo print, clear 
windows, pale grey interior, bare metal base ‑ Excellent with a
few chips in Good Plus to Excellent "New" Type K box with 2‑line
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£10 - £20

Lot 5270 - Matchbox Superfast 62d Chevrolet Corvette ‑ 
Metallic Red body, with white stripe hood tampo print, clear 
windows, RARE BLACK INTERIOR, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint
with slightly thin factory paint finish to one side in generally Near
Mint "New" Type K box with 2‑line English/French text to 
rectangular panel on striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5271 - Matchbox Superfast 62d Chevrolet Corvette ‑ 
Metallic Red body, without tampo print, windows have light 
yellow tint (this is uniform & does not appear to be discoloured
from Sun UV exposure), RARE BLACK INTERIOR, bare metal
base ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent Plus "New" Type K
box with 2‑line English /French text to rectangular panel on striker
side.

£60 - £80



Lot 5272 - Matchbox Superfast 4 x 62d Chevrolet Corvette ‑ all
are pale grey interior ‑ (1) gloss black body with lime & burnt 
orange stripe tampo print, clear windows, silver painted base ‑
Excellent with some paint chips to nose in generally Excellent
"New" Type K box with 2‑line English/ French text to rectangular
panel on striker side (small tear to 1 end flap); (2) as (1) but bare
metal base ‑ Good Plus to Excellent in Good 1982 copyright
generic US issue box; (3) lemon yellow & burnt orange stripe
tampo print, glow windows, bare metal base ‑ Excellent unboxed;
(4) metallic red body with white stripe hood tampo print, clear 
windows, bare metal base ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed with some
marks to tampo print. (4)

£20 - £30

Lot 5273 - Matchbox Superfast 62d Chevrolet Corvette ‑ RARE
GLOSS BLACK BODY WITHOUT TAMPO PRINT, clear windows,
pale grey interior, bare metal base ‑ Excellent Plus with some 
factory paint flaws in Near Mint "New" Type K box with 2‑line 
English/French text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£60 - £80

Lot 5274 - Matchbox Superfast 62d Chevrolet Corvette ‑ gloss
black body, with lime & burnt orange stripe tampo print, glow 
windows, pale grey interior, silver painted base, 5‑CROWN
FRONT & REAR WHEELS ‑ Excellent with area of corrosion
around rear window in Excellent Plus "New" Type K box. RARE
FACTORY WHEEL ERROR.

£70 - £90

Lot 5275 - Matchbox Superfast 62d Chevrolet Corvette ‑ gloss
black body with lime & burnt orange stripe tampo print, glow 
windows, pale grey interior, silver painted base ‑ Excellent in 
Excellent a little creased Type K box without New but with 
English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£20 - £30

Lot 5276 - Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker
"Burmah" ‑ burnt orange Tractor Unit with purple windows, dark
red trailer chassis without rear hole, black double arrow design
axle clip, RARE BLUE TOP BURMAH LABELS BOTH FACING
FRONT ‑ Tractor unit is Near Mint, Trailer is Good Plus with 
heavily discoloured Labels & large factory paint flaw to top of tank,
in Excellent later period Type K box with 2‑line English/French
text to rectangular panel on striker side.

£30 - £40

Lot 5277 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 63b Freeway Gas Tanker
"Burmah" ‑ both are purple windows, labels facing front ‑ (1)
Lighter shade burnt orange Tractor Unit, light red trailer chassis
without rear hole, twin rivet axle clip ‑ Tractor unit is Excellent,
Trailer is only Good unboxed; (2) darker shade Tractor Unit, dark
red trailer chassis without rear hole, double arrow design axle clip
‑ Excellent (labels discoloured) in Good Plus a little creased later
period Type K box with 2‑line English/French text to rectangular
panel on striker side. (2)

£10 - £15



Lot 5278 - Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker
"Burmah" ‑ burnt orange Tractor unit with purple windows, BOTH
LABELS FACING REAR, dark red trailer chassis without rear
hole, black double arrow design axle clip ‑ Excellent (glue 
showing through labels which are discoloured) in Excellent later
period Type K box.

£10 - £20

Lot 5279 - Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker 
"Castrol" ‑ dark burnt orange tractor unit with purple windows, light
red trailer chassis without hole, twin rivet axle clip with double
arrow design ‑ Excellent (glue showing through labels which are
discoloured) in Near Mint later period Type K box.

£50 - £70

Lot 5280 - Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker Twin
Pack Issue ‑ dark olive green tractor unit & trailer tank with French
flag labels, purple windows, black plastic trailer chassis without
rear hole, black axle clip with double arrow design ‑ Excellent with
some wear to labels in Excellent Plus later period Type K box.

£40 - £50

Lot 5281 - Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker 
FACTORY COLOUR TRIAL ‑ grey tractor unit with purple 
windows, unusual khaki plastic grille & chassis, trailer has 
military green tank, black plastic chassis with rear hole, Maltese
cross wheels with black double arrow design axle clip ‑ tractor
unit is Near Mint, trailer is only Good with some play wear & 
damaged axle clip in Good type K box

£50 - £70

Lot 5282 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP‑14 containing (1)
16a Badger Military Radar Truck ‑ pale yellow radar scanner, dark
green windows, bare metal base with patent number, grey type 1
axle clip; (2) 63b Freeway Gas Tanker with purple windows, black
plastic trailer chassis without rear hole (glue showing through 
labels which are discoloured) ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with
marks to wheel hubs in Good Plus factory sealed blister pack.

£10 - £20

Lot 5283 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP‑17 Freeway Gas
Tanker & Trailer "Chevron" ‑ burnt orange Tractor Unit with purple
windows, dark red trailer chassis with rear hole, black parallel line
design axle clip ‑ Excellent Plus (glue starting to show through 
labels) in Fair stained factory sealed blister pack.

£10 - £15

Lot 5284 - Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker 
German Market issue "Aral" ‑ Light blue Tractor Unit with purple
windows, blue trailer chassis with rear hole, black double arrow
design axle clip ‑ Near Mint with usual factory assembly marks in
Good Plus 1976 copyright factory sealed blister pack.

£30 - £40



Lot 5285 - Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker "Shell"
‑ white Tractor Unit with RARE RED WINDOWS, lemon yellow
grille & chassis, lemon yellow Trailer chassis, RARE DARK 
YELLOW AXLE CLIP with parallel line design ‑ Excellent in 
Excellent Type K box.

£40 - £50

Lot 5286 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 63b Freeway Gas Tanker "Shell"
‑ both are white Tractor Unit with purple windows, lemon yellow grille
& chassis, parallel line design axle clip ‑ (1) lemon yellow trailer
chassis, RARE DARK YELLOW AXLE CLIP; (2) RARE DARKER
YELLOW TRAILER CHASSIS, black axle clip ‑ Good Plus to 
Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent Type K boxes. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 5287 - Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker "Exxon"
‑ RARE ISSUE WITH LEMON YELLOW TRACTOR UNIT &
TRAILER CHASSIS, purple windows, black parallel line axle clip
‑ Near Mint with a couple of factory assembly marks in Good Plus
1980 copyright factory sealed blister pack.

£40 - £50

Lot 5288 - Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker "Exxon"
‑ white tractor unit with purple windows, lemon yellow grille &
chassis, white trailer chassis with hole, black axle clip with 
parallel line design ‑ Excellent Plus in Good Plus Type K box.

£10 - £20

Lot 5289 - Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker "Exxon"
‑ white tractor unit with purple windows, black plastic grille & 
chassis, RARE 5‑SPOKE WHEELS ‑ Excellent to Near Mint in
Near Mint Type K box.

£40 - £50

Lot 5290 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 63b Freeway Gas Tanker ‑
both are purple windows ‑ (1) "Exxon"; (2) "BP Super" ‑ both are
Excellent in Good to Good Plus Type K boxes. (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 5291 - Matchbox Superfast 63b Freeway Gas Tanker "BP
Super" ‑ white tractor unit with purple windows, black plastic grille
& chassis, RARE 5‑SPOKE WHEELS ‑ Tractor unit is Excellent,
Trailer Excellent with discoloured labels in Excellent to Excellent
Plus Type K box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5292 - Matchbox Superfast 63c Ford 4x4 Open Back Truck ‑
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ red body,
clear windows, smooth roof roll bar, bare metal base which has
not been zinc plated ‑ Excellent with a couple of chips in Excellent
Plus Type L box.

£120 - £200



Lot 5293 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 63c Ford 4x4 Open Back
Truck ‑ all are red windows ‑ (1) orange body with dark orange
"FWD" racing number 24 tampo print, smooth roof roll bar, bare
metal base ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus Type L box;
(2) as (1) but base has dark "Gunmetal" effect ‑ Excellent 
unboxed; (3) yellow body with 4x4 racing number 24 tampo print,
textured roof roll bar, silver painted Lesney England base ‑ 
Excellent unboxed with a few tiny chips. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5294 - Matchbox Superfast 63c Ford 4x4 Open Back Truck ‑
orange body with dark orange "4x4" racing number 24 tampo
print, textured roof roll bar, bare metal base ‑ Near Mint in 
generally Excellent Type L box with small tear to 1 inner end flap.

£10 - £20

Lot 5295 - Matchbox Superfast 63c Ford 4x4 Open Back Truck ‑
both are orange body with dark orange "4x4" racing number 24
tampo print, textured roof roll bar ‑ (1) silver painted Lesney 
England base ‑ Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus Type L box;
(2) Made in Macau Transitional Issue with metallic silver‑grey
Macau base ‑ Excellent in Good Plus 1983 copyright yellow graph
paper box stamped "MB13 4x4 Dunes Racer". (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5296 - Matchbox Superfast 63d Dodge Challenger ‑ light
green body with dark green & white stripe racing number 2 tampo
print, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black "Galant Eterna"
Hong Kong base, small diameter 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Excellent Plus
with some chips to base & front bumper in Good Plus Type L box
with Matching Model Artwork (some staining to one striker side).

£20 - £30

Lot 5297 - Matchbox Superfast 63d Dodge Challenger ‑ light
green body with dark green & white stripe racing number 2 tampo
print, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black "Galant Eterna"
Hong Kong base, RARE MALTESE CROSS WHEELS ‑ Near
Mint with a few tiny chips in Good Type L box with repair to 1 end
flap tab.

£30 - £40

Lot 5298 - Matchbox Superfast 63d Dodge Challenger ‑ light
green body with dark green & black stripe racing number 2 tampo
print, clear windows, dark green interior, matt black "Dodge 
Challenger" Hong Kong base, large diameter 5‑Spoke wheels ‑
Excellent Plus in Fair "New" Type L box (box is very clean but
missing 1 inner end flap and also has tape repair to 1 end flap
tab).

£20 - £30

Lot 5299 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 63d Dodge Challenger ‑ both
are metallic green body, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black
"Galant Eterna" base, small diameter 5‑spoke wheels ‑ (1) with
red and pale yellow " Hot Points" tampo print ‑ Mint in Good Plus
1981 copyright US issue factory sealed blister pack; (2) without
tampo print ‑ Excellent with some factory assembly marks to right
hand side body in Fair 1981 copyright US issue blister pack 
(blister badly cracked but still factory sealed). (2)

£15 - £20



Lot 5300 - Matchbox Superfast 64c Fire Chief Car FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ metallic red body (same
colour as 24b Team Matchbox Racing Car), blue windows,
chrome interior, bare metal base which has not been zinc plated
and does not have front tow guide cast ‑ overall Good but please
note rear window badly damaged (see extra photo) in Excellent
1975 copyright "New" type J box.

£50 - £70

Lot 5301 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 64c Fire Chief Car ‑ all are red
body with fire shield labels, chrome interior, bare metal base (1)
brighter red shade body, blue windows; (2) darker shade red
body, blue windows; (3) darker shade red body, darker blue 
windows (considerably darker than usually associated with this
model) ‑ Excellent to Near Mint complete with a single "New" 1975
copyright type J box which is Mint. (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5302 - Matchbox Superfast 64c Fire Chief Car ‑ brighter red
body with fire shield labels, blue windows, chrome interior, bare
metal base, 5‑crown front & rear wheels ‑ Good with some play
wear & heavily discoloured labels in Excellent "New" 1975 
copyright type J box.  RARE FACTORY WHEEL ERROR.

£20 - £30

Lot 5303 - Matchbox Superfast 64c Fire Chief Car ‑ red body with
fire shield labels the shield of which does not have a black printed
outline, blue windows, chrome interior, bare metal base ‑ Mint in
Near Mint "New" 1978 copyright type J box with 2‑line
English/French text to striker side panel.  Rare late issue label
variation.

£20 - £30

Lot 5304 - Matchbox Superfast 64d Caterpillar D9 Bulldozer ‑ 
yellow body with tan plastic cab, bare metal engine & base with
"Caterpillar Tractor" text, yellow plastic blade, orange plastic
rollers with original & pliable black rubber tracks ‑ Near Mint with
a couple of minor factory assembly marks in Excellent "New" type
L box with matching model artwork & "Caterpillar D‑9 Tractor"
model description.  RARE EARLY ISSUE MODEL & MATCHING
BOX.

£30 - £40

Lot 5305 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 64d Caterpillar Bulldozer ‑
both are yellow body with tan plastic cab, yellow plastic blade,
bare metal engine & base with "Caterpillar D9 Tractor" text, 
original & pliable black plastic rollers (1) orange‑yellow plastic
rollers ‑ Near Mint with a couple of minor factory assembly marks
in Excellent "New" type L box with "Caterpillar Bulldozer" model
description; (2) dark yellow plastic rollers ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed
with some factory assembly damage to left hand front roller. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5306 - Matchbox Superfast 64d Caterpillar Bulldozer ‑ yellow
body with tan plastic cab, yellow plastic blade, bare metal engine
& base with "Caterpillar D9 Tractor" text, RARE LEMON YELLOW
PLASTIC ROLLERS with original & pliable black rubber tracks ‑
Mint in Near Mint "New" type L box with "Caterpillar Bulldozer"
model description.

£20 - £30



Lot 5307 - Matchbox Superfast 64d Caterpillar Bulldozer ‑ RARE
LEMON YELLOW BODY with tan plastic cab, yellow plastic
blade, bare metal engine & base with "Caterpillar D9 Tractor" text,
orange‑yellow plastic rollers ‑ Mint apart from a couple of minor
factory assembly marks in Excellent Plus to Near Mint "New" type
L box with "Caterpillar Bulldozer" model description.

£20 - £30

Lot 5308 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 64d Caterpillar Bulldozer ‑
both are yellow body with Caterpillar rear tampo print, yellow 
plastic blade, bare metal engine & base with "Caterpillar D9 
Tractor" text, orange‑yellow plastic rollers with original & pliable
black rubber tracks (1) tan plastic cab; (2) black plastic cab ‑ Near
Mint & Excellent Plus in Good & Good Plus "New" type L boxes
with "Caterpillar Bulldozer" model description. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5309 - Matchbox Superfast 65b Airport Coach ‑ FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ metallic dark blue body
(lighter shade), white plastic roof, light amber windows, pale 
yellow interior, bare metal smooth base with front recess but 
without raised detail either side of the base text, base has also
not been zinc plated ‑ Fair to Good play worn in Good creased
"New" type K box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5310 - Matchbox Superfast 65b Airport Coach "British 
Airways" ‑ metallic dark blue body (darker shade), left hand label
facing rear, right hand label facing front, dark amber windows, ivory
interior, bare metal base with front recess ‑ Excellent Plus with
some marks to left hand label in Good Plus 1978 copyright type K
box without "New" but with 2‑line English/French text to striker side
panel.  Rare variation with labels facing in opposite directions.

£20 - £30

Lot 5311 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 65b Airport Coach "British 
Airways" ‑ both are metallic dark blue body, labels facing rear,
pale yellow interior, bare metal base with front recess (1) clear
windows ‑ Excellent Plus with some usual distortion to glazing
unit in Excellent type K box without "New" but with 2‑line 
English/French text to striker side panel; (2) lighter shade body,
light amber windows ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed (right hand label
slightly faded).  (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 5312 - Matchbox Superfast 4 x 65b Airport Coach.  To include
2 x "Lufthansa" ‑ both are metallic dark blue body (darker shade)
with labels facing front, pale yellow interior, bare metal base with
front recess (1) light amber windows ‑ Near Mint in Good scuffed
type K box without "New" but with 2‑line English/French text to
striker side panel; (2) clear windows ‑ Fair to Good unboxed; 2 x
"Qantas" ‑ both are red body, light amber windows, pale yellow 
interior (1) silver painted base without front recess ‑ Near Mint in
Good clean but creased blue window box; (2) bare metal base
without front recess ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed with slight 
discolouration to plastic roof. (4)

£20 - £30

Lot 5313 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 65b Airport Coach "American
Airlines" ‑ both are metallic dark blue body (darker shade) with 
labels facing front, pale yellow interior, bare metal base with front
recess (1) dark amber windows ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus
a little creased type K box without "New" but with 2‑line 
English/French text to striker side panel; (2) rare clear windows ‑
Excellent to Excellent Plus with usual distortion to glazing, model
also has blue paint mark to windscreen. (2)

£10 - £20



Lot 5314 - Matchbox Superfast 65b Airport Coach "British 
Airways" ‑ metallic dark blue body (lighter shade), mid‑amber 
windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base without front 
recess which has not been zinc plated ‑ Excellent with paint mark
to rear of roof in Good Plus type K box without "New" but with
2‑line English/French text to striker side panel (small surface tear
to one end flap).  This is a factory pre‑production trial of the 
revised base casting.

£50 - £60

Lot 5315 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 65b Airport Coach Code 3
Promotional issue "York Inter‑state Fair 1888‑1981" (1) metallic
dark blue body, light amber windows, ivory interior, bare metal
base with front recess; (2) red body, dark amber windows, pale
yellow interior, bare metal base without front recess ‑ both are
generally Excellent with glue showing through labels which are
stained/discoloured in Good & Good Plus type K boxes without
"New" but with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panel. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5316 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 65b Airport Coach "British" ‑
both are non‑metallic dark blue body, light amber windows, pale
yellow interior, silver painted base without front recess (1) labels
facing rear ‑ Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent Plus type K
box without "New" but with English/French/Italian text to striker
side panel; (2) labels facing front ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed with
minor rub marks to left hand label. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5317 - Matchbox Superfast 65b Airport Coach "Qantas" ‑ red
body, dark amber windows, pale yellow interior, silver painted
base without front recess, 5‑ARCH WHEELS ‑ Good Plus with
faded & damaged labels, (plastic roof does not quite sit flush with
body) in Good Plus to Excellent type K box without "New" but with
English/French/Italian text to striker side panel.  RARE FACTORY
WHEEL ERROR.

£50 - £70

Lot 5318 - Matchbox Superfast 66b Mazda RX500 Streakers
Issue ‑ red body with lime green & white racing number 77 tampo
print, RARE PURPLE WINDOWS, chrome interior, white base,
5‑spoke wheels ‑ Excellent in Excellent Plus "New" type J box.

£60 - £80

Lot 5319 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66b Mazda RX500 Streakers
Issue ‑ both are red body with lime green & white racing number
77 tampo print, dark amber windows, chrome interior, white base,
5‑spoke wheels (1) standard production shade red body ‑ 
Excellent to Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips to base & around
rear radiator in Excellent "New" type J box; (2) slightly lighter
shade red body ‑ Excellent unboxed (again has some paint chips
to base & front suspension set at an angle by the factory).  (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 5320 - Matchbox Superfast 66b Mazda RX500 Streakers
Issue ‑ red body with lime green & white racing number 77 tampo
print, dark amber windows, chrome interior, white base, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ Excellent with some paint chips in Excellent Plus just a
little creased across one picture face "New" type J box with RARE
"NOT RECOMMENDED FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3" TEXT.

£40 - £50



Lot 5321 - Matchbox Superfast 66b Mazda RX500 Streakers
Issue ‑ red body with lime green & white tampo print, dark amber
windows, chrome interior, RARE BARE METAL BASE, 5‑arch
wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to leading edge
of nose & rear engine cover in Mint "New" type J box.

£100 - £130

Lot 5322 - Matchbox Superfast 66b Mazda RX500 Streakers
Issue ‑ red body with lime green & white racing number 77 tampo
print, dark amber windows, RARE PALE GREY INTERIOR, white
base, 5‑arch wheels apart from right hand rear wheel which is
dot‑dash ‑ Good Plus to Excellent (apart from tampo print flaws
model has small crack to windscreen, base also has factory 
casting/paint flaws to right hand side sill section where it meets
the body ‑ see extra photo) in Excellent "New" type J box.  RARE
FACTORY WHEEL ERROR COMBINED WITH RARE PALE
GREY INTERIOR POSSIBLY UNIQUE?

£70 - £100

Lot 5323 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66b Mazda RX500 ‑ both are
dark green body with light green & yellow racing number 66
tampo print, dark amber windows, chrome interior, Hong Kong
base, 5‑arch wheels (1) metallic silver base; (2) metallic
silver‑grey base ‑ Excellent Plus & Near Mint in generally Good
"New" type L boxes with damage to end flap tabs. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5324 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66c Ford Transit Pick‑up ‑
both are dark orange body (shade difference between models),
turquoise green windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal base
(1) light tan load ‑ Near Mint with tiny pin size chip to cab roof in
Good "New" type K box with model illustration to both striker
sides; (2) dark tan load ‑ Mint in Good creased 1976 copyright
factory sealed blister pack with French text to top right corner of
backing card & Woolworths UK price label.  (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 5325 - Matchbox Superfast 66c Ford Transit Pick‑up Truck ‑
dark orange body, RARE DARK AMBER WINDOWS, pale yellow
interior, bare metal base, dark tan plastic load ‑ Mint apart from
usual factory casting flaws to edge of roof in Excellent Plus "New"
type K box illustrating model on both striker sides.

£20 - £30

Lot 5326 - Matchbox Superfast 66c Ford Transit Pick‑up ‑ dark 
orange body, turquoise green windows, RARE TAN INTERIOR,
bare metal base ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus with some old 
rubber band residue to left hand side of drop side body & base in
Fair worn/torn but still complete "New" type K box with 2‑line 
English/French text to striker side panel.

£20 - £30

Lot 5327 - Matchbox Superfast 66c Ford Transit Pick‑up Truck ‑
dark orange body, RARE DARK AMBER WINDOWS, RARE
OLIVE GREEN INTERIOR, bare metal base, dark tan plastic load,
dot‑dash wheels the front  pair of which have the dots hot foil
printed resulting in a 5‑spoke style of wheel, left hand rear wheel
also has a couple of the dots hot foil printed ‑ Excellent Plus with a
couple of chips to left hand rear side cab in Near Mint to Mint "New"
type K box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panel.

£50 - £70



Lot 5328 - Matchbox Superfast 66c Ford Transit Pick‑up Truck ‑
dark orange body, turquoise green windows, RARE OLIVE
GREEN INTERIOR, bare metal base, dark tan load ‑ Excellent
with a couple of chips to cab roof & rear tailgate in Excellent Plus
to Near Mint "New" type K box with 2‑line English/French text to
striker side panel.

£30 - £40

Lot 5329 - Matchbox Superfast 66c Ford Transit Pick‑up Truck ‑
light orange body, turquoise green windows, pale yellow interior,
RARE GLOSS BLACK BASE, dark tan load, dot‑dash wheels 3
of which have some of the dots hot foil printed resulting in a 
hybrid wheel pattern ‑ Good Plus with a number of paint chips
particularly to right hand side of body in Good Plus to Excellent in
correct late issue type K box with New but with
English/French/Italian text to striker side panel (box clean but
does have small tear to one corner).

£20 - £30

Lot 5330 - Matchbox Superfast 66d Tyrone Malone Superboss
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ white body
without tampo print, black plastic rear wing, dark green windows,
chrome Lesney England base, 5‑crown front & dot‑dash rear
wheels ‑ Excellent with some paint chips to cab roof in Good Plus
to Excellent type L box without New.

£80 - £100

Lot 5331 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66d Tyrone Malone 
Superboss ‑ both are white body with blue & red stripe tampo
print, ivory plastic rear wing, dark green windows, chrome Lesney
England base, 5‑crown front & dot‑dash rear wheels (1) solid blue
oval door tampo print; (2) "Bandag" blue oval cab door tampo print
‑ both Near Mint with usual factory tampo print flaws in Fair to
Good type L boxes without New.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5332 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66d Tyrone Malone 
Superboss ‑ both are white body with blue & red tampo print, with
solid blue door ovals, dark green windows, chrome Lesney 
England base, RARE DOT‑DASH FRONT & REAR WHEELS (1)
plain white plastic rear wing ‑ overall Near Mint but does have
slightly thin factory paint finish & couple of tiny chips to right hand
front wing in generally Excellent type L box without New; (2) ivory
plastic rear wing with blue tampo print only (does not have the
red stripe tampo print applied) ‑ Mint apart from usual minor 
factory assembly & tampo print flaws in Fair to Good creased but
still factory sealed 1980 copyright blister pack.  (2)

£50 - £60

Lot 5333 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66d Tyrone Malone 
Superboss ‑ both are white body with red & blue tampo print 
including solid blue door ovals, plain ivory plastic rear wing 
without tampo print, chrome Lesney England base, 5‑crown front
& dot‑dash rear wheels (1) with "Detroit Diesel" cab roof tampo
print ‑ overall Excellent but does have considerable chrome loss
to grille & front bumper in Good type L box without New; (2) 
without "Detroit Diesel" cab roof tampo print (slightly thin factory
paint finish) ‑ Near Mint unboxed.  (2)

£10 - £20



Lot 5334 - Matchbox Superfast 66d Tyrone Malone Superboss ‑
white body with blue & red "Detroit Diesel" tampo print, ivory 
plastic rear wing without tampo print, dark green windows,
chrome Lesney England base, 5‑crown front wheels, RARE
5‑ARCH REAR WHEELS ‑ Excellent Plus with rub marks to the
"Superboss" hood tampo print in Excellent type L box without
New.

£30 - £40

Lot 5335 - Matchbox Superfast 66d Tyrone Malone Superboss ‑
white body with red & blue "Detroit Diesel" tampo print, ivory 
plastic rear wing without tampo print, RARE RED WINDOWS,
chrome Lesney England base, 5‑crown front wheels, RARE
5‑ARCH REAR WHEELS ‑ Excellent Plus with a few tiny pin size
chips in Excellent type L box without New.

£40 - £50

Lot 5336 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 66d Tyrone Malone 
Superboss ‑ both are white body with red & blue "Detroit Diesel"
tampo print, dark green windows, dot‑dash rear wheels (1) made
in Macau transitional issue ‑ white plastic rear wing with "Tyrone
Malone" tampo print but without the red & blue stripe tampo print,
wide profile 5‑crown front wheels, chrome Macau base ‑ Excellent
in generally Excellent type L box without New; (2) dark ivory 
plastic rear wing with red & blue stripe Tyrone Malone tampo print,
narrow profile 5‑crown front wheels, chrome China base ‑ Near
Mint unboxed.  (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 5337 - Matchbox Superfast 66d Tyrone Malone Superboss ‑
plain white body without tampo print, white plastic rear wing 
without tampo print, dark green windows, white plastic grille &
China base, narrow profile 5‑crown front wheels, dot‑dash rear
wheels ‑ Excellent with large chip to left hand front wing in Good
Plus type L box without New.

£20 - £30

Lot 5338 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 65c Tyrone Malone Bandag
Bandit ‑ all are gloss black body with lime green & white tampo
print, black plastic wing, dark green windows, chrome Lesney
England base (1) silver double stripe rear wing tampo print, RARE
DOT‑DASH FRONT & REAR WHEELS ‑ overall Near Mint but
does have some tampo print flaws to hood & roof in Good Plus
type L box for 66d Tyrone Malone Superboss; (2) as (1) but 
single silver stripe rear wing tampo print ‑ Excellent with tampo
print loss to rear wing & chrome loss to radiator grille & front
bumper in Fair to Good worn 1982 copyright generic US issue
box for No.66d Tyrone Malone Superboss; (3) double silver stripe
rear wing tampo print, 5‑crown front & dot‑dash rear wheels ‑
Near Mint with usual factory tampo print flaws in Good Plus 1982
copyright generic US issue box correctly stamped Tyrone Malone
Bandag Bandit.  (3)

£40 - £50

Lot 5339 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 65c Tyrone Malone Bandag
Bandit made in Macau transitional issue ‑ both are gloss black
body with lemon yellow & white "Detroit Diesel" tampo print, black
plastic rear wing, chrome Macau base, 5‑crown front & dot‑dash
rear wheels (1) double silver stripe rear wing tampo print ‑ 
Excellent Plus unboxed with some slight chrome loss to front
bumper; (2) rear wing has silver Tyrone Malone tampo print only
without the silver stripes ‑ Excellent Plus with some chrome loss
to front bumper in generally Excellent 1983 copyright yellow graph
paper box correctly stamped Tyrone Malone Bandag Bandit.  (2)

£10 - £20



Lot 5340 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 67b Ford Capri Hot Rocker ‑
both are metallic lime green body, clear windows, ivory interior,
bare metal base with Pat App number (1) lighter shade body, base
without axle braces ‑ Excellent Plus with some chrome loss to 
engine air intake in Excellent type J box with matching model 
artwork; (2) darker shade green body, base with thin axle braces,
right hand front wheel has wide rather than narrow black slots ‑
Mint apart from a couple of minor factory assembly marks in Fair
to Good creased 1972 copyright rare Rola‑matics factory sealed
blister pack (rear of card stained).  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5341 - Matchbox Superfast 67b Ford Capri Hot Rocker ‑
RARE METALLIC JADE GREEN BODY, clear windows, ivory 
interior, bare metal base with Pat App number & thin axle braces
‑ Excellent (body virtually unmarked but unfortunately there is
some chrome loss to engine) in Mint type J box with matching
model artwork.

£50 - £70

Lot 5342 - Matchbox Superfast 67b Ford Capri Hot Rocker MADE
IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ pink body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare
metal base Lesney England base with Pat App number & thin axle
braces ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of chips to trunk & chrome
loss to engine air intake in Mint type J box. Stunning colour 
variation.

£400 - £500

Lot 5343 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 67b Ford Capri Hot Rocker ‑
both are burnt orange body, clear windows, ivory interior, bare
metal base with patent number & thin axle braces (1) lighter
shade body ‑ Excellent Plus with chrome loss to engine air intake
in Excellent Plus type J box; (2) darker shade body ‑ Mint apart
from usual minor factory assembly mark to engine air intake in
Good Plus factory sealed US issue Rola‑matics blister pack with
a couple of minor dents to bubble. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 5344 - Matchbox Superfast 67c Datsun 260Z FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ metallic red body, clear
windows, dark yellow interior, matt black base with incomplete
copyright date & without model number cast, dot‑dash wheels ‑
Excellent with some paint chips a couple of which on the front
wing have been lightly touched in & thin factory paint finish to right
hand side of body (see extra photos) in generally Near Mint "New"
type K box illustrating model on both striker sides.

£150 - £200

Lot 5345 - Matchbox Superfast 67c Datsun 260Z ‑ metallic 
magenta body, clear windows, RARE LEMON YELLOW 
INTERIOR, matt black base ‑ Good Plus with some light play
wear including scratches to hood & roof in Excellent Plus "New"
type K box WITH MATCHING MODEL ARTWORK & illustrating
model on both striker sides.

£50 - £60

Lot 5346 - Matchbox Superfast 67c Datsun 260Z ‑ metallic 
magenta body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, RARE
GRAPHITE GREY BASE ‑ Excellent with small scratch & rub
mark to roof along with further small scratch to base (see extra
photo) in Near Mint "New" type K box illustrating model on both
striker sides.

£30 - £40



Lot 5347 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 67c Datsun 260Z ‑ both are
metallic magenta body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, matt
black base (1) darker more purple shade body; (2) lighter shade
body ‑ both are Excellent with some tiny chips to front & rear
bumpers along with usual distortion to glazing units, in Excellent
Plus "New" type K box with 2‑line English/French text to striker
side panel. (2)

£15 - £20

Lot 5348 - Matchbox Superfast 67c Datsun 260Z ‑ metallic blue
body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, matt black base ‑ Mint
"New" type K box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side
panel.

£20 - £30

Lot 5349 - Matchbox Superfast 67c Datsun 260Z ‑ metallic blue
body, clear windows, red interior, RARE METALLIC DARK 
CHARCOAL GREY BASE ‑ Excellent with usual chips to front &
rear bumpers along with scratch to rear corner of roof in Near Mint
"New" type K box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side
panel.

£30 - £40

Lot 5350 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 67c Datsun 260Z ‑ both are
metallic silver body, clear windows, red interior (1) RARE
GRAPHITE GREY BASE ‑ Excellent with factory paint flaws to
hood, factory assembly marks to inside of glazing unit & factory
paint flaw to base, axles have been factory finished a little longer
than normal in Good Plus to Excellent clean but a little creased
"New" type K box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side
panel; (2) gloss black base ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed with a 
couple of chips to front & rear bumpers. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5351 - Matchbox Superfast 67c Datsun 260Z ‑ metallic silver
body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, RARE GRAPHITE
GREY BASE ‑ Excellent with some scratches to roof & factory
paint flaw to base in generally Near Mint "New" type K box with
minor mark to one picture face.

£20 - £30

Lot 5352 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 67c Datsun 260Z ‑ both are
metallic silver body, white interior (1) clear windows, burnt orange
& black tampo print, dark charcoal grey base ‑ overall Excellent
(scratch to rear of roof & suspension collapsed on one side 
causing model to lean over to the left) in Excellent "New" type K
box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panel; (2) 
windows have slight smoke grey tint, red & black tampo print, matt
black base ‑ Near Mint with usual factory tampo print flaws & 
couple of tiny chips to rear bumper in generally Excellent "New"
type K box with English/French/Italian text to striker side panel
(box very clean but unfortunately is sun faded on one picture
face). (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 5353 - Matchbox Superfast 67c Datsun 260Z Twin Pack issue
‑ metallic silver body with cast shut doors, clear windows, black 
interior, gloss black Matchbox International England base ‑ Good
Plus to Excellent with a number of paint chips to bumpers and
front & rear spoilers in Excellent Plus "New" type K box with 2‑line
English/French text to striker side panel.

£20 - £30



Lot 5354 - Matchbox Superfast 67c Datsun 260Z Twin Pack issue
‑ metallic silver body with cast shut doors, clear windows, black 
interior, RARE SILVER PAINTED MATCHBOX INTERNATIONAL
ENGLAND BASE ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny pin size
chips to roof & left hand front wing in Mint "New" type K box with
2‑line English/French text to striker side panel.

£50 - £70

Lot 5355 - Matchbox Superfast twin pack TP‑107 containing (1)
67c Datsun 260Z ‑ metallic silver body with cast shut doors,
two‑tone blue & dark navy blue hood roof & side tampo print, clear
windows, black interior, gloss black Matchbox International 
England base; (2) 31c Caravan ‑ white body with burnt orange &
brown "Mobile 500" tampo print, dark amber windows, ivory 
interior, dark chocolate brown plastic opening door, gloss black
Matchbox International England base ‑ Near Mint to Mint with
usual minor factory assembly marks in Good creased factory
sealed 1983 copyright blister pack.

£40 - £50

Lot 5356 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 68b Cosmobile ‑ both are
metallic Kingfisher blue body, dark amber windows, chrome 
interior, lemon yellow base (1) lighter shade body ‑ Near Mint 
unboxed; (2) darker shade body ‑ Near Mint in Good Plus a little
scuffed "New" type J box.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5357 - Matchbox Superfast 68b Cosmobile ‑ metallic 
Kingfisher blue body, dark amber windows, chrome interior, lemon
yellow base, RARE 5‑ARCH FRONT & REAR WHEELS ‑ 
Excellent (chrome loss to plated parts & paint loss to rear edge of
base) in Good Plus "New" type J box. RARE FACTORY WHEEL
ERROR.

£50 - £60

Lot 5358 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 68b Cosmobile ‑ all are 
metallic red body, dark amber windows, tan base (1) unusual
chrome plate engine air intakes which have a predominately 
silver rather than chrome effect, white interior ‑ Excellent Plus with
slight chrome loss to air intakes in Good Plus a little creased &
scuffed "New" type J box WITH FRENCH TEXT TO ONE 
PICTURE FACE; (2) very subtle slightly lighter shade body,
chrome plated engine air intake, white interior ‑ Excellent Plus 
unboxed with a few tiny chips; (3) chrome interior ‑ Excellent 
unboxed with some paint loss to base.  (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5359 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 68b Cosmobile ‑ both are
metallic avocado green body, purple windows, matt black base
which was originally tan but over sprayed by the factory before
assembly (see extra base photos) (1) white interior ‑ Excellent
with crack to windscreen in Fair to Good worn "New" type J box
WITH FRENCH TEXT TO ONE PICTURE FACE; (2) chrome 
interior ‑ Excellent unboxed with chrome loss to engine air 
intakes.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5360 - Matchbox Superfast 68b Cosmobile ‑ metallic avocado
green body, RARE DARK AMBER WINDOWS, chrome interior,
matt black base ‑ overall Good Plus to Excellent with thin factory
paint finish to left hand side of body & paint chips to base in 
Excellent "New" type J box.

£30 - £40



Lot 5361 - Matchbox Superfast 68b Cosmobile ‑ metallic darker
blue body, purple windows, chrome interior, matt black base ‑
overall Excellent but does have some paint chips to base and rear
axle bent out of shape in Excellent "New" type J box.

£50 - £60

Lot 5362 - Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van ‑ factory
Pre‑production trial model ‑ bare metal body, blue windows, bare
metal base with factory hand punched rivet ‑ Excellent (minor
crack to windscreen) in Good "New" type K box with 2‑line 
English/French text to striker side panel.

£60 - £80

Lot 5363 - Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van ‑ orange body
with blue & red stripe tampo print, blue windows, bare metal base
‑ Near Mint with usual minor factory tampo print flaws & minor
factory casting flaw to leading edge of roof in Excellent "New" type
K box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panel and
matching model artwork.

£30 - £40

Lot 5364 - Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van ‑ orange body
with blue & red stripe tampo print, RARE PREDOMINATELY
CLEAR WINDOWS WHICH HAVE SLIGHT SMOKE GREY TINT,
bare metal base ‑ Excellent with a few chips to roof & rub marks
to left hand side tampo print in Good Plus to Excellent a little
scuffed "New" type K box with 2‑line English/French text to striker
side panel.

£30 - £40

Lot 5365 - Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van ‑ orange body
with blue & white stripe tampo print, blue windows, bare metal
base ‑ Excellent Plus with rub marks to right hand side blue stripe
tampo print (see extra photo) in Good Plus "New" type K box with
2‑line English/French text to striker side panel.

£10 - £20

Lot 5366 - Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van ‑ orange body
with red & black stripe tampo print, blue windows, bare metal base
‑ Excellent with some paint chips to edge of roof & right hand rear
wheelarch in Good German market pictorial window box.

£10 - £20

Lot 5367 - Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van ‑ orange body
with red & black stripe tampo print, RARE RED WINDOWS, bare
metal base ‑ Mint in Fair but still factory sealed 1980 copyright
US issue blister pack.

£40 - £50

Lot 5368 - Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van Code 2 issue
"Aspects & Images" ‑ orange body, with black stripe, blue 
windows, bare metal base ‑ Excellent Plus with faint scratch &
couple of tiny pin size chips to roof in Excellent Plus "New" type
K box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panel, this
panel also has correct gold "Aspects & Images Don Macenzie"
label (see extra photo).

£30 - £40



Lot 5369 - Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van ‑ orange body
with "Matchbox Collectors Club" labels, blue windows, bare metal
base ‑ overall Near Mint with minor crease to right hand label in
Good Plus type K box without New but with English/French/
Italian text to striker side panel.

£20 - £30

Lot 5370 - Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van German 
market issue ‑ white body with blue "Adidas" tampo print, blue
windows ‑ Near Mint with minor factory casting flaw to left hand
front corner of roof in Excellent Plus type K box without New but
with English/French/Italian text to striker side panel.

£30 - £40

Lot 5371 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 68c Chevrolet Van ‑ all are
blue windows, bare metal base (1) white body with blue & red
"USA‑1" tampo print ‑ Mint apart from usual minor factory 
assembly marks in Good Plus factory sealed 1980 copyright US
issue blister pack; (2) green body with yellow & black "Chevy"
tampo print ‑ Near Mint unboxed; (3) green body with brown &
black "Chevy" tampo print ‑ Good Plus (body virtually unmarked
but unfortunately wheels are quite heavily worn from play).  (3)

£10 - £20

Lot 5372 - Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van Australian
Market Issue ‑ yellow body with "Collect Exciting Matchbox 
Models" tampo print, light blue windows, bare metal base ‑ Good
Plus with some small paint chips in Good type K box without new
but with English/French/Italian text to striker side panel.

£10 - £15

Lot 5373 - Matchbox Superfast 68c Chevrolet Van ‑ plain orange
body without tampo print, blue windows, bare metal base ‑ Mint
apart from a couple of minor assembly marks in Fair, clean but
creased 1983 copyright blister pack stamped for 44d 4x4 Chevy
Van.

£30 - £40

Lot 5374 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 69b Turbo Fury ‑ both are
metallic red body (very slight shade difference between models)
with racing number 86 nose label, clear windows, gloss black
base with Pat App number; (1) Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin
size factory assembly paint chips to rear of base in Fair worn &
stained but still complete later period type J box; (2) Excellent
Plus with some paint chips to base over front axle. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 5375 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 69b Turbo Fury ‑ both are
metallic red body (slight shade difference between models) with
racing number 69 nose label, clear windscreen, gloss black base;
(1) slightly darker shade body, base with patent number ‑ 
Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to rear upper edge of
body in Excellent clean but a little creased on one striker side type
J box, WITH FRENCH TEXT TO ONE PICTURE FACE; (2)
slightly lighter shade body, base with Pat App number ‑ Excellent
with paint chips to rear edge of base. (2)

£30 - £40



Lot 5376 - Matchbox Superfast 69b Turbo Fury ‑ metallic red
body, WITH RARE SCORPION NOSE LABEL, clear windscreen,
gloss black base with Pat App number ‑ Excellent with 
considerable paint loss to rear edge of base in Excellent later 
vperiod type J box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5377 - Matchbox Superfast 69b Turbo Fury ‑ metallic red
body, with racing number 69 nose label, clear windscreen, rare
dark charcoal grey base with patent number (not black) ‑ Near
Mint with tiny chip to top of right hand front wing in Near Mint to
Mint type J box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5378 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 69c Armoured Security Truck
‑ both are "732‑2031" front wing tampo print, white plastic roof,
light blue windows, silver painted base, 5‑crown wheels (1) darker
red body, base has low text; (2) brighter red body, base has high
text ‑ Near Mint & Excellent Plus complete with a single Good
clean but creased "New" type K box with 2‑line English/French
text to striker side panel. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5379 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 69c Armoured Security Truck
‑ both are red body with "QZ‑2031" front wing tampo print (shade
difference between models), light blue windows, 5‑crown wheels
(1) darker shade red body with white plastic roof, silver painted
base with low text ‑ Excellent with a couple of scratches to roof in
Good "New" type K box with English/French text to striker side
panel; (2) brighter shade red body with RARE IVORY PLASTIC
ROOF (does not appear to be sun UV discoloured), silver painted
base with high text ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny factory 
assembly paint chips in Fair but still factory sealed 1978 
copyright Canadian issue blister pack interestingly stamped
Model Number 69/5. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5380 - Matchbox Superfast 69c Armoured Security Truck ‑
brighter shade red body with "732‑2031" front wing tampo print,
white plastic roof, RARE DARK BLUE WINDOWS, metallic silver
base with low text, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Excellent to Excellent Plus
with rub marks to wing tampo print & some slight discolouration
to plastic roof, in Excellent "New" type K box with 2‑line 
English/French text to striker side panel (box exceptionally clean
& crisp but one picture face unfortunately sun faded).

£20 - £30

Lot 5381 - Matchbox Superfast 69c Armoured Security Truck ‑
red body without tampo print, white plastic roof, light blue 
windows, silver painted base with low text, 5‑crown wheels ‑ 
Excellent with a few tiny chips to left hand side wings & rear
bumper in Excellent "New" type K box with 2‑line English/French
text to striker side panel (box clean & crisp but creased along one
striker side).

£50 - £70

Lot 5382 - Matchbox Superfast 69c Armoured Security Truck
MADE IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ lemon yellow body, white plastic roof,
light blue windows, silver painted Lesney England base with high
text, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Fair play worn in Fair to Good type K box
without "New" but with English/French/Italian text to striker side
panel.

£60 - £80



Lot 5383 - Matchbox Superfast 69c Armoured Security Truck 
German market issue ‑ dark green body with "Dresdner Bank"
tampo print, white plastic roof, mid‑blue windows, silver painted
base with low text, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus type
K box without "New" but with English/French/Italian text to striker
side panel.  Nice example.

£30 - £40

Lot 5384 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 70c Self Propelled Gun ‑ both
are military green body & base, black plastic rollers (1) lighter
shade body, RARE ORIGINAL & PLIABLE LIGHT TAN TRACKS
(see extra photo) ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Excellent "New" 1st type
K box; (2) darker shade body, original & pliable standard 
production issue dark tan rubber tracks ‑ Excellent Plus (factory
paint flaws to base) in Good "New" 1st type K box. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5385 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 70c Self Propelled Gun ‑ both
are military green body & base, black plastic rollers with original
dark tan rubber tracks ‑ both are Near Mint to Mint (1) in Good 
factory sealed rare 1974 copyright "Rola‑matics" blister pack
(some damp staining to backing card); (2) in Fair creased & split
but still factory sealed 1978 copyright Canadian issue blister pack
without the model number or description stamped. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5386 - Matchbox Superfast 70c Self Propelled Gun ‑ military
green body & base, black plastic rollers with RARE ORIGINAL &
PLIABLE BLACK RUBBER TRACKS ‑ Mint apart from a couple
of usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent "New" 2nd
type K box with English/French text to striker side panel & 
matching model artwork.

£30 - £40

Lot 5387 - Matchbox Superfast 70c Self Propelled Gun MADE IN
BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ military green body, tan base which has been
over‑stamped "FAB Z.F. MANAUS", black plastic rollers with 
original & pliable but a little discoloured dark tan rubber tracks ‑
Good to Good Plus with some light play wear in Excellent "New"
2nd type K box with English/French text to striker side panel.

£60 - £80

Lot 5388 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 70d Ferrari 308 GTB ‑ both
are clear windows, black interior, 5‑arch wheels (1) darker shade
burnt orange body & base; (2) lighter shade burnt orange body &
base ‑ both Near Mint to Mint in Excellent Plus & Near Mint "New"
type L boxes with English/French/Italian text to striker side panel.
Superb examples. (2)

£60 - £70

Lot 5389 - Matchbox Superfast 70d Ferrari 308 GTB ‑ lighter
shade burnt orange body & base with black "Ferrari" door tampo
print, clear windows, black interior, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Good Plus
with some light play wear in Good in Good Plus "New" type L box
with English/French/Italian text to striker side panel.

£10 - £20



Lot 5390 - Matchbox Superfast 70d Ferrari 308 GTB ‑ mid‑burnt
orange body with black Ferrari prancing horse hood tampo print,
clear windows, black interior, light burnt orange base with black
"Ferrari" door tampo print ‑ Excellent Plus in Good "New" type L
box with English/French/Italian text to striker side panel (box
creased with hole punched to one end flap).

£20 - £30

Lot 5391 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 70d Ferrari 308 GTB ‑ both
are Made in Macau transitional issue ‑ both are brick red body
with black Ferrari prancing horse hood tampo print, clear 
windows, black interior, metallic silver Macau base with black 
Ferrari door tampo print (1) 5‑arch wheels ‑ Mint in Fair creased
but still factory sealed 1983 copyright blister pack; (2) RARE
5‑SPOKE WHEELS ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size 
factory assembly paint chips in Fair to Good blue window box. (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 5392 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 71c Dodge Cattle Truck ‑ both
are dark yellow plastic stake body, black cattle attached to sprue,
5‑crown wheels ; (1) metallic bronze cab & chassis without rear
tow hook cut‑out, dark green windows, bare metal base ‑ Mint in
Mint "New" 1976 copyright type K box; (2) RARE METALLIC
DARK BRONZE CAB & CHASSIS, with rear tow hook cut‑out,
RARE TURQUOISE GREEN WINDOWS, silver painted base ‑
Excellent (crack to right hand cab door window) in Good Plus, a
little creased with small tear to one inner end flap type K box 
without "New" but with 2‑line English/French text to striker side
panel. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 5393 - Matchbox Superfast 71c Dodge Cattle Truck ‑ MADE
IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ orange cab & chassis, without rear tow hook
cut‑outs, dark green windows, dark yellow stake body complete
with black cattle removed from sprue, bare metal base with light
blue plastic "FAB Z.F. MANAUS" tab, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Good Plus
with some light play wear & base tab incomplete (see extra photo)
in Good Plus "New" 1976 copyright type K box with small tear to
one inner end flap.

£100 - £150

Lot 5394 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 71c Dodge Cattle Truck ‑ all
are dark yellow plastic stake body complete with black cattle 
attached to sprue, silver painted base, 5‑crown wheels (1) 
metallic bronze cab & chassis with rear tow bar cut‑out, dark blue
windows ‑ Near Mint unboxed with some factory paint flaws to
cab roof; (2) metallic bronze cab & chassis with rear tow hook
cut‑outs, RARE PURPLE WINDOWS ‑ Near Mint with tiny factory
assembly paint chip to right hand front wheelarch in Excellent
Plus 1978 copyright type K box without "New" but with 2‑line 
English/French text to striker side panel; (3) RARE LIGHT
METALLIC BRONZE CAB & CHASSIS WITH REAR TOW HOOK
CUT‑OUTS, dark blue windows ‑ Near Mint with minor factory
paint flaw to rear of cab roof in Near Mint 1978 copyright type K
box without "New" but with 2‑line English/French text to striker
side panel. (3)

£50 - £60

Lot 5395 - Matchbox Superfast Twin Pack TP‑19 containing (1)
71c Dodge Cattle Truck ‑ red cab & chassis with black plastic tow
bar, dark blue windows, cream plastic stake body complete with
black cattle attached to sprue, silver painted base, 5‑crown
wheels; (2) matching Trailer with one cow removed from sprue &
loose within blister ‑ Truck is Mint, Trailer only Good Plus with
damaged stake body in Good factory sealed blister pack.

£10 - £20



Lot 5396 - Matchbox Superfast 71c Dodge Cattle Truck Twin
Pack issue ‑ red cab & chassis with black plastic tow bar, RARE
DARK AMBER WINDOWS, dark yellow plastic stake body 
complete with black cattle attached to sprue, silver painted base,
5‑crown wheels ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny chips to front
bumper in Good type K box without "New" but with
English/French/Italian text to striker side panel along with 
matching Trailer ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5397 - Matchbox Superfast 71c Dodge Cattle Truck ‑ red cab
& chassis with rear tow bar cut‑outs, RARE PURPLE WINDOWS,
dark orange‑yellow plastic stake body complete with black cattle
attached to sprue, silver painted base, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Excellent
with crack to windscreen in generally Excellent 1978 copyright
type K box without "New" but with 4‑line English/French text to
striker side panel (does have a couple of minor small tears to end
flaps).

£20 - £30

Lot 5398 - Matchbox Superfast 71c Dodge Cattle Truck Twin
Pack issue ‑ red cab & chassis with black plastic tow hook, RARE
RED WINDOWS, yellow plastic stake body, complete with brown
plastic cattle removed from sprue, silver painted base, 5‑crown
wheels ‑ Good Plus with some light play wear in Good to Good
Plus 1978 copyright type K box without "New" but with 4‑line 
English/French text to striker side panel.

£10 - £20

Lot 5399 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 71c Dodge Cattle Truck ‑ both
are metallic emerald green cab & chassis with rear tow hook
cut‑outs (very slight shade variation between models), dark yellow
plastic stake body complete with light brown cattle attached to
sprue, silver painted base, 5‑crown wheels (1) dark blue windows
‑ Near Mint with chip to front bumper in Near Mint to Mint 1978
copyright type K box without "New" but with 4‑line English/French
text to striker side panel; (2) dark amber windows ‑ Excellent Plus
with factory assembly scratch to windscreen in Excellent 1978
copyright type K box with 4‑line English/French text to striker side
panel. (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 5400 - Matchbox Superfast 71c Dodge Cattle Truck ‑ 
metallic jade green cab & chassis with rear tow hook cut‑outs,
dark amber windows, cream stake body complete with black 
cattle attached to sprue, silver painted base, 5‑crown wheels ‑
overall Near Mint but does have a couple of tiny factory 
assembly paint chips to base in Near Mint to Mint 1978 copyright
type K box without "New" but with 4‑line English/French text to
striker side panel.

£20 - £30

Lot 5401 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 71c Dodge Cattle Truck ‑ all
are yellow cab & chassis with rear tow hook cut‑out, red windows,
dark chocolate brown stake body, 5‑crown wheels (1) cab without
headlamp cut‑outs, silver painted base, light tan cattle removed
from sprue ‑ Excellent unboxed with a couple of tiny chips/paint
flaws to cab roof & rear of base bent out of shape during factory
assembly; (2) cab with headlamp cut‑outs, bare metal Lesney
England base, complete with light tan cattle removed from sprue
‑ Near Mint with a couple of minor factory paint flaws to cab roof
in Good creased & a little stained 1978 copyright type K box 
without New but with English/French/Italian text to striker side
panel; (3) cab with headlamp cut‑outs, gloss black Lesney 
England base, complete with brown cattle attached to sprue ‑ Mint
in Good Plus a little stained 1978 copyright type K box without
New but English/French/Italian text to striker side panel.  (3)

£40 - £50



Lot 5402 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 71c Dodge Cattle Truck ‑ both
are yellow cab & chassis with headlamp & rear tow hook cut‑outs,
brown plastic stake body complete with light tan cattle attached to
sprue, gloss black Lesney England base, 5‑crown wheels (1) light
amber windows ‑ Excellent with factory assembly marks to cab
roof in Good Plus a little stained 1978 copyright type K box 
without New but with English/French/Italian text to striker side
panel; (2) red windows ‑ Excellent with a few tiny chips in Good
Plus clean but creased at one end 1978 copyright type K box 
without New but with English/French/Italian text to striker side
panel.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5403 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 71c Dodge Cattle Truck ‑ both
are yellow cab & chassis with headlamp & rear tow hook cut‑outs,
red windows, dark chocolate brown plastic stake body complete
with light tan cattle attached to sprue (1) gloss black Lesney 
England base "RARE 5‑ARCH WHEELS" ‑ Excellent Plus with a
couple of usual factory assembly marks/paint flaws to cab roof in
Good Plus blue window box; (2) transitional gloss black made in
Macau base, 5‑crown wheels ‑ Near Mint with usual factory paint
flaws to cab roof & factory hot foil printing errors to both rear
wheels in Good Plus blue window box.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5404 - Matchbox Superfast 71d 1962 Corvette factory
Pre‑production colour trial ‑ dark blue body & Lesney England
base, clear windows, black interior, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent 
unboxed with a few tiny chips.

£50 - £70

Lot 5405 - Matchbox Superfast 71d 1962 Corvette ‑ dark blue
body with white side & trunk tampo print, clear windows, chrome
interior, dark blue Lesney England base, RARE MALTESE
CROSS WHEELS ‑ overall Near Mint but does have small scratch
to roof.

£20 - £30

Lot 5406 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 71c 1962 Corvette ‑ all are
dark blue body with white side & trunk tampo print, clear windows,
dark blue Lesney England base, 5‑arch wheels (1) blue interior ‑
Excellent Plus with factory tampo print flaws & scratch to rear of
body above license plate in Good factory sealed 1980 copyright
US issue blister pack with large surface tear to backing card
where price label removed; (2) blue interior ‑ Near Mint in Good
to Good Plus 1983 copyright yellow graph paper all card box; (3)
chrome interior ‑ Excellent Plus unboxed with some paint loss to
edges of roof.  (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5407 - Matchbox Superfast 71d 1962 Corvette ‑ white body
with red side & trunk tampo print, clear windows, chrome interior,
RARE DARK BLUE LESNEY ENGLAND BASE, 5‑arch wheels ‑
Excellent unboxed with some scratches to roof.

£30 - £40



Lot 5408 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 71d 1962 Corvette ‑ all are
white body, clear windows, 5‑arch wheels (1) red side & trunk
tampo print, blue interior, white Lesney England base; (2) red side
& trunk tampo print, chrome interior, off‑white Lesney England
base (significantly darker shade than body); (3) without tampo
print, chrome interior, white China base ‑ all are overall Excellent
with rub marks/scratches or chips to roof.  (3)

£20 - £30

Lot 5409 - Matchbox Superfast 72c Bomag Road Roller factory
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ yellow cab, bright red 
interior & engine, lemon yellow roller frame & base, chrome
5‑arch wheels ‑ Fair to Good play worn in Good "New" type L box
with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panel.

£30 - £40

Lot 5410 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 72c Bomag Road Roller ‑ all
are yellow body & base (some slight shade variation between
models), bright red interior & engine (1) chrome 5‑arch wheels; (2)
yellow 5‑arch wheels; (3) as (2) but slight shade variation ‑ 
condition varies from Good Plus to Excellent complete with a pair
of "New" type L boxes with English/French text to striker side
panel which are Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (3)

£10 - £15

Lot 5411 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 72d Ford Capri Maxi Taxi ‑
both are yellow body, clear windows, pale grey interior, matt black
Hong Kong base (1) lighter shade body ‑ Excellent Plus with 
factory casting flaws & chip around rear lamp clusters along with
usual chrome loss to engine air intake in Good Plus "New" type L
box with small tear to one end flap tab; (2) darker shade body ‑
Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips in Excellent 1982 
copyright generic US issue box.  (2)

£40 - £50

Lot 5412 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 72d Ford Capri Maxi Taxi ‑ both
are clear windows, pale grey interior (1) lighter shade yellow body,
matt black Hong Kong base ‑ Excellent Plus with factory assembly
marks to roof in Good factory sealed 1981 copyright US issue 
blister pack with crack to left hand side of blister; (2) made in Macau
transitional issue ‑ dark yellow body, gloss black Macau base ‑ 
Excellent with some chrome loss to wheels & engine air intake
along with rub marks to roof tampo print in Fair worn but still 
complete 1983 copyright yellow graph paper box.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5413 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 72e Dodge Commando 
Delivery Truck "Pepsi" ‑ all are red cab, blue windows, black 
plastic Lesney England base (1) ivory plastic rear container body
& opening doors, narrow profile 5‑arch wheels; (2) white plastic
rear container body & opening doors, narrow profile 5‑arch
wheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good & Near Mint type L boxes; (3)
white plastic rear body & opening doors, gold wide profile 5‑arch
wheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus blue window box with
price label to header card. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 5414 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 72e Dodge Commando 
Delivery Truck "Kellogg's" ‑ both are red cab, blue windows, white
plastic rear container body & opening doors, black plastic Lesney
England base (1) narrow profile 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent (labels
discoloured) in Good type L box; (2) wide profile 5‑arch wheels ‑
Near Mint in Good type L box. (2)

£10 - £20



Lot 5415 - Matchbox Superfast 72e Dodge Commando Delivery
Truck "Woolworth" ‑ red cab, blue windows, ivory plastic rear 
container body with white opening doors, black plastic Lesney
England base, narrow profile 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with
some slight discolouration to labels in Excellent Plus type L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5416 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 72e Dodge Commando 
Delivery Truck ‑ both are red cab, blue windows, black plastic
Lesney England base (1) "Smiths Crisps" ‑ white plastic rear 
container body & opening doors (please note these have 
discoloured to an ivory colour but when the doors are opened and
the inside of the container body inspected this was originally
white), gold wide profile 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent in Good Plus
discoloured type L box; (2) plain white plastic rear container body
& opening doors without labels or tampo print, chrome wide 
profile 5‑arch wheels ‑ Mint in Excellent Plus factory sealed blue
window box. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5417 - Matchbox Superfast 73b Weasel Armoured Car 
Factory Pre‑production Colour Trial ‑ metallic jade green body &
base with Pat App number, dark red plastic turret, turquoise 
plastic axle clip ‑ Excellent Plus with thin factory paint finish to
base (see extra photo) in Near Mint to Mint "New" 1974 copyright
type J box.

£100 - £130

Lot 5418 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 73b Weasel Armoured Car ‑
both are metallic jade green body & base with Pat App number,
green plastic axle clip (1) standard production issue orange 
plastic turret spinner ‑ Mint in Good "New" 1974 copyright type J
box; (2) very rare lemon yellow plastic turret spinner (see extra
base photos of models) ‑ Fair play worn. (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5419 - Matchbox Superfast 73b Weasel Armoured Car Twin
Pack Issue ‑ dark olive green body, metallic jade green base with
Pat App number, turquoise axle clip ‑ Excellent with a few tiny
chips to edges of body in Excellent Plus "New" 1974 copyright
type J box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5420 - Matchbox Superfast 73b Weasel Armoured Car MADE
IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ military green body (slightly different shade to
Lesney England manufactured models), gloss black base with
Pat App number, turquoise axle clip with black paper "Inbrima"
paper label, chrome 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Good Plus with some paint
chips to body in Near Mint "New" type J box.

£80 - £120

Lot 5421 - Matchbox Superfast 73b Weasel Armoured Car MADE
IN BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ metallic emerald green body & base with Pat
App number & ivory plastic "FAB Z.F. MANAUS" base tab,
chrome 5‑spoke wheels ‑ overall Good Plus to Excellent with
some paint chips particularly around headlamps, wing edges &
rear of base, plastic base tab also unfortunately incomplete (see
extra photo) in Near Mint to Mint "New" 1974 copyright type J box.

£100 - £130



Lot 5422 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 73b Weasel Armoured Car ‑
all are military green body & base with patent number, turquoise
axle clip, black 5‑spoke wheels (1) Mint in Good Plus factory
sealed 1974 copyright "Rola‑matics" blister pack; (2) Mint in 
Excellent factory sealed US issue Rola‑matics blister pack with
remains of original retailers price label & extra reference label to
backing card; (3) Mint in Good Plus "New" 1978 copyright type J
box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panel. (3)

£30 - £40

Lot 5423 - Matchbox Superfast 73c Ford Model A FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ cream body, dark green
windows, BLUE PLASTIC RADIATOR GRILLE & FRONT
BUMPER, dark green chassis with spare wheel carrier, black
plastic base ‑ Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny chips to roof &
couple of minor factory casting/paint flaws around trunk area in
Excellent to Excellent Plus "New" type L box with 2‑line 
English/French text to striker side panel.

£40 - £50

Lot 5424 - Matchbox Superfast 73c Ford Model A FACTORY
PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ cream body, dark green
windows, BRIGHT RED RADIATOR GRILLE & FRONT
BUMPER, dark green chassis with spare wheel carrier, black
plastic base ‑ Excellent Plus (factory assembly marks to inside of
glazing unit) in Excellent a little stained on one striker side "New"
type L box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panel.

£40 - £50

Lot 5425 - Matchbox Superfast 73c Ford Model A ‑ cream body,
dark green windows, dark green chassis with spare wheel 
carrier, black plastic base RARE 5‑ARCH FRONT WHEELS ‑
Good Plus to Excellent with some paint chips particularly to front
wings & spare wheel carrier in Excellent "New" type L box with
2‑line English/French text to striker side panel. RARE FACTORY
WHEEL ERROR.

£30 - £40

Lot 5426 - Matchbox Superfast 73c Ford Model A ‑ cream body,
dark green windows, dark green chassis with spare wheel 
carrier, black plastic base ‑ Mint apart from a couple of minor 
factory assembly marks in Good PLAIN PRE‑PRODUCTION
FRENCH MARKET BUBBLE PACK (the plain card base has
damp damage and is stained).

£30 - £40

Lot 5427 - Matchbox Superfast 3 x 73c Ford Model A ‑ all are
cream body, black plastic base (1) dark green windows, dark
green chassis with spare wheel carrier; (2) as (1) but windows
are a slightly lighter shade although still dark rather than light
green ‑ Near Mint & Mint in Good to Good Plus "New" type L
boxes with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panels; (3)
without windows fitted, dark green chassis without spare wheel
carrier ‑ Good Plus with some paint chips to roof & chrome loss
to plated parts in Good "New" type L box with 2‑line
English/French text to striker side panel.  (3)

£15 - £20



Lot 5428 - Matchbox Superfast 73c Ford Model A ‑ white body
(not cream) without windows fitted, dark green chassis without
spare wheel carrier, black plastic base ‑ Excellent with some
chrome loss to plated parts in Good Plus to Excellent type L box
without New but with English/French/Italian text to striker side
panel.

£10 - £15

Lot 5429 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 73c Ford Model A ‑ both are
metallic green body, dark green chassis without spare wheel 
carrier, black plastic base (1) dark green windows; (2) without 
windows fitted ‑ Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus
"New" type L boxes one of which has holed punched to one end
flap with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panels.  (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 5430 - Matchbox Superfast 4 x 73c Ford Model A ‑ all are tan
body, chocolate brown chassis without spare wheel carrier, black
plastic base (1) light amber windows, Lesney England base with
model number cast; (2) clear windows, Lesney England base
without model number cast; (3) clear windows, transitional Macau
base without model number cast (front bumper bent out of shape)
‑ Good Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus type L boxes one
of which has hole punched to one end flap; (4) dark amber 
windows, Lesney England base without model number cast ‑ 
Excellent Plus (factory tampo print marks to trunk which also has
a small paint chip) in Excellent factory sealed 1980 copyright 
blister pack.  (4)

£20 - £25

Lot 5431 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 74c Cougar Villager Station
Wagon ‑ both are clear windows, lemon‑yellow interior, bare metal
base (1) metallic green body (lighter shade) ‑ Excellent Plus 
(glazing unit distorted) in Excellent "New" type K box with 2‑line
English/French text to striker side panel; (2) RARE METALLIC
JADE GREEN BODY WITH SEMI‑MATT PAINT FINISH ‑ overall
Near Mint but does have some marks to roof in Near Mint "New"
type K box with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panel.
(2)

£50 - £60

Lot 5432 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 74c Cougar Villager Station
Wagon ‑ both are metallic green body, clear windows, lemon 
yellow interior, bare metal base (1) darker shade body, standard
production issue green plastic tailgate; (2) lighter shade body,
RARE & UNUSUAL GREY‑BLUE PLASTIC TAILGATE (see extra
photo) ‑ Near Mint & Mint in Excellent & Near Mint "New" type K
boxes with 2‑line English/French text to striker side panel.  (2)

£50 - £70

Lot 5433 - Matchbox Superfast 74c Cougar Villager Station
Wagon ‑ metallic green body, clear windows, RARE DARK 
YELLOW INTERIOR, bare metal base ‑ Excellent Plus with some 
tarnishing to base in Near Mint to Mint "New" type K box with
2‑line English/French text to striker side panel.

£30 - £40



Lot 5434 - Matchbox Superfast 74c Cougar Villager Station
Wagon ‑ metallic blue body, clear windows, dark yellow interior,
bare metal base ‑ Excellent with some paint chips in generally 
Excellent "New" type K box with 2‑line English/French text to
striker side panel (does have small tear to one end flap).

£10 - £15

Lot 5435 - Matchbox Superfast 74c Cougar Villager Station
Wagon ‑ metallic blue body, clear windows, lemon yellow interior,
bare metal base ‑ Near Mint with a couple of minor factory paint
flaws to roof in Near Mint "New" type K with 2‑line English/French
text to striker side panel (price label to one end flap).

£20 - £30

Lot 5436 - Matchbox Superfast 74c Cougar Villager ‑ metallic
blue body, clear windows, lemon yellow interior, bare metal base
‑ Near Mint to Mint in Excellent rare late issue type K box without
New but English/French/Italian text to striker side panel (some
staining to one end flap where price label removed).

£30 - £40

Lot 5437 - Matchbox Superfast 75d Orange Peel Dodge Charger
Dragster ‑ white body with dark burnt orange & black racing 
number 70 tampo print, windows have slight amber tint, matt black
Hong Kong base, 5‑arch front & Maltese Cross rear wheels ‑ 
Excellent with some small paint chips in Excellent "New" type L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5438 - Matchbox Superfast 70d Orange Peel Dodge Charger
Dragster made in Macau transitional issue ‑ white body with 
orange & black racing number 70 tampo print, windows have very
pale amber tint, gloss black Macau base, 5‑arch & Maltese Cross
rear wheels ‑ Near Mint in Excellent Plus "New" type L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5439 - Matchbox Superfast 74e Fiat 131 Abarth Rally Car
FACTORY PRE‑PRODUCTION COLOUR TRIAL ‑ dark 
chocolate brown body, clear windows, black interior, black plastic
Lesney England base with model number cast, 5‑arch wheels 
Excellent Plus with some paint loss to upper edge of rear spoiler
in Excellent Plus type L box.

£150 - £200

Lot 5440 - Matchbox Superfast 74e Fiat 131 Abarth Rally Car ‑
white body with burnt orange & red racing number 45 tampo print,
clear windows, RARE BLACK INTERIOR, black plastic Lesney
England base, 5‑arch wheels ‑ Good Plus with some small paint
chips in Excellent type L box.

£40 - £60

Lot 5441 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 74e Fiat 131 Abarth ‑ both are
white body with burnt orange & red racing number 45 tampo print,
clear windows, red interior, black plastic Lesney England base (1)
Excellent with a couple of tiny chips in Good Plus a little stained
type L box; (2) Excellent (suspension collapsed giving the 
impression of a lowered suspension) in Fair to Good worn but
complete type L box. (2)

£20 - £30



Lot 5442 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 74e Fiat 131 Abarth Rally Car
‑ both are white body with burnt orange & red racing number 45
tampo print, red interior, 5‑arch wheels (1) clear windows, black
plastic Lesney England base ‑ Excellent Plus with some factory
assembly paint chips to left hand rear wing in Good creased 
factory sealed 1980 copyright blister pack; (2) Made in Macau
transitional issue ‑ light amber windows, black plastic Macau base
‑ Excellent Plus with some rub marks to roof in Fair damp 
damaged but still factory sealed 1983 copyright blister pack. (2)

£10 - £20

Lot 5443 - Matchbox Superfast 75b Alfa Carabo MADE IN
BRAZIL ISSUE ‑ lemon yellow body, clear windows, ivory interior,
purple Lesney England base which has the remains of an original
"Inbrima" paper label, 5‑spoke wide wheels ‑ Excellent unboxed
with a few tiny chips.  Startling colour combination.

£300 - £400

Lot 5444 - Matchbox Superfast 75b Alfa Carabo Streakers Issue
‑ pink body with lime green & yellow tampo print, clear windows,
ivory interior, lemon yellow base, 5‑spoke wide wheels ‑ 
Excellent with a few tiny chips to rear of body in Good Plus to 
Excellent a little scuffed & discoloured "New" type J box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5445 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 75b Alfa Carabo Streakers
Issue ‑ both are red body with lime green & yellow tampo print,
clear windows, ivory interior, lemon yellow base (1) 5‑spoke wide
wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with some small chips to base in 
Excellent "New" type J box; (2) 5‑arch wheels ‑ Excellent with
some small paint chips in Good "New" type J box with original 
retailers price label to one end flap. (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5446 - Matchbox Superfast 75c Seasprite RAF Rescue 
Helicopter ‑ RARE RED WINDOWS, RARE DULL RED PLASTIC
BASE (see extra photo) ‑ Near Mint with a couple of tiny pin size
factory assembly paint chips in Excellent "New" 1976 copyright
type L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5447 - Matchbox Superfast 75c Seasprite RAF Rescue 
Helicopter ‑ RARE PURPLE WINDOWS, light blue RAF Rescue
labels (normally dark blue), red plastic base ‑ Near Mint with usual
minor factory assembly marks in Excellent 1978 copyright type L
box without "New" but with 2‑line English/French text to striker
side panel.

£20 - £30

Lot 5448 - Matchbox Superfast 75c Seasprite RAF Rescue 
Helicopter ‑ RARE DARK GREEN WINDOWS, red plastic base ‑
Excellent Plus with a couple of tiny factory assembly paint chips
in Good Plus 1978 copyright type L box without "New" but with
2‑line English/French text to striker side panel.

£20 - £30



Lot 5449 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 75c Seasprite RAF Rescue
Helicopter ‑ both are standard production issue dark blue 
windows, red plastic base but do have a shade difference 
between the plastic bases (see extra photo) ‑ Excellent to 
Excellent Plus with one label discoloured complete with a single
Good type L box without "New" but with 2‑line English/French text
to striker side panel. (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 5450 - Matchbox Superfast 75d MBTV News Helicopter 
Factory Pre‑production Colour Trial ‑ white cockpit & upper 
fuselage, light amber windows, blue interior, light orange plastic
Lesney England base ‑ Good Plus to Excellent with considerable
paint loss around left hand cockpit door in Excellent type L box
with a couple of small tears to one end flap.

£40 - £60

Lot 5451 - Matchbox Superfast 5 x 75d MBTV News Helicopter
(1) white cockpit & tail, light amber windows, black interior & skis,
light orange plastic Lesney England base; (2) as (1) but on partly
opened blister pack; (3) as (1) but in 1983 copyright yellow graph
paper all card box; (4) as (1) but darker orange plastic Lesney
England base; (5) clear windows, silver‑grey interior & skis, darker
orange plastic Lesney England base ‑ condition varies from 
Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (5)

£20 - £25

Lot 5452 - Matchbox Superfast 5 x 75d Police Helicopter ‑ all are
black plastic Lesney England base (1) light amber windows, black
interior & skis; (2) as (1) but in blue window box; (3) clear 
windows, black interior & skis; (4) light amber windows, silver‑grey
interior & skis; (5) as (4) but clear windows ‑ condition varies from
Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging.  (5)

£20 - £30

Lot 5453 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 75d Rescue Helicopter ‑ both
are white cockpit & tail, light amber windows, black plastic Lesney
England base (1) black interior & skis; (2) silver‑grey plastic 
interior & skis ‑ Excellent Plus & Near Mint with usual minor 
factory assembly marks in Good to Excellent type L boxes.  (2)

£20 - £30

Lot 5454 - Matchbox Superfast 2 x 78a Datsun 280ZX ‑ both are
metallic pearl silver body, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black
"Fairlady Z" Hong Kong base, small diameter 5‑spoke wheel (1)
darker shade body; (2) lighter shade body ‑ Good Plus to 
Excellent with paint chips to base & bumpers in Fair to Good
"New" Australian issue type L boxes.  (2)

£30 - £40

Lot 5455 - Matchbox Superfast 79a Mitsubishi Galant ‑ metallic
apple green body, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black "Galant
Eterna" base, small diameter 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Excellent with
some small chips to base & bumpers in Excellent "New" 
Australian issue type L box.

£20 - £30



Lot 5456 - Matchbox Superfast Japan Series No.5 ‑ Nissan 
Fairlady 280Z ‑ red body, clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black
Japan base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good
Plus scuffed type L box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5457 - Matchbox Superfast Japan Series No.5 ‑ Nissan 
Fairlady 280Z ‑ metallic pearl silver body, clear windows, ivory 
interior, gloss black Japan base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Near Mint to
Mint in Fair to Good Plus scuffed type L box.

£20 - £30

Lot 5458 - Matchbox Superfast Japan Series J‑21 Toyota Celica
XX 2600 ‑ cream body, clear windows, ivory interior, matt black
Japan base, small diameter 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Near Mint to Mint
in Good Plus Japan series colour picture box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5459 - Matchbox Superfast Japan Series J‑22 Mitsubishi
Galant Eterna ‑ red body, clear windows, ivory interior, gloss black
Japan base, small diameter 5‑spoke wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with
a couple of tiny chips in Near Mint Japan series colour picture
box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5460 - Matchbox Superfast Japan Series No.70/J‑22 
Mitsubishi Galant Eterna ‑ lemon yellow body, clear windows,
ivory interior, gloss black Japan base, small diameter 5‑spoke
wheels ‑ Near Mint with tiny chip to edge of roof in Near Mint to
Mint Japan series colour picture box.

£30 - £40

Lot 5461 - Matchbox Superfast US issue Rola‑Matics Carry Case
gift set containing (1) 10b Ford Mustang Piston Popper ‑ metallic
dark blue body, rare pale amber tinted windows (not light amber
these are significantly lighter), white interior, bare metal base; (2)
39a Clipper ‑ metallic magenta body, light amber windows, lemon
yellow interior, metallic emerald green base, chrome engine 
exhausts; (3) 47b Beach Hopper ‑ metallic dark blue body with
medium splatter of pink spots & sunburst hood label, clear 
windscreen, tan driver, orange interior, pink base; (4) 57c Ford
Wildlife Truck ‑ lemon yellow body with Ranger hood label, red
windows, smoke grey tinted canopy with burnt sienna lion, bare
metal base with "gunmetal" effect (usual distortion to canopy); (5)
67b Ford Capri Hot Rocker ‑ metallic lime green body, clear 
windows, ivory interior, bare metal base ‑ all Near Mint to Mint in
Near Mint carry case with Good Plus to Excellent a little creased
printed card insert.

£150 - £200



Lot 5462 - Matchbox Superfast North American issue Streakers
Carry Case gift set containing (1) 7b Hairy Hustler; (2) 33b 
Datsun 126X ‑ black & red flame tampo print, dark amber 
windows, orange base; (3) 41b Siva Spyder ‑ metallic dark blue
body with racing number 8 tampo print, clear windows, pale 
yellow interior, bare metal base, 5‑spoke wheels; (4) 53b Tanzara
‑ white body with blue & red tampo print, dark amber windows,
chrome interior, bare metal base; (5) 60b Lotus Super Seven ‑
dark yellow body with racing number 60 tampo print, clear 
windscreen, black interior, bare metal base ‑ all Near Mint to Mint
in Near Mint to Mint factory sealed carry case complete with 1975
pocket catalogue & Matchbox Collectors Club leaflet both of
which are Near Mint.

£120 - £160

Lot 5463 - Matchbox Superfast US Issue Off‑Road Carry Case
Gift Set containing (1) 7c Volkswagen Golf ‑ metallic emerald
green body, light amber windows, dark yellow interior, matt black
base; (2) 31c Caravan ‑ orange Seagull labels, dark amber 
windows, pale yellow interior, dark yellow opening door, bare
metal base; (3) 53c Jeep CJ6; (4) 60c Holden Pick‑up Truck ‑ red
body with racing number 500 hood label, light amber windows,
pale yellow interior, dark yellow motorcycles, bare metal base; (5)
68c Chevrolet Van ‑ orange body with blue & red stripe tampo
print, blue windows, bare metal base ‑ all Mint in Near Mint to Mint
factory shrink‑wrapped 1970 copyright blue vinyl carry case
(shrink‑wrap is however split in 2 places).

£80 - £100

Lot 5464 - Matchbox Superfast US Issue Street Classics Carry
Case Gift Set containing (1) 1c Dodge Challenger ‑ red body with
white plastic roof, clear windows, chrome interior, bare metal
base, 5‑arch wheels (roof & windows discoloured from sun 
exposure); (2) 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑ metallic brown body,
clear windows, pale yellow interior, gloss black base, 5‑arch
wheels; (3) 16b Pontiac Firebird ‑ white body with blue & black
tampo print, clear windows, bright red interior, silver painted 
"Pontiac" base; (4) 52c BMW M1 ‑ metallic silver body with black
racing number 52 tampo print, clear windows, bright red interior,
matt black base; (5) 62d Chevrolet Corvette ‑ metallic red body
with white hood tampo print only, clear windows, pale grey 
interior, bare metal base (some corrosion to base) ‑ condition
varies from Excellent to Mint in Excellent Plus 1979 copyright red
vinyl carry case.

£50 - £60

Lot 5465 - Matchbox Superfast Keep on Truckin' US Issue Carry
Case Gift Set containing (1) 11c Bedford Car Transporter ‑ orange
cab & chassis, dark blue windows, matt black base (does have
some paint chips to front bumper) ‑ Excellent; (2) 65b Airline
Coach "American Airlines" ‑ metallic dark blue body with labels
facing front, light amber windows, pale yellow interior, bare metal
base with front recess (roof discoloured/stained & labels worn) ‑
Good; (3) 66c Kenworth Tyrone Malone Superboss ‑ white body
with blue & red stripe tampo print, ivory rear wing with Tyrone 
Malone tampo print, dark green windows, chrome base (front
bumper glue repaired) ‑ Good Plus; (4) 69c Armoured Security
Truck ‑ darker red body with "Q7‑2031" front wing tampo print,
white plastic roof, blue windows, silver painted base with high text,
5‑crown wheels ‑ Near Mint in Fair split & damaged 1979 
copyright blue vinyl carry case.

£20 - £30

Lot 5466 - Matchbox Superfast Emergency Services US Issue
Carry Case Gift Set ‑ containing (1) 10c Plymouth Gran Fury 
Police Car ‑ black & white body with Police Shield door tampo
print, blue roof‑lights, dark amber windows, white interior, bare
metal base (usual factory tampo print flaws); (2) 13c Snorkel Fire
Engine ‑ dark red body, dark yellow plastic hoist & platform, blue
windows, bare metal base; (3) 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine ‑
dark red body, lemon yellow plastic ladder, light amber windows,
white interior, matt black base, 5‑spoke wheels; (4) 41c 
Ambulance ‑ blue cross ambulance labels, blue windows, pale
grey interior, bare metal base; (5) 75c Seasprite RAF Rescue 
Helicopter ‑ dark blue windows, red plastic base ‑ Excellent Plus
to Mint in Good to Good Plus 1981 copyright red vinyl carry case
(metal rivets rusty & would benefit from cleaning).

£60 - £80



Lot 5467 - Matchbox Superfast G‑5 Construction Gift Set 
containing (1) 19c Cement Mixer ‑ dark green windows, pale grey
plastic barrel with red stripes, bare metal base (chips to cab roof
& glue marks to barrel); (2) 29c Tractor Shovel ‑ yellow body, red
plastic shovel, black interior & engine, lemon yellow plastic base;
(3) 58c Faun Dump Truck; (4) 64d Caterpillar D9 Bulldozer ‑ tan
plastic canopy, yellow plastic rollers with original & pliable black
rubber tracks; (5) 72c Bomag Road Roller with yellow 5‑arch
wheels ‑ contents are generally Near Mint to Mint apart from 
cement truck which is only Good Plus to Excellent complete with
unused plastic accessories in Good scuffed around the edges
1979 copyright window box.

£60 - £80

Lot 5468 - Matchbox Superfast G6 Farm Gift Set containing (1)
40b Bedford Horse Box ‑ metallic jade green cab, dark green 
windows, cream body with dark chocolate brown ramp, complete
with horses attached to sprue, bare metal base; (2) 46c Ford 
Tractor ‑ blue body with Ford grille badge, pale yellow interior,
bare metal base, yellow hubs, complete with lemon yellow Disc
Harrow; (3) 51c Combine Harvester ‑ without baseplate, yellow
4‑spoke narrow front wheels; (4) 71c twin pack No.71c Dodge
Cattle Truck & Trailer ‑ red cab & chassis, cream stake body, rare
purple windows, complete with black cattle attached to sprue ‑
Near Mint to Mint complete with unused plastic accessories in
Good stained 1979 copyright window box.

£60 - £80

Lot 5469 - Matchbox Superfast G‑7 Emergency Gift Set 
containing (1) 10c Plymouth Gran Fury Police Car ‑ black & white
body with Police Shield door tampo print, blue roof‑lights, light
amber windows, white interior, bare metal base; (2) 13c Snorkel
Fire Engine ‑ bright red body, dark yellow hoist lower arm & 
platform, light yellow hoist upper arm & turntable, dark blue 
windows, bare metal base; (3) 22c Blaze Buster Fire Engine ‑
bright red body, lemon yellow ladder, dark amber windows,
chrome interior, gloss black base, 5‑spoke wide wheels; (4) 41c
Ambulance ‑ red cross ambulance labels, blue windows, pale
grey interior, bare metal base; (5) Skybusters RAF Rescue 
Helicopter ‑ Excellent Plus to Mint complete with plastic 
accessories in Fair worn window box with plastic accessories in
Fair worn window box with damaged inner plastic vac‑form 
packing tray.

£40 - £60

Lot 5470 - Matchbox Superfast G‑4 Convoy Gift Set containing
(1) 10c Plymouth Gran Fury ‑ black & white body with Police
shield door tampo print, dark blue roof lights & windows, white 
interior, bare metal Lesney England base; (2) 61c Peterbilt Wreck
Truck ‑ burnt orange body with double white stripe hood tampo
print, white background "Eddies Wrecker" cab door tampo prints,
dark amber windows, chrome Lesney England base; (3) CY3 
Peterbilt Articulated Container Truck "Uniroyal" ‑ red tractor unit
with black & white stripe tampo print, clear windows, chrome
Matchbox International England base, gloss black Trailer with
Lesney England base, tan containers; (4) CY7 Peterbilt 
Articulated Tanker "Super Gas" ‑ gloss black tractor unit with red
& white stripe tampo print, dark amber windows, chrome Lesney
England base, dark yellow plastic trailer with gloss black Lesney
England base; (5) CY9 Kenworth Articulated Box Truck "Midnight
X‑Press" ‑ clear windows, Macau tractor unit & trailer base ‑ 
condition varies from Excellent to Mint in Good Plus 1982 
copyright Lesney Products Plc window box.

£60 - £70

Lot 5471 - Matchbox Superfast MBA‑99 Empty Counter Trade
Pack Dispenser "Pack A Road, Freight & Farm Theme" which
originally would have held 36 x various models but now empty ‑
Fair with some damp damage but still complete and displays well.

£50 - £70



Lot 5472 - Matchbox Superfast MBB‑99 Empty Counter Trade
Pack Dispenser "Pack B Power & Rescue Theme" which 
originally would have held 36 x various models but now empty ‑
Fair with tape repair but still displays well.

£50 - £70

Lot 5473 - Matchbox Superfast S‑800 Stunt Jump Track Racing
Set ‑ containing (1) 3c Porsche 911/930 Turbo ‑ metallic silver
body, clear windows, red interior, gloss black base, 5‑arch wheels
‑ Mint in Mint "New" type K box with English/French text to striker
side panel; (2) 10c Plymouth Gran Fury Police Car ‑ black & white
body with Police shield door tampo print, light amber windows,
blue roof lights, white interior, bare metal base, dot‑dash wheels
‑ Excellent in Near Mint "New" type K box; set complete with all
other components & instructions in Good box with matching
model artwork & complete with inner card packing (lid has tape &
glue repairs to two corners).

£80 - £100

Lot 5474 - Matchbox Superfast S‑700 German export issue Sprint
Start Track Racing Set containing (1) 9c Ford Escort RS2000 ‑
white body with racing number 9 labels, clear windows, tan 
interior, gloss black base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent Plus with
rub marks to roof label in Excellent type K box without "New" but
with English/French/Italian text to rectangular panel on one striker
side and matching model artwork; (2) 67c Datsun 260Z ‑ metallic
magenta body, clear windows, pale yellow interior, matt black
base, dot‑dash wheels ‑ Excellent with some small chips &
scratch to roof in Excellent Plus "New" type K box with 
English/French text to rectangular panel on one striker side and
matching model artwork; set complete with all track components
& metal ball bearings with start gate & balls in original factory clear
plastic bags ‑ Mint unused complete with unused label sheet, 
instructions & complaint slip in Good Plus a little creased German
text box with closely matching model artwork (illustrates Ford 
Escort with blue rather than clear windows) complete with 
damaged inner card packing. Rare export set.

£100 - £130

Lot 5475 - Matchbox Superfast S‑400 Streak Racing Twin Loop
Race Track Set ‑ although missing cars set is complete with all
other components and has had very limited use ‑ Excellent to Mint
in Poor to Fair heavily sun faded box.

£10 - £15

Lot 5476 - Matchbox MG‑3 Texaco Garage ‑ complete with all
components (many plastic parts still attached to sprue), unused
sheet of adhesive labels, instructions, complaints slip etc ‑ 
generally Near Mint to Mint apart from the plastic restaurant 
window which is distorted and only Fair in Good clean but creased
at one end box with glue repair to one inner end flap complete
with inner card packing piece.

£40 - £60

Lot 5477 - Matchbox Superfast MG‑2 Matchbox Service Station
‑ complete with all parts, unused sheet of adhesive labels & 
complaints slip ‑ Mint in Good box with tape repairs to 2 corners
of lid.

£40 - £50



Lot 5478 - Matchbox Superfast MG8 Convoy Truck Stop ‑ 
missing a few parts ‑ Good to Excellent with some discolouration
of white plastic parts in Fair box.

£5 - £10

Lot 5479 - Matchbox Superfast 1980 copyright US Issue 24‑Car
Carry Case with light blue inner trays ‑ Near Mint.

£20 - £30

Lot 5480 - Matchbox Superfast pair of early 1980's issue 24‑car
Carry Cases (1) scarce yellow plastic case for English speaking
markets only, labels unfortunately without copyright date but do
state "Lesney Products & Co PLC"; (2) blue plastic case for sale
in European markets with "1981 copyright Matchbox International
Limited" labels ‑ both cases are scuffed and would benefit from
further cleaning ‑ Fair to Good. (2)

£10 - £15

Lot 5481 - Tara Toy Corporation (Glendale New York State USA)
Garage Carry Case to hold 72 Matchbox, Hot Wheels and other
similar sized models ‑ Good Plus to Excellent.

£10 - £20



Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Bids can be placed online, prior or live during the auction, via telephone or commission.

THERE ARE NO ADDITIONAL CHARGES FOR USING THE VECTIS PLATFORM TO BID. 

Please Note: The Buyers Premium will be increasing to 22.5% +VAT  (TOTAL 27%) from the 1st June 2023.
Invaluable bidders incur an additional charge of 5% from Invaluable, (32%)

Invaluable is now only available for our TV & Film related sales, all other sales will be held exclusively on the 
Vectis website.

The-Saleroom commission rate is 32.94% - There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by email immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
As of the August 2023 auctions, there is a £100 minimum phone bid in effect
If you would like to bid live via the telephone please contact us prior to the day of the auction on +44 (0) 1642
750616. On the day of the sale you will need to be available so that we can contact you via the telephone during
the live auction. This option is available for ALL LOTS OVER £100 and there is NO CHARGE to you. We will
call you several minutes prior to the lot being offered for auction. We cannot guarantee that all telephone requests
will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone bidding. Although we will try to accommodate every 
request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  -  Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  -  Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 
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